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1 , INTRODUCTIO N

The Royal Commission on National Passenger Transportation was estab-

lished in October 1989 . Its mandate is to :make recommendations for an

integrated nationa'I ,passenger transportation system that will serve

Canadians well into the 21st century .

The Commission provides an opportunity for :a :much needed review of a

wide range of practices and ;po'Iicies :that affect the characteristics and costs

of,passenger transportation services in Canada . This paper isa part of the

'background research of the Commission . Its purposes are to provide, in a

concise readable form, a comprehensive surv.ey of the nature and role of

subsidies affecting passenger transportation services in Canada .

The Commission has a unique o,p;portunity,to examine the passenger trans-

portation system of Canada as a whole . It is important, therefore, that

research which reports on the historical record of,passenger services in
Canada look beyond the modal orientation of,past practices . This paper

considers the general characteristics of subsidies, examines the attributes

of subsidies in the individual modes .and, finally, draws general conclusions .



OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPE R

The terms of reference for the paper encompass the following objectives :

• identification of the linkages, if any, between the types of subsidy, the
mechanisms for the provision of subsidies, and the institutional
characteristics of the services involved ;

• assessment of the effectiveness of subsidy types and mechanisms; and

• assessment of the potential role of subsidies in the future .

OUTLINE OF THE PAPER

The paper is divided into four sections . Following the Introduction,
Section II describes the various characteristics of subsidies, including the
types and purposes of subsidies, the economic effects of subsidies and
the desirable attributes of subsidy mechanisms . Indeed, there is such a
variety of subsidies that the second section of the paper begins wit h

a definition of "subsidy . "

The frameworks used to describe subsidies provide structures for the
survey of the role of subsidies in the various modes of passenger trans-
portation in Canada . Policies and programs exist on a modal basis for a
variety of reasons. For convenience, the survey is presented by mode in
Section III, concluding with a synopsis of the record of subsidies .

Section IV presents conclusions based on the Canadian experience to
date which provide a basis for recommendations on the direction of
policy and on further research to assist the framing and application
of this policy .

11 , CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBSIDIE S

This section provides an overview of the nature of subsidies affecting
passenger transportation services in Canada . Because of the great diversity

of specific subsidies, they have been placed into broad categories . At times,

this has involved making some somewhat arbitrary allocations .



DEFINITION OF "SUBSIDY "

The Commission is considering the impact of a variety of government pro-
grams and policies on the roles of the various modes of transport in serving
the passenger transportation requirement of Canadians . This paper deals
with those programs and policies that involve subsidies .

The breadth of perspective adopted here is appropriate to the broad man-
date of the Commission . The Commission needs a perspective on the
influence of subsidies in passenger transpo rtation equivalent to that being
developed by the ministers of agriculture in various countries who are
trying to develop a common international measure of the effect of subsidies
on agriculture . Their solution, the Producers Subsidy Equivalent Measure,

places a wide range of policies into a consistent framework which allows

the effect of diverse programs on agriculture to be measured . Faced wit h

a wide range of subsidies in passenger transpo rtation, the Commission

has a similar task .

The term "subsidy" carries a variety of meanings . Subsidies are most
frequently thought of as grants or payments from the government to aid a

particular group . This interpretation is the basis of many studies of subsidies .
Subsidies, however, may take a variety of forms . They may be implicit as

well as explicit . They may also be accidental as well as deliberate. They
may result in the absorption of private costs by the public rather than an
actual transfer of public resources to private interests . All subsidies, how-
ever, increase the value of benefits relative to costs accruing to the providers

or users of a service . Therefore, they affect the output of individual services
and the relationship between competing services . They affect the role of
the modes of transportation in serving Canadians' needs .

For this paper, subsidy .is defined as "a transfer of benefits to or costs from
an affected party by an implicit or explicit program or policy ." This definition
is sufficiently broad to encompass the wide variety of types of subsidy con-

sidered below. The result of such programs or policies is usually a greater
output of the subsidized good or service than warranted in the absence of

the subsidy .

The immediate expense of a subsidy is a cost to society, whether it falls
on some or all members or whether its effects are channelled through
government . A subsidy program should only be continued willingly and



knowingly, if the total value of benefits exceeds the total value of costs . A
subsidy might be made available to all industries - for example, a grant in
relation to research expenditures - or it might be made available selectively .
A subsidy will often involve different treatment of one firm or industry
from another . For example, the management of international shipping has
been given tax-free status in Canada under particular conditions, effective
March 1, 1991 . This is classified as a subsidy here . The effects of the subsidy
and whether it has merit are separate issues to be considered in the ligh t
of domestic and international conditions of this industry .

TYPES OF SUBSIDY

Several means exist by which income may be transferred with the result
that the output of a good or service is larger than would otherwise be the
case. There are four categories of such means, each requiring an explicit or
implicit public decision . The public may pay for services ; the public may
provide services ; the public may protect services ; or the public may absorb
costs created by services. Exhibit 1 is a summary of the types of subsidy
discussed here .

This classification structure encompasses a broader range of subsidies than
are normally considered . Most studies focus on direct subsidies involving
payments ; these are most easily identified . However, the full effect of
government intervention requires a broader approach . A report by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development on government
intervention places subsidies in six specific classes .' They are cash expen-
ditures; preferential credits ; tax expenditures ; subsidy equivalents of regu-
latory measures; possible subsidy elements in public purchasing contracts ;
and subsidy equivalents of tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade . The clas-
sification used here places subsidies in fewer, generic classes . It has the
advantages of highlighting the general nature of the promotional policies
and of avoiding detailed technical listings .



Exhibit I
SUMMARY OF TYPES OF I RANSpORT SUBSID Y

A. Subsidies which the public pays
• ex post compensation for unremunerative services
• ex ante compensatio n
• support for research and development
• tax concession s

B . Subsidies when the public provides facilities or services
• unremunerative services provided to travellers
• operation of unremunerative facilities and related services

- routes
- terminal s
- vehicles (not applicable to passenger transport)

• implicit capital. subsidy of Crown corporation s

C. Subsidies associated with the protection of services
• cross subsidies by regulated monopolie s

D . Subsidies by the absorption of costs
• loan guarantees
• environmental externalitie s

Subsidies Which the Public Pays

Subsidies which the public pays may come in a variety of forms . Some
may involve actual payments, others may enhance the net cash flow of
undertakings by providing tax concessions . The programs are described
in four categories : ex post compensation, ex ante compensation, payments
for research and development and tax concessions .

Ex post compensation: Payment to a company for an imposed public service
provided at a loss, but which is required in the interests of society, is the
most obvious form of a subsidy in transport . It is compensation to the pro-
vider of the service for the losses incurred . The primary beneficiaries of the
subsidy are the users of the service. After the National Transportation Act
(NTA, 1967) and until the formation of VIA Rail in 1978, CN and CP received
compensation for 80 percent of the losses they incurred in the provision
of intercity passenger services . This was an ex post payment system .



Ex ante compensation: The National Transportation Act, 1987 (NTA, 1987)

has provision for an ex ante subsidy system should it be desirable to
maintain airline services existing in 1987 but which are no longer remu-
nerative . Section 85 of the NTA, 1987 requires that unremunerative ser-
vices that are to be maintained should be contracted following competitive
tendering .

The payment of compensation to carriers for losses resulting from the impo-
sition of a public duty was an important recommendation of the MacPherson

Royal Commission in 1961 . It was incorporated in the statement of national
transportation policy in the NTA of 1967 and is unchanged in the NTA, 1987 .

Paragraph 3 .(1)(f) of the latter Act states : "each carrier or mode of transpor-
tation, so far as practicable, receives fair and reasonable compensation for
the resources, facilities and services that it is required to provide as a n

imposed public duty ."

Compensation is appropriate for two reasons . First, as transportation

markets become more competitive, it is no longer possible for carriers to
earn a sufficiently high profit in some markets to offset losses in another .

The effect of competition on the railways made this abundantly clear to the
MacPherson Commission . Second, even if the cross subsidy of one service
by another is possible, it is inappropriate for one sector of society, identified

by chance through the importance of a particular service to them, to pay
the subsidy decided appropriate by society at large. This would amount to

selective taxation .

Using the railways as an example, and supposing that cross subsidies
were possible, it would most likely be the shipper of bulk natural resources
from remote locations that would pay the high rates to cover the cross

subsidy requirement . A cross subsidy is possible when an enterprise is
able to earn some economic rents or excessive profits in a market with

limited competition . An inefficiently small output is produced in the

"taxed" market .

Payments for research and development: Subsidy payments may be made

to carriers for the suppo rt of research and development otherwise unatt rac-

tive to a company. No actual service to the public may be provided imme-

diately . However, on occasion, a service may be involved, as with th e

experimental sho rt-take-off-and-landing (STOL) service operated by Air



Canada between the island airport in Montreal and Ottawa between 1973

and 1976 . Users will benefit coincidentally from the greater range of service
available (while some other suppliers may be losers) .

Tax concessions: Various forms of tax concessions may be used to enhance

the cash flow of tax-paying organizations and, thereby, stimulate certain
activities . Examples of concessions could include exemption from con-
sumption taxes otherwise payable, for example, a fuel tax; tax credits for
certain expenses incurred, for example, research expenditures; and acceler-
ation of capital cost allowances on particular classes of assets for an industry .

Tax concessions may be viewed as "tax expenditures," a term used to
denote the tax revenue foregone . Subsidies provided by tax concessions
are less visible than direct payments . They are also less readily measured .
The amount of tax foregone on a consumption tax may be easier to esti-
mate than the amount foregone through accelerated capital cost allowance .
The latter only applies when firms are earning profits .

Subsidies When the Public Provides Facilities or Service s

Subsidies when the public provides facilities or services arise in a variety of
situations when the revenue generated by the facilities or services do not
cover their costs . The immediate beneficiaries are the users of those facili-

ties and services . If these beneficiaries are suppliers of services in a com-
petitive market they may be forced to pass on the benefits of the subsid y

to consumers . The subsidies that exist in the provision of facilities and ser-
vices to carriers are in spite of the principle advanced by the MacPherson
Commission and reflected in the NTA, 1987, paragraph 3 .(1)(e), namely, that
.each carrier or mode of transportation, so far as practicable, bears a fair
proportion of the real costs of the resources, facilities and services provided
to that carrier or mode of transportation at public expense ."

Unremunerative services provided to travellers : The public provides some
services directly to the public without covering the costs from user revenue .

Ferry services are an example . They range from the extensive deep-water
services in Atlantic Canada to short crossings of rivers throughout Canada .

VIA Rail is also an obvious example, although it is appropriate to not e

that VIA purchases a significant component of the transport operation
from CN and CP Rail .



Unremunerative facilities and services for routes: The public also provides

infrastructure and services which must be used in conjunction with other
assets to create transportation services . Public expenditure provides routes

both in the form of physical structures and of services . The largest public

investment in the nation is the network of roads provided for the operation

of private and for-hire vehicles. As well, navigation aids and a variety of

services are provided to facilitate the operation and safety of air and
marine services .

Unremunerative facilities and services for terminals : Passenger terminals

are currently provided at public expense in the case of airports, and, i n

the special case of cruise ships, in ports. For both routes and terminals, the
losses incurred may be visible in the sense of shortfalls in revenues against
costs, although they may be difficult to quantify accurately . Hidden subsi-
dies may also exist - for example, the absence of taxes on public land . This

is a subsidy in the sense that competing land uses have to pay taxes .

Implicit capital subsidies of Crown corporations: The public provision of

services by government may involve subsidies which are hidden in the
capital structure . The cost of capital to a government agency is reduced by
the assurance provided by state backing . The cost of capital does not reflect

the true risk associated with the investment undertaken . The effect of risky

projects on the cost of capital is a continuing concern for private firms ,

even though the effects of independent projects are averaged across the
activities of a firm .

Subsidies Associated With the Protection of Service s

The output of firms may be made more profitable by providing protection
against competition . This may be achieved by tariffs or quotas that keep out
foreign goods, thus protecting domestic goods or services by the regulation

of entry into the industry .

The transportation industry has been subject to a wide range of economic
regulation, including entry control for a variety of reasons . They include

the avoidance of destructive competition, protection of "infant industries,"
and the interest in preserving the ability of carriers to meet public service

or common carrier obligations . The latter category has really meant that
carriers sustain unremunerative services by cross subsidizing unprofit-

able services from profitable ones. The cross-subsidy structure has been



sustained by precluding competition on the profitable routes . The effect is

to support a subsidy mechanism through selective taxation achieved through

the regulatory process . A recent high-profile example of this policy is the
regulation of entry into the telephone industry and the cross subsidization
between long distance and local calling services in that industry.

An example of this policy in passenger transportation is in the regulatio n
of bus services in Quebec and Saskatchewan, where there is strong concern
to preserve services to small communities . The latter concern had.also

been reflected in the service mix operated by Air Canada when it was a
Crown corporation .

Regulation may be introduced and administered to achieve cross subsidiza-

tion. However, it may also simply create an environment in which cross
subsidization evolves because of the passive role of authorities in regulating
rates and because of the diminished market discipline faced by carriers .

Cross subsidies most often become evident when firms are faced with a

loss of earnings from their protected markets . For example, cross subsidies
have become issues as competition from other modes erode the earnings
of main bus routes and as potential competition stimulates "rebalancing"

in telephone rates .

Subsidies By the Absorption of Costs

The costs of doing business may be absorbed by society in two quite

different ways . The first is frequently recognized as a form of indirect

subsidy. The second is less often thought of as a subsidy .

Loan guarantees: Loan guarantees are frequently used by government to
enable capital to be available to companies, or available to companies at

lower rates than otherwise would apply . The result is that the costs asso-

ciated with the possibility of the venture failing are shifted to government .

Environmental externalities: Externalities are the consequences, positive

or negative, of an activity on others and for which the supplier does not
receive or pay compensation . Externalities have long been recognized as

important in transport. For example, the consequences of added traffic on
a route, whether highway, airline or canal, can be delay to other vehicles .

The immediate effects of congestion are internal to the particular transport



system . They result in inefficiency but not directly to the subsidization of
the mode . Air and noise pollution, however, are externalities exacerbated
by congestion ; they are examples of costs imposed on society . These exter-
nalities fall on society in a general sense, not on government . The incidence
of externalities within society varies with their specific nature .

Differences in accident rates among modes of transportation are also asso-
ciated with an externality to the extent that the health care costs resulting
from accidents are borne by government and not by the affected travellers .

The environmental consequences of transportation are becoming more

widely recognized. While the costs are being reduced by a variety of measures,
such as non-leaded gasoline and mandatory seat belts, they are not elimi-

nated. Their values are difficult to estimate but differ among the modes . The
effects of their absorption by society on modal output is uncertain . (It should

be noted here that the environmental performance of modes must be

judged on the basis of their effects in relation to actual passenger trans-

portation performed and not on the basis of their potential performance . )

PURPOSES FOR SUBSIDIE S

In view of the various types of subsidies, it is not surprising that while all

subsidies have explanations, some have more explicit purposes than
others. Before these'purposes are discussed, it is helpful to recognize
important attributes of subsidy programs in practice .

First, not all subsidies are the result of deliberate programs . While many
subsidies are intentional, others are coincidental and -still others are
accidental . An example of a deliberate subsidy is payment to VIA, but the
saving in the cost of capital attributable to Crown corporations is coinciden-
tal . Such a coincidental subsidy could reasonably have been anticipated,
but the subsidy flows from the program of Crown ownership which was
introduced for other reasons .

Some subsidies have come into existence "by accident ." An example of
such an accidental subsidy is in the failure of the St . Lawrence Seaway to
come up to early expectation and cover its costs . This situation produces a



"subsidy" in the sense that the users will not be able to meet the system

costs . However, where a loss arises from an investment decision which,

with the benefit of hindsight, was inefficient, no "subsidy" should be con-
sidered to exist. The sunk costs are now irrelevant . In the long run, there

will be questions about the ability of the service to cover future costs .

Second, subsidy programs frequently lack clarity of purpose and recogni-
tion of costs ., Given the variety of political considerations surrounding many
subsidies, obfuscation may be politically expedient . However, as will be
argued later, it can be a major contributor to the high cost and ineffectiveness
of a subsidy in achieving desired objectives .

Subsidies may be introduced to achieve a variety of purposes . This is partic-

ularly true of the transportation industry which affects so many aspects of
society . Although individual subsidies may contribute to several purposes
related to various broad goals of society, the reasons for subsidies to

passenger transportation are restricted to three broad categories : contribu-
tions to nationhood, change in income distribution and increase in economic
efficiency ; these are listed below in Exhibit 2 .
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A. Contributions to nationhood
• defence, justice and social services
• idependence
• political unity
• prestige
• preservation of culture

B. Income redistributio n

C. Economic efficiency .
• public goods and services

• externalities

• decreasing cost s
• inadequate information



Contributions to Nationhood

Transportation contributes to nationhood in various ways . The relative

importance of these contributions changes overtime and varies between
countries, but collectively they exercise continuous and strong influences .

Defence, justice and social services: An independent, sovereign state must

have the mobility as well as the resources to ensure the administration of

justice and the performance of national defence . Historically instrumental to

the construction of early trunk roads, these fundamental requirements still
have their relevance . The establishment and maintenance of Canadian
sovereignty in the Arctic islands require a sufficient Canadian presence -

a presence which still must be supported from government budgets .

In the social area, a current transportation-dependent service which Cana-
dians might expect to be able to provide to all communities is access to

health care . While not a necessary attribute for a nation, it may be a funda-
mental service expected for communities, irrespective of their economic

opportunities . Such accessibility is provided by air transport .

Independence: Transportation played well-known roles in ensuring Cana-

dian independence and sovereignty . Each mode of transportation has its

example . Observation of Canadians' behaviour in selecting their travel

routes today suggests that the need to preserve independence by "buying
Canadian" no longer seems relevant . However, in political debates, the

preservation of Canadian alternatives, be they companies or routes, is a
well-known argument . How important independence is in this argument

and what it currently means are not clear. It is certainly in the minds of

some. However, the protection of their own capital and of their own jobs
may be in the minds of others .

Political unity: The basis for political unification of disparate geographical
units into one Canada has been achieved, in part, by offsetting the econo-

mic cost of distance with'subsidies . Railway service and, later, the reduced

freight rates for Atlantic Canada, and the promise of a railway to British
Columbia were the early forms of this . The later extension of the Maritime

freight subsidy to trucking in Atlantic Canada, and the operation of buses
for rail passenger service in Newfoundland have been efforts to make the

subsidies more cost effective .



Prestige : National symbols are important . Sports heroes such as Pele and

Gretzky, and participation in the Olympics are evidence of this . So too,

apparently, are national airlines, given the number of countries that have

one. While Canada, unlike many developing countries, has resisted the
need for a national shipping line, we are now testing the importance which

we attach to Canadian-owned airlines. (Related issues in the current airline

policy debate include the competitiveness of markets and the equalit y
of opportunity for Canadian and foreign firms to behave and compete in

comparable ways . )

Preservation of culture: Assertion of community cultural values is a strong

phenomenon of our times . Within Canada, it may take the form not only of

greater identity within various ethnic and cultural groups, but also of sus-

tained concern for preserving Canadian values in the face of the Free Trade

Agreement and broader trends to globalization .

The environment gives rise to concerns for the preservation of "things
Canadian," quite possibly including the continuation of transcontinental rail

passenger service . The argument might go : "Canada would not be the

same without it ; the railway laid the foundation of the country ." If unremu-

nerative rail service is to be retained, the Commission may have to decide
whether rail service has cultural value in an evolving and dynamic society.

Of course, there may be other reasons for subsidizing rail service . (This

does not deny that there may be economic as well as cultural value in
operating museums, as the number of steam-engine rail services and

paddle-wheel cruises testify . )

Income Redistribution

Regionalism is strong in Canada for geographic and cultural reasons. The

country early used railways as an instrument to attract remote regions into

Confederation. Subsequently, the subsidization of transportation was used

to promote regional economic development . In effect, this is a way of taking

wealth from the "haves" and using it to enhance the economic opportunity

of the "have nots ." The Hudson's Bay railway is a costly example.

Transportation may also be subsidized to provide enhanced mobility for

particular sectors of society . For example, it is argued that the maintenance

of subsidized rail service facilitates the mobility of poor and physically



disabled people . (Rail service can offer persons with disabilities better
mobility while travelling than can bus service.) The requirement that
carriers provide extra facilities for disabled persons could result in service s
at less than cost . In the absence of public compensation, this would require
cross subsidies .

Economic Efficiency

There are many arguments for the provision of subsidies to increase the
efficiency with which a nation's resources are used . Subsidies may be used
to enhance the efficiency of the economy rather than to redistribute wealth
for public reasons but at an economic cost . However, subsidies introduced
for efficiency reasons will have some distributional consequences . They
may also have some offsetting side effects on efficiency in the economy, as
discussed in the next subsection . Subsidies intended to enhance efficiency
have their costs as well as benefits .

The economic arguments for such subsidies can be placed in four categories .
They are : inefficiencies in the provision of public goods and services ; the
influence of externalities; decreasing costs; and inadequate information .

Public goods and services : Public goods and services cannot be efficiently
marketed . A consumer can derive a benefit from the service without
adversely affecting consumption by others . The classic example is the
service provided by a lighthouse which is available to all ships without
any effect on lighthouse costs . The marginal cost is zero ; therefore, the
appropriate price is zero.

The view of roads as public goods was important during the early develop-
ment of roads when they primarily provided property access and were,
in general, little used . The increased use of roads and their use for long-
distance travel rather than access, have changed their nature . The costs of
providing additional road capacity for users have become significant, and
control of access to divided highways through tolls or similar means has
become practical .

Externalities: Economists' models of perfect competition assume that
suppliers and consumers experience the full consequence of their actions .
This is not the case in reality . For example, transportation gives rise to a



number of effects felt beyond the individual supplier or user . Externalities,

as noted earlier, are relevant here as they may give rise to conditions

warranting subsidies .

Where externalities are positive, a subsidy may be appropriate to encourage

an expansion of output to an optimum level . A frequently cited example is

the case for a subsidy to orchard owners to reflect their contribution to the

value of honey produced by separate beekeepers. An example may occur in

transport when an increase in the number of users of a scheduled service

enables service frequency to be increased, to the benefit of all users . The

result for a service charging marginal cost, taking into account producer and

user costs consistent with economic theory, is that marginal cost is declining

and that a subsidy is necessary for the service to be financially viable .

Transport services produce a number of negative externalities . Most widely

recognized are air and noise pollution . These externalities may be dealt
with directly through taxes or regulations, or by encouraging other activities
or modes of transport which do not produce these negative externalities .

Subsidies are suggested for bus and train to offset the negative externalities

of the automobile .

This is the appropriate place to discuss the issue of energy conservation .

There are four points to maiCe . First, if energy prices reflect scarcity, there is

no reason for specific intervention . Second, energy is only one of a number

of inputs . Forced conservation of energy will likely result in waste in other

resources such as capital . Third, energy conse rvation at one stage in pro-

duction may result in higher energy consumption at others . It is necessary

to look beyond the immediate process . Fourth, energy consumption must

be related to the work performed, not the technological possibilities . For

example, a full aircraft may require less oil per passenger trip than a train

with 20 percent occupancy .

Decreasing costs: Charging an efficient price equal to marginal cost will
result in a loss when a firm's cost per passenger or ton falls as the total
amount of traffic carried increases . This condition may arise when there

are increasing returnsto scale -for example, larger vehicles are inherently
more efficient - or if there is a surplus of capacity which may be caused

(temporarily) by lumpy investment . Losses may be avoided in two ways .

One method is for the public to subsidize the service . An alternative method



is to allow the carrier to practice price discrimination, that is, to charge

different users different prices . This is the approach used by airlines in
seat management and by VIA in the pricing of services .

A particular form of the increasing-return argument is for infant industries
which may not currently be efficient or viable because of small size but sub-
sequently should grow into viable and profitable firms . The infant industry
may justify "start-up" subsidies ; the early protection of Trans-Canad a
Airlines might have fallen under this category .

Inadequate information: A final condition that may justify a subsidized
activity is inadequate market information . For example, consumers may
lack knowledge which may justify government support of consumer groups .

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF SUBSID IES

Whatever the reasons for subsidies, it is important that their effects be con-
tinually assessed. From the time that they are inaugurated, it is appropriate
to consider the benefits and the costs, and how the effects vary with the
level of subsidy . Questions should be asked not only about the existenc e
of a subsidy but, if justified, whether it is at the right level .

The economic effects of subsidies are derived from the obvious : subsidies
change behaviour . The major difficulty with the analysis of subsidies is the
impracticality of forecasting all of the effects ex ante or of identifying and
measuring them ex post. In a dynamic world this is of little surprise, but
it is of no comfort .

A study of government intervention in OECD countries2 notes that it is

impractical to carry out theoretically correct comprehensive analyses of

subsidies . The absence of detailed data requires levels of assumption that

makes partial analysis more appropriate .

The effects of subsidies depend on attributes of the buyers and sellers of
goods and services . These attributes are discussed in the following pages
before an examination of the nature of the economic costs of subsidies and
of the unintended and, generally, indirect effects of subsidies . The section
concludes with a consideration of some issues raised by the incomplete
recovery of costs for publicly provided facilities and services .



The Importance of Buyer and Seller Responses

Subsidies are designed to change the consumption of particular goods or

services . The extent to which they achieve this is dependent on the elasticity

of supply and demand, that is, the extent to which the behaviour of the

buyer and seller is influenced by changes in price. If the amount supplied

and demanded are both highly responsive to price, a significant change in

output will result from a subsidy . If neither are responsive to price, little

change in output will be achieved .

Further, the extent to which a subsidy is consumed by suppliers' cost
increases rather than realized by buyers in increased consumption is depen-

dent on the relative elasticity of supply and demand . In a situation where

suppliers face sharply increasing costs, much of the subsidy will be con-

sumed by the supplier . If supply could be increased without limit at a

constant cost, the benefits of a subsidy would accrue to users .

Assessment of the effectiveness and incidence of subsidies is critically
dependent on a knowledge of the elasticity of supply and demand for the

service concerned . The elasticity of demand is affected by the availability

of substitute services . The elasticity of supply is affected, also, by the

amount of competition .

When buyers or users of a transportation service benefit from a subsidy, it
is important to distinguish between those that realize a "windfall" gain, and

those that benefit from the subsidy shift . Travellers that would have been

using a service anyway, get the windfall gain . Those that use the service

because of the subsidy are the intended targets of the subsidy. (Given the

general willingness of foreign tourists to pay a much higher [probably
commercial] rate for rail service, it would be interesting to know the pro-
portion of foreign tourists that use VIA service between British Columbi a

and Alberta! )

The Direct Economic Costs of Subsidie s

in theory, the economic cost of a subsidy is not measured by the expendi-

ture of the subsidy, whether in the form of cash payment or tax revenue

foregone . Such expenditures are merely transfers from one group in

society to another . The economic cost should be measured by the value

of output foregone as a result of the transfer . That depends on conditions



in the economy and the mechanism by which the revenue is raised : As
a practica l matter, payments (as distinct from tax expenditures) are
presumed to be economic costs . They may overstate the economic costs ;
for example, the social cost of labour may be overstated during a period
of high unemployment . However, they are more likely to understate the
total economic cost .

Costs are incurred not only by the need to transfer resources from one sec-
tor to another by taxes, but also by shifts in the consumption of substitute
services . For example, subsidies to rail service results in transfer of passen-
gers from air, car and bus services . The substitution effect is believed to be
greatest on bus service . The effect is to lose the net value of some bus service,
together with the cumulative effect that this has on the value of bus service
frequency . A transfer of travel will also take place from car to rail, which may
be associated with an immediate net gain because of the negative externali-
ties associated with car travel . In the example, the additional loss in value
from bus travel might be offset by the reduction in externalities of car travel .

However, perhaps a more important source of cost, than the inefficiencies
resulting from marginal shifts in resources from more to less productive
uses, is the behavioural response of buyers and sellers . Presumption that
the economy is efficient when prices are set on the basis of appropriate
concepts may be seriously in error when suppliers are protected from mar-
ket forces . This is now a matter of increasing concern to the World Bank .3

Three aspects of behavioural response are important . First, because of
subsidies, suppliers may be protected from the rigours of the market and
become less innovative and efficient. Second, those providing goods or ser-
vices to suppliers may be able to achieve some economic '"rents," that is,
returns higher than competitive market conditions would warrant . This
might be true for various inputs provided to VIA. Third, consumers may
be lulled into the acceptance of service and productivity conditions not
otherwise acceptable . This is currently evident in the response of users
to government proposals to increase cost recove ry in the marine and air
modes. Faced with new charges for facilities and services, carriers are
demanding greater efficiency in supply. The collective result of these
three responses can be a significant detraction from the efficiency of
supply. The indirect costs of subsidies can be large .



The Indirect Effects of Subsidies

The behavioural response of suppliers and consumers just outlined are

unintended . Other unintended ramifications of subsidies are of concern here .

Subsidies have indirect ripple effects, the magnitude of which are not easily

identified with subsidies . The well-known Canadian example is the effect of

subsidies on the movement of grain by rail . The effects include a shift in meat

processing out of the Prairie region; concentration on grain monoculture in

the Prairies with various economic, environmental and social effects ; a stul-

tified trucking industry ; and a high-cost grain logistics system. These effects

of holding down the rates for rail transportation are well known . Getting rid

of the inefficiencies is not easy because groups develop vested interests .

Subsidization of passenger transportation can have comparable effects .

Take the case of subsidizing rail and bus services in southern Ontario, to

offset the externalities of the car . The result? Low-cost transport and the

consumption of more transport than is warranted . Social and economic

choices are geared to the low apparent cost of transport . Community

growth and travel behaviour are more transport-intensive than would

otherwise be the case . Long work trips by rail, as well as by car, may

become more common, while low-density living will result in reliance

on the automobile for local and other trips .

The examples of grain and passenger transportation demonstrate the
important interrelationship that exists between land-use patterns and

transportation . The effects vary with the subsidy from local to national in

scale. The magnitude of the effects depends on the relative importance of

transportation in location choice. When transportation subsidies affect

locational decisions, they have deep and long-lasting effects .

Subsidies and Cost Recove ry

Some subsidies exist in transport because fees collected from users of
publicly provided facilities and services may not cover the costs those users

impose on the system . This applies in each of the modes of transport and

gives rise to issues worthy of special attention .

Unfortunately, the reasons for less than full cost recovery are not gener-

ally known : It may be that subsidization has been intended for reasons of

nationhood, income distribution or efficiency . However, it may also be that



practices followed when the national infrastructure was being developed
have been continued because of the various technical and political difficulties
in implementing user charges . Subsidies may have evolved by default .

The role of infrastructure has changed as the economy has matured (and
as technology has changed) . Infrastructure which was capital-intensive
and little used originally required public support, for example, roads and
railways. Traffic on roads has increased greatly ; in fact the issue has often
shifted to one of dealing with congestion .

Second, economic growth and technological change have diminished the
importance of specific facilities to nation-building, and alternate pricing has
become practical . The volume of traffic is sufficient to pay for facilities, and
practical methods exist or are becoming available to implement charges .
This is not the place to examine the various issues and mechanisms for
implementing user-charges to achieve cost recovery . It is sufficient to note
here that Canada has not and is not pursuing these aggressively! Witness
the exclusion of recreational boaters on the recent government proposals
for user-charges on waterways . Developments in road pricing and private
funding for roads are examples of the technological and attitudinal changes
affecting highway finance, especially in other countries .

In theory, efficiency is maximized if tax revenues are raised from sources
that have least effect on the (assumed) efficient allocation of resources in
the economy. Following this principle, taxes would be increased on goods
and services with inelastic demands . This argues for general revenue
funding, which provides government with the greatest flexibility in raising
and allocating tax revenues . These advantages must be weighed against
the tendency toward inefficient supply when users and suppliers are not
subject to pricing discipline . The combined result is that arguments are
arising for the collection of user-charges sufficient to cover facility costs
and for these revenues to be placed in dedicated funds .

SUBSIDY MANAGEMEN T

The management of subsidies covers many tasks, including deciding
whether a subsidy is warranted, selecting the type of subsidy and managing
the subsidy program . A summary of management considerations is presented
in Exhibit 3 .



Exhibit3
SWkW OF SELECTED Sussr®v ManMcMV GoRWR aWftIs

A. Desirable attributes of subsidy programs
• provide direct subsidie s
• subsidies should allow market competition

• subsidies should not distort input costs
• subsidies should be transparen t
• subsidies programs should be monitored and results publicized

B. Deciding on a subsidy progra m

C. Financial subsidy administration
• competitive tenderin g
• operating tenders
• negotiated service contracts
• ex post subsidie s

Desirable Attributes of Subsidy Programs

The management of subsidies should be guided by generally desirable
attributes of subsidy programs . Subsidy programs are considered effective
when resources are used efficiently to accomplish the program objectives

°and when the cost and effectiveness can be monitored overtime . Unfor-

tunately, many subsidies do not have these attributes, and the beneficiaries
of subsidies would often rather hide the existence of the subsidy, perhaps
for fear of losing the benefit . Five program attributes are recommende d
to ensure that services are provided efficiently and that desired results
are achieved .

Provide direct subsidies : Subsidies are most effective if provided as directly
as possible to the intended beneficiary . First, the process requires explicit
recognition of beneficiaries, a process likely to cause a critical assessment
of the subsidy's merit . (For example, the subsidy per passenger given to
tourists going on the Algoma Central tour train might cause taxpayers and
competing tourist attractions to take exception .) Second, the effectiveness
of the subsidy could be enhanced by leaving the beneficiary with an
unbiased choice of transportation to be used, rather than by subsidizing



a mode or carrier . If the "pay-the-farmer" policy makes sense for efficient

grain transportation, so does "pay-the-traveller" policy for efficient pas-

senger transportation, if a decision to provide a subsidy to this group has

been made .

Subsidies should allow market competition: The effectiveness of subsidy
expenditures will be enhanced by mechanisms favourable to competition .
Maintaining competition reduces the risk of a subsidy inhibiting innovation
and efficiency. An example is the use of competitive service tendering as a
means to ensure that, even if a specific service is subsidized, competition is
effective periodically, that is, at the time of tendering . Subsidies, including
service tendering, should be structured to allow intermodal as well as intra-
modal competition as far as possible . When subsidies are introduced to
benefit the mobility of travellers, the competitive balance in the transporta-
tion market and the effects on innovation are affected least by following
the "pay-the-traveller" policy.

Subsidies should not distort input costs: Subsidies which distort manage-
ment decisions on resource inputs should be avoided, unless they are
specifically needed to correct otherwise inefficient input costs . They should
not be used as a general form of subsidy. For example, providing tax relief
through accelerated capital cost allowances, or providing low-cost capital,
provides incentives for an organization to use capital more intensively,
perhaps in place of labour or fuel . When capital costs are subsidized, it
may be necessary to introduce offsetting investment rules to avoid waste,
as evident in the controversy which has surrounded the use of capital by
the transit systems in Ontario . 4

Lump sum payments, whether paid after tendering or negotiation with a

selected provider, are least likely to distort supply efficiency . The duration
and monitoring of contract provisions are important to the sustained
efficient performance of suppliers . .

Subsidies should be transparent: Subsidies should be visible and their
purposes clearly stated . It is unfortunate that many subsidies lack these

important attributes .

Visible subsidies involve explicit financial transfers . Subsidies achieved
through concessions and protection from competition are difficult to
identify and even more difficult to quantify.



The purposes for subsidies should be spelled out with care . Transport is

not subsidized for its own intrinsic value . Subsidies may be provided for

transport to remote regions, but it is not "the regions" that are subsidized,
but the particular travellers and interest groups .

For example, a rail service into a remote area may serve three broad

clientele groups . The first are the local residents who may or may not have
alternate means of travel and who live in the area for a variety of reasons .
The second group is made up of the travellers who might come to such
regions for the fishing or hunting and to stay at recreation lodges and facili-
ties . Rail service may be one form of access providing a benefit to these
travellers as well as to the lodges they visit . The third group may be thought
of as wilderness travellers who use the rail service to get to a remote loca-
tion, where they are then self-reliant . When the rail service is subsidized,

and low rates are provided to everyone, all travellers are subsidized by the
taxpayers ; is this intended ?

The reasons for subsidizing mobility for residents are likely different from
the reasons (if any) for subsidizing other travellers . In order to examine
alternatives, the explicit reasons for subsidies must be revealed . (An

interesting condition sometimes applies in remote regions served by rail,
under which existing lodges do not want lower-cost road service provided,
since the presence of more vacationers would detract from the
"wilderness" assets that they enjoy. )

Subsidy programs should be monitored and results publicized : Careful,

explicit rationales for subsidies provide the basis for effective monitoring
programs. The more direct and explicit a program, the easier and the more
likely is the conduct of program evaluation . The effectiveness of the subsidy
in relation to program goals and the incidence of costs and benefits should
be estimated and reported .

Experience with monitoring subsidy programs is not good . Programs
involving expenditures are reported through records of departmental and
agency budgets and records . However, except where an agency, such as
the National Transportation Agency, has responsibility for a subsidy pro-
gram, reporting is subject to limited visibility . Critical assessment of the
effectiveness and incidence of subsidy effects is usually not carried out .



Subsidy program assessment raises difficult questions about whether
assessments should be carried out by program officials or by staff with
special expertise in evaluation methods . Difficulties also surround the way
results are reported . Recipients and their elected representatives are nor-

mally reluctant to see subsidies analyzed and the results publicized . Their
perspective is commonly dominant, to the detriment of taxpayers in
general and, often, to the detriment of subsidized interests themselves as

the effectiveness of subsidies diminishes . Subsidies may even become

counter-productive .

Deciding On a Subsidy Progra m

The management of subsidy programs is about choices . For choices to be

made well and for programs to be managed efficiently, transparency and

explicit decision processes are essential .

To decide whether or not a transportation subsidy is warranted cannot

be a technical process. Judgement will always be important in weighing

intangibles and making trade-offs between heterogeneous considerations .

However, guidelines can help in the selection of effective programs . They

are intended to ensure sufficient information to support rational and

effective choices, and include :

• Clear identification of program goals, whether related to nationhood,
income redistribution or economic efficiency ;

• Consideration of transport and non-transport alternatives ;

• Consideration of alternate amounts of subsidy ;

• Evaluation of alternatives by such techniques as cost-benefit analysis or

cost-effectiveness analysis ; and

• Detailed description of the expected distribution of costs and benefits .

The guidelines reflect several important aspects of program choice, empha-

sizing the different means of achieving goals. There is a right size as wel l

as type of subsidy . A knowledge of the distributional effects of a subsidy is
different from and must be weighed with other costs and benefits .

Allowances must always be made for uncertainty in subsidy effects, espe-

cially in unintended side effects . Directness of subsidies, the preservation



of competition as far as possible, and good monitoring programs help to

increase the effectiveness of programs .

Financial Subsidy Administratio n

Various methods used to provide direct financial support to transportation
firms reflect the structure of the industry and government policies . For

convenience, four categories of methods are used .

Competitive tendering: Competitive tendering has become more popular for

the provision of subsidized services, in conjunction with the move to private
provision of public services, as is evident in the United Kingdom, for example .

It is most common in Canada in the provision of transit services in small com-

munities. Competitive tendering requires the careful specification of service
requirements, itself a beneficial discipline for public (and private} organiza-

tions involved in contracting out. The establishment of successful service

standards is evident in the contracting of emergency health-care services .

The tendering process is intended to provide the advantages of competition
in terms of innovation and efficiency among alternate suppliers . The

competitive advantage is realized each time a tender is opened, although
the life and versatility of the assets affect the optimum life of the contract

period. While an incumbent normally enjoys some advantages on reten-

dering, competition still remains an important influence .

Tendering may allow for some versatility in service design . For example,

a community may allow applicants to use large or small vehicles with

different service frequency or, alternatively, may define a service level,

including the type of equipment to be used . The former approach allows

greater scope for innovation .

Services such as bus or air service lend themselves to the tendering

process . In rail transportation, the normal service regime provided by the
company owning the infrastructure is not consistent with competitive

tendering . However, if a separate contract is issued for passenger services

to use a railway track, competitive rail tendering would be possible . The

practicality of independent rail passenger service is evidenced in Western
Canada where one private rail service to Calgary is already approved and

a second is being planned .



Operating tenders: While service tendering requires the provider both to
supply capital stock and to assume operating responsibility, an operating ten-
der requires only the latter . Capital equipment is provided by the government .
This is the case in Ontario, for example, where capital subsidies are used to
provide buses, which in some municipalities are operated and maintained
by private contractors . While this may result in some advantages derived
from centralized buying power and standardized equipment, it has the dis-
advantage of curtailing innovation and responsiveness to local conditions .

Negotiated service contracts : Where competitive tendering is not possible,
negotiated service contracts may be used . Such is the case for BC Rail's
passenger services which are subsidized by the province. Negotiated contracts
can involve careful service definition and agreed levels of capital invest-

ment and operating subsidy. In the case of a "captive" Crown corporation,
the quality of the contract is very much dependent on the attitude and ability
of the individuals involved . Competition does not provide any check .

The contracts, like tender arrangements, can include penalties for service
failures and can provide incentives for the achievement of additional
revenues .

Ex post subsidies: Subsidies may be provided to public services on an
"as-needed" basis . Under such regimes the level of service may be tightly
or loosely defined . In either case, the shortfall will be made up by govern-
ment. Budgets, however, would normally be subject to government
approval . The system operates as a cost-recovery process . Consequently,
incentive for innovation may be low but the risks of innovation may also
be low, at least for the organization, if not the individuals involved . Overall,
the system removes the pressure of bottom-line results and has generally
been seen as conducive to waste.

M . THE SUBSIDY EXPERIENCE

The breadth of purpose, types and effects of subsidies outlined in the
previous section makes a general description of subsidy programs diffi-
cult . Therefore, while certain themes are relevant across the modes of trans-
port, a modal approach is used to review the role of subsidies in Canadian
intercity passenger transportation .



HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATIO N

Since the automobile dominates intercity passenger transportation in
Canada, its use must be given careful consideration by the Commission .

Relatively small percentage changes in car use can have large absolute
values and large potential effects on other modes which are,small by com-

parison. Therefore, the first part of this discussion deals with issues of the
provision of highways and of automobile use in general . Characteristics of

subsidies involving buses are considered separately .

The discussion does not deal at length with the operation of trucking, although
the efficient provision and pricing of roads for passenger transport is
unavoidably linked with the efficient use of roads by trucks . The linkage

between freight and passenger services must be dealt with by the
Commission in each mode of transportation .

Highways and the Automobile

The major component of the transportation system is under provincial not
federal jurisdiction . This began in the 19th century when highways were

perceived as local in nature and so came under the provinces . Roads under

federal jurisdiction are still few, for example, roads in national parks and
roads which are a part of federal port or airport complexes. There are only

two examples of national highway programs : the Trans-Canada Highway

and the roads-to-resources program of the 1960s . The effect of segmented

jurisdiction among the modes of transportation is a particular issue that
the Commission must address .

The early development of roads was the responsibility of the local 'commu-

nity through the use of statutory labour . Local roads were important for

property access. Early trunk roads, needed chiefly for defence and the

administrative of justice, were considered a public charge . Some turnpike
roads were allowed, as in the United Kingdom and the United States, but
toll collection delays were of concern in the provincial road systems . Tolls

were not practical for roads used dominantly for access to property .

Consequently, the pattern grew up of financing roads from general revenue,

with only a share of the revenue coming from users . For many years, about

two thirds was collected from users in most provinces, in the form of licence

fees and fuel taxes . Fuel taxes, which provide the bulk of revenue, were



seen as user-fees varying with use, both by mileage and vehicle weight .
However, the increasing fuel efficiency of large trucks with diesel power and
improved engine performance have offset higher taxes for diesel fuel . In
several American states, a weight-distance tax has, been introduced to
increase the revenue collected from large trucks .

Governments have found that fuel taxes are an excellent way to raise
revenue. In addition to provincial taxes, which now approximate provincial
expenditures on roads, the federal government levied an excise tax on fuel,
and some local communities levy a transit subsidy tax on fuel . Total taxes
paid by users in forms traditionally regarded as user-fees, now exceed
highway expenditures .

Thus, taxes on fuel may have various purposes : to increase the cost of high-
way transportation to reflect some road costs and, thereby, to place road
use, in aggregate, at a more efficient level ; to act as a "pollution tax" on
fossil fuel use (in transportation) ; to encourage a shift from automobile
travel by raising its costs and, possibly, using the resulting revenue to
subsidize alternate transport services ; to serve as a-source of general
government revenue .

The latter objective appears important to the federal government . It may
cause the Commission to consider the economic, social and political ramifi-
cations of policies which identify transportation, like tobacco and alcohol,
as a source of high contribution to general revenue . It is interesting tha t
the government may now see transportation as a special source of gen-
eral revenue, even though, during the development of the country, spe-
cial attention had been given to reducing the costs of overcoming
distance. The taxes affect transportation as both an industrial input and
a consumption service .

Unfortunately, the simple comparison of highway tax revenues and expen-
ditures does not adequately compare revenues raised from users with the
value of the road resources they use . Annual tax flows measure revenue;
that portion (of provincial charges, especially) above normal taxes might be
regarded as a user-charge . However, highway expenditures on maintenance,
operations and capital are not accurate reflections of true, aggregate high-
way costs . They ignore the cost of capital, and do not reveal whether capital
is being consumed by inadequate maintenance and replacement or being



built up by advanced construction. The 1989 study by the National Highways

Policy Steering Committee suggests a substantial under-investment in

highways .

The current method of financing highways is associated with a number of

issues :

• What is the relationship between vehicle types and road costs ?

• Would the supply of highways be more efficient if user fees were placed

in a dedicated highway fund ?

• Do fuel taxes result in user-fees less than or more than relevant costs

in aggregate?

• How do costs and revenues compare by road type and by type of user ?

As the Canadian transportation system matures, the major issue that has

emerged is the efficient use of roads . The most frequently expressed

concerns revolve on questions associated with the allocation of costs

among users . What wear and tear are associated with which vehicle types,

and do vehicle types pay for their share of road costs ?

However, issues of paying for the existing system are only part of the

picture . How to avoid excessive congestion? How to provide the right
highway capacity? These questions are prominent because of the need for
different approaches to the cost of additional highway capacity . .They arise

because of the general absence of road pricing - there are few toll roads .

Fuel taxes raise revenue for governments and they raise vehicle operating

costs . However, they apply system wide and do not reflect the costs of

specific facilities . While the appropriateness of user-fees .on low-density

main roads is an issue, the paramount issue for the Commission is the
supply of roads to meet the demands of high traffic .

The cost of additional traffic on high-volume roads is high for two reasons .

First, the traffic imposes congestion costs on the system . Second, the rele-

vant cost of accommodating more traffic becomes not just the wear and

tear on the existing highway but the cost of providing new capacity . The

absence of specific road pricing systems results in the absence of the usual
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measure of the need for new capacity, that is, consumers paying the price .
For highways, the volume of traffic on routes is in response to the general

regime of highway finance, not the cost of specific routes . The cost of new
roads is much higher than the cost of existing routes . Highway users should
be prepared and expected to pay the high cost of new roads .

Ensuring that highway users bear the real cost of high-volume routes is a
major concern in many countries . Electronic technology is creating new
opportunities to introduce road pricing . However, even traditional toll
systems are being reintroduced, for example, the Coquilhalla Highway in
British Columbia. The economics of road pricing require careful consideration
by the Commission .

Not only does the provision of additional highway capacity need much capi-
tal, it will also have important implications for the demand for public trans-
port services . Because of the large volume of car travel, a small percentage
change can have major implications for the size of public transport .

The Bus Industry

The bus industry is affected by a number of issues similar to those of
automobile users. These include the level of highway taxes; the sharing of
highway costs among users ; and efficient approaches to traffic congestion .
Intercity services are affected by urban traffic as well as trunk road condi-
tions. However, the bus industry stands to benefit from a finding that auto-
mobile (and truck) traffic .is not making sufficient contributions to counteract
the cost of highway congestion or to investment costs .

The development of bus services has also been influenced greatly by pro-
vincial regulation, which remained unchanged even with the passage of the
NTA, 1987. Provincial governments have licensed major carriers who then
were expected to cross subsidize se rv ices to small communities with the
profit from major routes . It is not evident that the program has been suc-

cessful . The regulated regime may have inhibited technology and service
improvements, while returns in the indust ry were quite high . Today,
increasing competition is making cross subsidy impractical .

The position of the bus industry could be significantly affected by an inte-

grated passenger policy dealing consistently with all modes of transportation .



The regulation of the bus indust ry seems anomalous . The .favoured position

of VIA for subsidized passenger se rv ices needs review .

RAIL SERVICES

Rail passenger services in Canada have deteriorated over the last 40 years
in the face of increased competition from automobile and air transportation .

In spite of occasional, well-intentioned initiatives by railway managers and
governments, the contribution of rail services has declined .

Symptomatic of the problems of passenger service has been the lack of
clear statements about the purposes to be served by rail services . In 1967,

an amendment to the Railway Act provided that railways would receive
compensation for 80 percent of losses approved by the Canadian Transport

Commission. The incentive left with the railways to diminish the losses did

not have the effects the government had hoped . CN introduced marketing

initiatives which stimulated some traffic, but mounting losses and dissatis-
faction led to the formation of VIA to take over the intercity passenger

services of CN and CP . The passenger services provided into northern
Ontario by the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission and Algoma

Central continue to be subsidized under the Railway Act.

VIA has not been given a clear mandate, nor are the reasons clear for oper-

ating specific services . Faced with operating services at a heavy loss, VIA
has attempted to increase occupancy by using discount fares which reflect
the incremental cost of (subsidized) seats otherwise remaining empty .

The resulting low fares led to complaints from the Montreal-based bus line,
Voyageur Colonial Limited, and hearings before the National Transportation

Agency . The second set of hearings was terminated following appointment

of the Royal Commission. Figures such as the subsidy per passenger on

routes are available but they have not been used'in conjunction with detailed
passenger profiles nor compared systematically with the cost of providing

services by other means. While the subsidies for VIA .are explicit, the

reasons, effectiveness and incidence of them are obscure and muddled .

AIR SERVICE S

Three types of subsidies are found in air services : incomplete cost recov-

ery, payments for unremunerative services and cross-subsidized airline

services . The main subsidies have been created by partial cost recovery .



The contributing factors to this are a scarcity of cost-recovery initiatives - for
example, in connection with air navigation services ; low traffic volumes at
many airports ; a national, uniform and inefficient system of landing fees ;
and limited innovation in airport development and in pricing airport ser-
vices . Those matters are being addressed currently in the context of the
cost-recovery initiative and airport reorganization .

It should be noted that an important issue in the proposed scheme of user-
charges is the extent to which charges are designed to achieve cost recovery
rather than efficiency . Other issues are whether funds should go to general
revenue or an aviation fund, what role new airport authorities may play in
the national system and whether air services are to be funded as a system
or whether individual airports are to be treated separately .

Although aviation comes under federal jurisdiction, the provinces provide
subsidies of two types. Some provinces, such as British Columbia, fund
remote airports ; others, such as Ontario and Quebec, support services to
remote communities . In Ontario, the services are provided on an operating
contract basis for the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission . They
are not tendered services as would be required under the NTA, 1987 .

Before airline deregulation, it was expected that national carriers, especially
Air Canada, would provide some unremunerative services to small commu-
nities . Meeting this public service obligation was a responsibility that Air
Canada accepted . When the forces of competition made cross subsidy
impractical, the public responsibility was a concept that some managers (as
well as some politicians) were slow to give up . However, innovation under
deregulation has resulted in more frequent services to such small commu-
nities but with smaller aircraft matched to traffic volumes and operated by
regional rather than national carriers, or by regional subsidiaries of the
main carriers .

MARINE TRANSPORTATIO N

Large subsidies are provided for ferry services in Atlantic Canada as a result
of constitutional obligations . In British Columbia, ferries are primarily a
provincial responsibility, although a modest federal subsidy is provide d
for remote services .
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The level of service and financial performance of ferry services are affected
significantly by the seasonality of vacation travel . Explicit policy statements

about the level of services and expected cost recovery from tourism and
other major traffic segments apparently do not exist .

Where ferry services are short, as in river crossings, they may be treated

as parts of provincial highway systems : These services may be provided

without charge .

Although marine services can be costly for taxpayers, they do not appear
to be controversial at a national level . Two conditions may account for this .

First, the main need is constitutional in nature . Second, they have little

effect on other modes .

IV. ASSESSMENT

Subsidy programs have evolved in the individual modes of transportation
in keeping with traditional practice . No coherent approach to the roles of

the modes and of the subsidies affecting them is emerging . Notwithstanding

the overall policy statement in section 3 of the NTA, 1987 applicable to
passenger transportation, the reality is that modal behaviour has simply
evolved in a fragmented way .

MODAL SERVICES AND SUBSIDY TYPE S

Subsidies are provided in transport under each of the categories recognized
in Section II of this paper . However, there is significant variation across the

modes. E:Khibit 4 is a summary of subsidy types by mode .

Exhibit 4
SUMWRY OF S UBSIDY TYPES BY WDE

Payment Provision Protection Absorptio n

Auto - Yes - Yes

Bus Minor - Minor -

Rail Yes - - -
Air Minor Yes (ended) Yes

Marine Minor . Yes



Automobil e

Subsidies provided to the automobile are the least .well understood . This
itself is a major problem, because they are hidden in society's absorption of
environmental costs and in the public provision of roads.

The technical amount and economic significance of the environmental
costs absorbed by society are important issues in our time . They are slowly
being addressed by environmental control measures . Such direct measures
are appropriate . While the magnitude of the environmental effects of the
automobile are uncertain, their existence is not doubted . The genera l
types of response warranted are known . The environmental literatur e
deals extensively with the role of regulations and taxes to mitigate pollution
effects efficiently. Pollution is best dealt with directly, not by subsidies to
alternative modes.

The most controversial highway subsidy issue is whether travellers collec-
tively pay for highways. An equally thorny question is which parts of the
highway network are subsidized . Presumably low-density roads are subsi-
dized; this is not at debate . It can be justified on two grounds . First, these
highways provide basic mobility and-access, partly funded out of property
taxes. Second, the subsidy can be justified economically when the cost of
automobiles on roads with limited traffic is low .

The main highway issue is whether users are subsidized by the provision of
high-capacity roads . This may be viewed in another way : Are users actually
willing to pay for upgraded roads? (Highway users are always anxious to
see road improvements which save them travel time and operating costs ;
they get more and pay less .) The most effective policy mechanism to deal
with the issue is a move in the direction of road pricing .

Road pricing provides an opportunity to move away from the supply-driven
policies of the past to those in which demand plays a prominent role . "Pay
for growth" is a politically saleable principle . Electronic technology is facili-
tating more complex road pricing schemes than would have been possible
otherwise. However, simple approaches can also work - witness toll roads
and the Singapore "road pricing" system .

Effective road pricing would have the desired effect of enabling transporta-
tion costs to be seen more clearly by travellers . The commercial prospects
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of public transport services would thus be enhanced . (The level of road

charges in Japan and Europe. certainly contributes to the viability of rail

services . )

Bus Services

Bus services are provided with some intercity subsidies for unremunerative

services, for example, in Newfoundland . However, the main issue in the bus

industry is the hidden effects of regulation, retained, in part, to maintain

cross-subsidized services . The record in other countries and in Canada

suggests that cross subsidies are not sustainable, do not provide services
best matched to small community conditions, and lead to less innovation

and efficiency in protected services . Cross subsidization has none of the

attributes of a good subsidy program, but tendered services would be
possible and appropriate . New mechanisms of grants to those needing

travel assistance could also be used .

Railway Service s

While railway services have the merit of being subsidized mainly through
explicit payments, the program is bogged down with historical legacies ..

The first is our love of trains . It is necessary to recognize that the purpose of
subsidies is not to subsidize trains but to subsidize particular passengers .

Can better methods be found to do this? To answer this, it is necessary to
have more precisely articulated statements of the objectives of subsidies and

to have better information on train users . Data on subsidies per passenger

are known, but who are these passengers? How many people, as compared
with trips, are subsidized? How many tourists? If passengers were given the
dollar subsidy implicit in rail use, what mode of transport would they use ?

The second legacy is the reliance on a single main provider, VIA Rail, which

is handicapped by the lack of a clear mandate . The innovative approach to

tourist service between British Columbia and Alberta is evidence*of the inno-

vation possible under an alternate policy regime . If subsidy objectives are

defined more precisely by route, could subsidy levels and delivery mech-
anisms be developed more selectively and precisely? Should tourists be
subsidized to the same extent as those travelling on "essential" services?
Are similar services required across markets? Should services be provided
by a single supplier? To what extent can competitive tendering and service

contracts be used?



Rail services have also been impeded by the hidden subsidies seemingly
enjoyed by highway users in high-density corridors and by air travellers .

Air Services

Air services have had subsidies in most categories . The regulation that
enabled cross subsidieTs for unremunerative servicesi has ended. The
environmental effects of air services are most evident in noise pollution
around airports . In Canada, affected property users have, generally, not
been compensated as they have been in some countries . In Japan, for
example, compensation has been provided to property owners for sound-
proofing buildings. In Edmonton, property owners adjacent to the city
airport have been given a reduction in property taxes . However, compensa-
tion does not remove the subsidy to the air services unless the revenue is
raised from them .

The noise frequency at airports is increasing because airport traffic is
growing. However, the introduction of new third-generation, quieter
aircraft, is greatly reducing the area of the noise imprint of flight paths
and reducing noise levels within the affected areas . -

Since noise pollution caused by air services continues to be dealt with by
regulations on aircraft operations, some inefficiencies may result from
excessive or too low standards . However, change to a system of industry
payment and compensation for those affected is a change that goes beyond
transportation to compensation in society generally .

The subsidization of air services through less than full cost recovery for air-
port and navigation infrastructure and services is being addressed in the
current cost-recovery initiative . This program raises questions about the
extent to which efficiency and cost recovery can be achieved ; economic
efficiency may require deviation from annual accounting cost recovery . The
complexity of efficient user-charges has led to special studies of the subject .
It has raised questions, also, about the extent to which airports should be
treated as parts of a system to be financed collectively.

No air services are provided under subsidy under the NTA, 1987 . However,
some services to remote communities are subsidized by provinces . In
Ontario, for example, the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission



has provided services through norOntair since 1973 . norOntair continues

to serve a mix of profitable and unprofitable northern routes, and receives

an ex ante negotiated subsidy . Several provinces provide emergency air

health-care services under contract with private operators .

Marine Services

Marine services are subsidized primarily through Crown corporations which

operate at a loss . The largest losses are incurred on federal services in

Atlantic Canada . The services vary by community type and traffic type, and

communities vary from small and remote to large urban areas . Passengers,

which include residents and business people travelling occasionally, com-
muters and tourists, exist in different proportions on different routes . As
with rail services, the rationale and amount of subsidy incurred on behalf

of the individual groups remain unclear .

Some ferry services are provided without charge as a part of a provincial

highway system . While these generally are for river crossings, the appar-
ently arbitrary distinction between services provided free and those for

which there is a toll gives rise to controversy.

COMPARISON OF SUBSIDY PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES

There is a significant contrast between the principles recommended for the
management of subsidies and the attributes of subsidies found in Canadian

passenger transportation . An important contribution to the effectivenes s

of passenger transportation in Canada would be to bring about a greater
coincidence of actual with recommended practices .

The reasons for the gap between reality and recommendation are not hard

to find . First, Canada started by using transport as an instrument of nation-

building. Subsidies for the construction of roads and railways were to meet
the basic community needs of mobility for defence and justice as well a s

of trade . In spite of changing needs, practices have not changed .

Second, the nature of transport services has involved government in
ways that hide subsidies . These include the public provision of facilities

and services, as in public roads, airports and ports, and in the regulation
of for-hire services .
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Third, the limited ro le of competitive markets has restricted the influence of
commercial pressures . Disciplines of the market have been stronger in the
freight mode .

Finally, politicians have an understandable but unfortunate reluctance to reveal
the level and incidence of subsidies for fear of upsetting their constituents .

The desirable attributes of subsidy programs are :

• Provide subsidies as directly as possible to the intended beneficiaries ;

• Provide subsidies in ways that do not distort competition ;

• Avoid subsidies which distort input prices ;

• Make subsidies transparent, that is, visible and with a clear purpose ; and

• Monitor and publicize results .

The most important of these attributes is that subsidies be transparent, a
quality that is essential for effective monitoring . Clarity of purpose must go
beyond statements of provision of service to a particular community and
measures of total ridership, revenues and costs . It must identify particular
types of users and beneficiaries .

Detailed technical studies on the effectiveness and incidence of specific
passenger service subsidies would be pathbreaking . They would make
contributions comparable to the grain costing work of the MacPherson
Commission, which provided an example of technical analysis and provide d
a basis for important policy recommendations .

The attributes of desirable programs do not point directly to one type of sub-
sidy over another. However, the nature of subsidies as they exist in Canadian
passenger transportation suggests that those which are least likely to meet
the desired criteria are absorption and protection, followed by subsidies
through the provision of facilities and services without full cost recovery . The
payment'method of subsidization is likely to be able to meet the criteria .
Unfortunately, as practiced in Canada at present, it does not do so .

The absorption of costs is undesirable as it encourages the inefficient use of
resources. In transport, it is mainly associated with environmental effects
which are being dealt with directly, albeit late and slowly .
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Subsidies by protection, such as in bus services, are hidden, often ineffec-
tive for those subsidized and result in less efficient services overall . Subsi-

dized services would be more effectively provided if service contracts or
competitive tendering arrangements were used . The extent of competitive

tendering may be influenced by the market structure and policies respecting
Crown or private operations . Increasingly, the latter is preferred and compe-
tition more likely . The provision of direct "payment" to travellers may also
be considered .

The provision of infrastructure by governments creates situations in which
subsidies may be hidden and purposes unclear . Less than full cost recovery

for low volume airports or roads may be efficient and consistent with other
policy objectives .

Subsidies may exist also in the provision of intensively used facilities .
Congestion costs and the high cost of new facilities must be considered .
The similarity of the economically correct policy of having users pay
marginal costs with the politically acceptable policy of users "paying for
growth" may provide an important basis for policy recommendations .
This principle may be particularly helpful in advancing the case for more
direct charges than fuel taxes for roads with high traffic volumes . Various
schemes are making road pricing a realistic option for the future .

User-fees designed to raise the level of cost recovery will likely raise
concern for the efficiency with which facilities are currently used . That is

good. For example, the increase in user-charges for air and sea modes
has raised awareness about the inefficiency of supply of facilities fo r

those modes . A similar response from road users would probably increase
interest in the more efficient use of road space, for example, by high-

occupancy vehicles .

The development of new policies for user-charges raises questions about
the use of dedicated modal funds . Such funds would not be recommended

in theory, but perhaps they are desirable in practice . It should be noted that

the discipline that such funds create may not be liked by politicians !

The payment of subsidies to VIA is the most visible passenger subsidy in

Canada. The program does not meet a number of criteria for a desirable

subsidy program. The target travellers are not identified clearly so that
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~ results cannot be measured effectively. The subsidy distorts competitio n
among modes by being provided to a supplier, VIA, rather than to travellers .
Competitive tendering of the transpo rtation services does not take place .

Overall, the provision of subsidies in Canadian passenger transportation
has evolved over time and under different governments without a coherent

framework to ensure that the subsidies would work to achieve a safe, ade-
quate, economic and efficient transport system making the best use of all
modes of transportation . A significant shift in subsidy practice is needed to
achieve the overall policy goals .

Current practices and policies reflect the historic need for governments to
ensure the provision of basic infrastructure and services to build a new
nation . Attitudes and institutions have not yet adapted to the requirements
of a mature nation in which resources must be allocated among alternate
programs, including coping with congestion and expansion . The implication
is that less attention should be given to engineering-driven supply initia-
tives and more attention given to demand-side elements . This includes a
stronger role for market mechanisms, such as cost recovery, including road
pricing, and a greater attention to particular travellers for whom assistance
may be warranted . The desirable attributes of subsidy programs outlined
previously are consistent with these recommendations .

Passenger transportation policies in the future need to provide a long-term
vision which can guide the development of promotional policy based on the
requirements of a mature economy. This shift will be as significant as the
change achieved in regulatory policy since the MacPherson Commission
first recognized the need to respond to the changing role of competitio n
in transport markets .
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1 . INTRODUC110N

Transportation policy issues were, for much of the last several decades,
loosely integrated with national and regional economic policies in Canada .

Transportation was viewed as a tool of government to promote the eco-
nomic development and growth of different regions, groups and indus-

tries. This position changed somewhat with the passage of the National

Transportation Act (NTA) of 1967 . Based on recommendations of the
MacPherson Royal Commission, the Act broke with tradition and established

the .policy that efficiency within the transportation sector was of fundamen-
tal importance in securing a firm foundation for the economic growth and

development of Canada . To achieve this goal, competition among modes

was selected as the mechanism . The MacPherson report also recommended
that any region, group or industry deemed sufficiently deserving of sub-
sidization was to receive direct payment rather than subsidization through
the underpricing of either or both transportation services and infrastructure .

This was generally adopted as part of the NTA of 1967 .

* School of .Business and Economics, Wilfrid Laurier University and Institute of
Transportation Studies, University of California, Berkeley .

** Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration, University of British Columbia .



Since 1980, external and internal economic and political pressures have
resulted in deregulation in the airline and trucking industries, the introduc-
tion of intra-modal competition and the privatization of carriers . This policy
shift was formalized in the new National Transportation Act, 1987 which
took effect January 1, 1988 .

Allowing market forces to determine the structure and behaviour of different
modes (primarily carriers) has been the new policy direction . It has also
meant a shift away from setting infrastructure prices below costs . Transport
Canada's recent proposal of a cost-recovery policy for air and marine infra-
structure is a small step toward this goal . A similar shift has not taken place
for highways, likely because of the fractured jurisdictional responsibility for
roads among the different levels of government . While air is the responsi-
bility of a single agency (the federal government) highways are a combina-
tion of provincial, regional, county and municipal responsibilities with the
proportions of roadway in each of these levels of government varying
across provinces . This spread also characterizes the United States and
distinguishes North America from Europe where there is more integrated
transportation planning at the central level .

Over this same period, infrastructure policy has been subjected to a number
of exogenous stresses including the Free Trade Agreement with the United
States and the globalization of industries . Both factors have resulted in
growth and shifts in demands which have generated pressure for additional
and improved infrastructure as well as for new institutions to manage them .
These demands come at a time of restraint with governments under severe
economic pressures to be fiscally responsible . Governments are reluctan t
to commit themselves to significant expenditures even for maintaining the
existing stock of transport infrastructure let alone adding to it .

Given the realities facing the Canadian economy, how should one establish
pricing principles and investment guidelines which satisfy both the objec-
tives of the National Transportation Act, 1987 and the needs of Canada and
the Canadian economy in the years to come? The fact of the matter is that
transportation infrastructure, an important component of the nation's capi-
tal stock and an important factor in its economy and welfare, is a victim of
both fiscal restraint and the failure to treat it as a scarce economic resource .
In the past, transportation policy at all levels of government focussed on
capacity expansion (supply) rather than the management of demand fo r
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infrastructure . Sensible policy reform must consider the costs imposed by
users on the system and on others when using infrastructure, including

congestion and other externality costs . Infrastructure shortages resulting

from both underpricing and inadequate investment limit the realization

of the efficiency gains promised by deregulation and privatization in the
transportation sector .

Pricing and investment planning of Canada's transportation infrastructure

cannot ignore the forces and pressures developing in the United States and

other international markets . Links must be established between investment

in infrastructure and the pricing of services delivered by that infrastructure .

Indeed, socially optimal modal pricing requires the inclusion of modal air and

noise pollution and congestion externalities . Congestion externalities are

emphasized in this study but the models and concepts are applicable to air,

noise and other externalities . Economic welfare will be lower if these factors are

not considered in modal prices because demands for massive public invest-

ment in infrastructure will continue unabated, infrastructure will deteriorate

prematurely, and the distribution of traffic across modes will not reflect the

real modal costs. The solution is not necessarily more investment but rather

smarter investment . Smarter investment must start with efficient pricing .

The main purpose of this study is to discuss the principles and methods by
which Canada can ensure the optimal use and efficient provision of trans-
portation infrastructure services in all modes of transportation . Emphasis is

also placed on the cost-recovery issue . There are a number of reasons for

this, including the fiscal constraints faced by government, the motivation
to reduce the efficiency costs of financing infrastructure deficits through

taxation and the general movement to decentralization .

Cost recovery is treated in two alternative ways. First, cost-recovery condi-
tions associated with optimal pricing and investment in infrastructure are
studied and compared to the actual cost-recovery situation . Second, the
methods of achieving an exogenously given cost-recovery target which
minimizes efficiency loss is discussed . Although the principles and methods
used can be applied to all modes of transportation, the emphasis of the
discussion (with empirical examples) is on roads and airport infrastructure .

The study also emphasizes that allocative and productive efficiency gains
are not accomplished through simply financing a cost recovery but rather
through achieving cost recovery with efficient pricing .



Section 2 presents a survey and assessment of the principles and alterna-
tive methods of infrastructure pricing . It includes a discussion of the poten-
tial difficulties for implementing some of the ideal principles . Also reported
are the empirical results of some studies which apply the optimal pricing
principles . Section 3 examines the literature on cost structures for trans-
portation carriers and infrastructure providers . The focus is given to the
empirical results on economies of scale, traffic density and scope . An analysis
of the optimal user-charges for airports and roads is presented, and some
suggestions for achieving the optimal cost-recovery targets are made in
Section 4. This section also reviews current user-charges and cost-recovery
status by major user-groups in both air and road modes . Alternative sources
of financing road infrastructure currently in use are examined and dis-
cussed in Section 5 . A summary of the findings is given in Section 6 .

2. INFRASTRUCTURE PRICING: THEORY, ISSU ES AND APPLICATIONS

This section presents a survey and assessment of the principles and alterna-

tive methods of infrastructure pricing . Although it addresses infrastructure

pricing principles, the characteristics and consequences of each pricing

principle will also be discussed in a general framework for all goods and

services. Potential difficulties in implementing some of the ideal principles

are identified and discussed . The empirical results of some studies which

apply the optimal pricing principles are also presented .

2 .1 THE ROLE OF PRICES AND WELFAR E

Transportation infrastructure is like any piece of capital - it represents a
stock which yields a flow of services . The services from infrastructure, such
as roads and airports, reflect economic scarcity because their construction

and continued servicing require the use of scarce resources . Concern about
the efficient use of resources in the economy necessitates finding some
mechanism and criteria to determine both the distribution of resources
between transportation infrastructure and other parts of the economy and
resource distribution among modes within the passenger transportation
sector . How many miles of roads should be built? How many airports ?
How big should they be? These, among others, are questions which pricing
principles seek to answer.



There are essentially two perspectives as to -how to answer these questions .

One is the market approach. It uses the price system to allocate scarce
resources to their most valued uses on the basis,of willingness to pay . If the

market mechanism is to be used as -a method of maximizing social welfare,
all private and public goods and externalities (such as air or noise pollution

and congestion) must be :'.valued." This value or price should,reflect the

resources used and be a measure of the cost to produce the good or • .

service . This cost is to be the marginal cost, and no buyer or seller of a
good or service should have sufficient power to drive a wedge between the

price charged and the marginal cost of production . These conditions assure

maximization of allocative and productive efficiencies or, equivalently, -of

social welfare . Allocative efficiency is the measure of -performance of scarce
resources allocated to end uses, goods and services, that best accords with

the pattern of consumer demand. Allocative. efficiency is at an optimum
when the price of each product equals the lowest resource cost of supplying

the marginal u:nit of the product . Technical or productive efficiency refers to

the minimum cost-of producing a given output .

The other approach to resource allocation is to .use direct planning methods

characteristic of some centralized economies and which include the use of
various non-market mechanisms. These non-market mechanisms can take
a variety of forms including administrative rationing, random, allocation and

queuing . Some authority must decide how to allocate available goods ;or

services to competing uses and choose the goods and services to produce .

However, since there is no efficient method of inducing users to reveal their

preferences, the authority has no way of accurately knowing who values a
given good or service more . Consequently, the authority may end up pro-

viding a good or service to those who do not value it the most . This ca n

lead to significant allocative inefficiency . In most cases of direct market
intervention,the objective is rarely to improve efficiency. Efficiency costs,
however, are still important as measures of the costs of abandoning a market

approach. Furthermore, because there are no signals for the capital mar-

ket, . there will not•necessarily -be an optimal investment in capacity, except

by chance .

In a market economy, prices perform two functions .' In the short run, they
act as a signal to ensure that scarce goods and services (airport capacity, for

example) are allocated to those who value them'the most. This ensures that
the social benefit, from the utiiization of the fixed capacity, for example, i s
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maximized. In the long run, prices provide a signal to the capital market to
move capital into those activities which yield the highest return, and thus
guarantee an optimal investment in capacity .

Given the different outcomes associated with the alternative policy proposals,
efficient pricing or non-market mechanisms for resource allocation, one

must use some criteria to assess their relative merits . Economists have
generally not considered both economic welfare and income distribution
outcomes when evaluating alternative policy proposals or pricing methods .
The level of economic welfare is defined as the sum of consumer surplus
and producer surplus . Consumer surplus is the additional value a consumer
derives from consuming a good or service over and above the price paid .
and is generally measured by the difference between the value revealed by
the demand curve and the price paid . Producer surplus is a producer's net
revenue over and above the cost of production . A dollar saved by a!ow-
income person is regarded as having exactly the same value to society as a
dollar saved by a high-income person . This means evaluation of alternative
policy proposals or pricing methods by the welfare criterion alone ignores
the income distributional consequences . In other words, an economic
reorganization or change is considered beneficial if those who benefit
collectively gain more than the total losses incurred by those who lose . Use
of this welfare criterion alone is . based on the compensation principle which
implies that those who gain can compensate those who lose without incur-
ring any redistribution costs . Although the change in the level of welfare
(economic efficiency) is generally regarded as more relevant for evaluating
policy, the effect on income distribution cannot be ignored - because, for
most cases, income redistribution is not without cost . The various pricing
principles and non-market allocation procedures reviewed are judged
primarily in terms of their consequences on economic efficiency (welfare) .
Attempts are made, however, to make a preliminary assessment of the .
consequences of some pricing principles for income distribution (fairness) .

2 .2 ALTERNATIVE PRICING METHODS

Pricing is a method of allocating resources . There is no such thing as the
"right" price irrespective of issues and objectives . Rather there are "optimal
prices" or pricing strategies with particular objectives to be achieved . Prices
can be established to maximize profit, welfare or revenues. They can be
used to achieve a particular share of the market or a desired distribution



of demand across products (for example, mode-split in transportation) . From

a society's viewpoint, however, one of the most .important goals for pricing

goods and services is to maximize economic welfare by optimally allocating
scarce resources and goods or services across competing needs in th e

short run and to ensure optimal investment in capacity in the long run .

Much of the discussion and debate surrounding the pricing of runways and
roadways seems to confuse efficient pricing and cost recovery or financing .
Pricing transportation and financing transportation are very different concepts .

Financing requires only knowledge of costs, and user-charges are set to
achieve full or a desired level of cost recovery. Pricing, on the other hand,

requires knowledge of both demand (which provides a measure of econo-
mic value) and costs since pricing tries to optimize the use of the resource
and to balance the revealed value of transportation with the resource cost

of providing it . In analyzing various pricing strategies it is, therefore, essen-
tial to have a clear understanding of various cost concepts since each pricing

principle is related to .a specific concept of cost .

Before proceeding with the detailed discussion of the various pricing methods,
it is important to clairify the use of subsidies from general revenues to meet
revenue shortfalls under some pricing approaches . There are two points .

First, it has been argued that any deficits resulting from marginal cost pricing

be financed from general tax revenues . Second, it is also argued that full
cost recovery is not desirable if it results in prices that do not reflect mar-

ginal costs . First-best pricing has prices equal to marginal cost and second-
best pricing has prices which deviate from marginal cost in a way which

minimizes efficiency losses . Both arguments have an implicit assumption
that the efficiency loss is less from raising a dollar for general tax revenues
than by raising revenues in a specific market . This is not necessarily true .
Jorgenson (1992) noted that the cost of public funds is indeed high . He

reported on research by Jorgenson and Yun (1990) which shows that the
marginal cost of a tax dollar is $1 .46. In other words, for every dollar of pub-

lic spending, the cost is $1 .00 in tax revenue and 46¢ of loss in efficiency of

the private sector . Ballard, Shoven and Whalley (1985) produce a marginal

cost of $1 .33. These numbers. seem to justify a lower level of subsidy to

some transportation modes .than is implied in the current transportation

literature . In essence this means that, with a subsidy from- general revenues,
second-best pricing may result in a lower efficiency Ioss than does first-

best pricing .
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The following subsections-describe various-types of pricing which maybe
relevant for transportation -infrastructure .prici.ng.. These are : average-cost
pricing, marginal cost pricing, social marginal cost pricing, Ramsey quasi-
optimal pricing, peak/off, -peak pricing .and multi-part It!-partpricing . . They are
followed by a subsection on allocation by .non-market mechanisms, such
as slot allocations at airports .

.2-2 .1,Average -Cost Pricing

The average cost price is obtained by taking total costs and dividing them
by the relevant measure of output . For example, if total annual airfield costs
are $1 million, and if 10,000 :landings per year are expected, then the landing
fee would be set 6t$100 .. If .peice is set equal to average cost, total costs will
be recovered. Average cost .pricin.g is sometimes termed "full cost pricing ."

If an industry's ;production technology is not characterized by constant
returns to scale over the relevant range of output, average cost .pricing
leads to economic inefficiency by making the value (to society) of producin g
another unit deviate from the cost of producing it (that is, marginal cost), 'It
is easy to demonstrate that if average cost is failing (incr,easing returns to
scale), setting price at average cost lowers economic well-being due to the .
underproduction of services. .Prod uc.ing an additional unit of output at a
cost equal to marginal cost and selling it for a price that exceeds marginal
cost (but is less than average cost) could provide an increment to profit and
potentially, make society better off. Average cost pricing prevents such a
desirable action from occ.urr:ing .

Unless constant returns to scale prevail in the relevant range of market .
demand, average cost pricing leads to an incorrect level of output, :both in
the sense of social well-being and in the sense of profit maximization . Thus,
except in the special case of constant returns to scale, average cost pricing -
is not a desirable basis for establishing a pricing strategy.

2.2 .2 'Marginal .Cost Pricing

Marginal cost pricing maxi .mizes-the economic benefit to society by ensuring
that a socially optimal volume is traded in the ;marketplace, and the ' optimal
quantity is allocated,tothose who value it the most . .Since marginal cost
pricing maximizes social benefit without any constraint, it is often referre d
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to as "first=best" pricing ., Fortransportation services, this . means that the • -

service. output is extendedto the point where : the: marginal cost of serving-

an additional unit' equals the price the user is willing to pay for the service .

This marginal cost can be quite different from the average cost of produc-

tion . Suppose for example ., that the total cost of servicing . 100 aircraft move-

ments is. $1,000 and. servicing 10 1 movements is $1,005. This means the

average cost of servicing 100 movements is $10, but the marginal cost of

providing. an extra movement (when the current service level is 100) is only

$5. Average cost pricing, would'set the price at $ 10 per movement, while .

marginal cost pricing would set- the price at $5(for all, movements) . This

pricing principle resol'ves the problems of inefficient . production. and con-
sumption associated with the average cost prici :ng principle. Under condi-
tions of constant returns to. scale, unit costs are not rising or falling- in the
relevant output range . In this case, margi :nal: cost equals average cost . Thus,

marginal cost pricing, and average cost pricing: would be the same .

When unit costs are . either rising'.or falling, average a:ndi.marginal cost pricing

strategies produce different results. Preference is generally giveh to marginal

cost pricing. based . on the: assumption that the efficiency loss. resulting from

any deviation: from marginal cost pricing is greater than the- efficiency loss

of raising . revenue through taxation . While average cost. pricing: would-

always lead to a financial: break even, marginal cost pricing•would require a
subsidy for a firm to break even in-the case of a declining unit cost industry .

This is because price (that is, marginal cost) will be less than average . cost .

Marginal cost pricing will, result in break even in the case of constant cost
and a profit in the case of rising unit cost :

Another problem with marginal cost pricing . is in the difficulty of measuring

appropriate marginal costs . In: the: case of average cost pricing, one simply

sums all relevant costs, operatingi and- capital, variable and : fixed, direct and

indirect, and divides the sum by the anticipated output level to obtain price .

For marginal cost pricing, however, it is not easy to identify the costs which
vary with output even for the case of a single product . For instance, capa-

city costs may be fixed, in a very short run but may vary over a longer run .

Therefore, the measure and`variability of marginal cost will depend on the
time frame one chooses . This study argues, and this is the consensus in the

literature, that the short run is the appropriate time frame for establishing
efficient prices .



2.2.3 Social Marginal Cost

When the production or the use of goods or services results in negative
(positive) externalities, such as the imposition on others of noise or air pol-
lution or congestion delays, social marginal cost deviates from private mar-
ginal cost (cost incurred by the producer or user) . In this case, .marginal cost
pricing based on the private marginal costs will generate too . much (too
little) output compared to the socially optimal level of output. When this
occurs, social marginal cost pricing maximizes welfare (economic efficiency)
as it internalizes the externality costs in a user's decision making . Social
marginal cost pricing extends the marginal cost pricing principle to the situ-
ation where externality costs exist . It recognizes the costs a user imposes
on others (externality costs) in addition to the privately borne costs of the-

.user. For instance, an extra vehicle that uses a congested highway imposes
costs on the cars and drivers following it by imposing additional delay on
them. It also imposes air and noise pollution . In the case of airports, a user
of the airstrip may impose a congestion externality, as well as noise and air
pollution costs. Social marginal cost pricing internalizes these externality
costs by charging users the full social cost . By internalizing the externality
costs, the user is induced to make decisions consistent with social benefit
maximization .

The application of this pricing principle has been shown to result in the opti-,
mal use of a facility (given fixed available capacity) and in the optimal level
of facility investment (see, for example, Morrison, 1983) . From as early as
1920, this principle was presented in the context of transportation, speci-
fically road congestion (Pigou, 1912; Knight, 1924) . In 1961, Walters formalized
the peak-load pricing work of Boiteux (1960) and Steiner (1967) using cost
functions. About the same time, Strotz developed the same ideas but with
the use of utility functions . The basic model has been elaborated upon and
extended by numerous researchers including Mohring and Harwitz (1962),
Vickery (1965, 1968), Mohring (1970, 1976), Keeler and Small (1977), DeVany

and Saving (1980) and Jordan (1983a, 1983b) . Morrison (1986) showed that
the conventional homogeneous users model needs only slight modification
to handle heterogeneous users .

2.2 .4 Ramsey Quasi-Optimal Pricin g

As discussed earlier, there are circumstances where marginal cost pricing
would not be sustainable in the long run. For example, if the production
function is characterized by increasing returns to scale, marginal cost is less



than average cost and, therefore, total revenue would be insufficient
to cover total cost . In this case, there are generally three options to

choose from :

• use marginal cost pricing in conjunction with a government subsidy ;

• use some form of second-best pricing, such as Ramsey pricing ; or

• use multi-part pricing

. The features of Ramsey pricing are described below . Multi-part pricing i s
considered later .

Economists have demonstrated that a deviation from (social) marginal cost
pricing may reduce social benefits and misallocate resources by over or
underproducing the service . The essence of. Ramsey pricing is to minimize
the loss of economic efficiency caused by the deviation of prices from their
respective marginal costs while allowing a financial break-even position to
be achieved . Ramsey pricing makes use of an inverse-elasticity rule to mark
prices up over marginal cost while ensuring that the quantity of service sup-
plied deviates by the least amount from the optimal quantity under marginal
cost pricing . In doing so, Ramsey pricing makes use of the willingness of the
segments to pay . In other words, Ramsey pricing maximizes social welfare
subject to the constraint that the firm achieve a b'reak-even financial position .
Thus, it is usually referred to in the literature as a "second-best" strategy .

The Ramsey pricing principle states that when a revenue constraint exists,
the ratio of the markups (the excess of the selling price over marginal cost)
must be proportional to the inverse of the price sensitivities for the product
in question. In other words, the different groups of users may pay different
prices depending on their own price sensitivity, even for an identical product
or service. If applied to airfields, this might imply that landing fees would
be dependent on the length of the flight, aircraft size or type of use because
each of these (demand) characteristics can be expected to lead to different
price elasticities of demand. A simple approach to covering the fixed costs
is to charge all types of users an equal price which exceeds the price based
on marginal cost pricing . Although simple, this approach is inefficient and
leads to a larger loss of social benefit than the allocation based on Ramsey
pricing . According to the Ramsey pricing principle, these fixed costs are
recovered by allocating proportionally more of the fixed costs to those who -
have a lower price elasticity of demand than those with a higher elasticity .



Ramsey pricing relies on the existence of different market segments with a
different willingness to pay for the same good or service .' Ramsey prices
must cover variable costs . It minimizes the total loss of social welfare by
allocating the excess of total costs over variable costs to various market
segments . For Ramsey pricing to achieve social optimality, it is essential
for the producer to have some market power; otherwise, the set of prices
established under a Ramsey rule cannot be sustained . 2

Ramsey pricing can be generalized as a method of finding the optimum set
of prices under any revenue constraint . This constraint can take the form of
being confined to a given level of subsidy, a requirement to break even, or
even to achieve a surplus of revenues over costs of a given magnitude .3
Whenever the constraint becomes non-binding, the set of optimal prices
derived from Ramsey pricing will become identical to those emergin g
from marginal cost pricing .

2 .2 .5 Peak/Off-Peak Pricin g

Peak-load pricing is a widely used method in pricing public utility services .
Peak-load pricing means that peak-period users are charged a higher price
than off-peak users . First, peak-load users impose higher costs on the ser-
vice provider than do off-peak users because they generate the need for
capacity expansion, and thus should be prepared to pay all of the capacity
costs . Second, peak-period users may also impose congestion costs and
thus should be charged their social marginal costs . Third, since peak-load
users generally have less price-elastic demands than off-peak users, charging
higher fees to peak-period users (who value the service the most) is con-
sistent with the spirit of Ramsey pricing . In other words, Ramsey pricing
serves as a rationale for peak-load pricing .

Whatever the economic justification chosen, the end result is essentially the
same: charging higher fees to peak than to off-peak users . Charging higher
prices to peak users enhances economic efficiency by inducing them to make
rational choices as well as helping solve financing problems for capacity
expansion. Finally, peak pricing is not, in principle, unfair or inequitable . It
assigns costs to those who are responsible for them . It makes no economic
sense to restrict the use of a facility in off-peak hours because all that results
is underutilization of an existing facility . With socially efficient pricing, peak
users are no worse off in terms of what they pay, provided there is a low
off-peak price, and off-peak users pay at least their variable costs .



2.2.6 Two-Part Pricing 4

Another approach which has been developed to price infrastructure and to
recover fixed (including overhead) costs is to have a multi-part price . One

part, an entry fee for access to a facility (or infrastructure) is fixed and con-

fers the right to use the facility . A second part, a usage fee is a price per unit

of use of the facility . A price per kilometre would be an example .5 The intui-

tive appeal of the two-part price is the ability to distinguish between the value
of the potential demand for access to use and the demand for the actual use

of a product or network . The prices of access and usage must be correlated

with the proportions of fixed and variable cost while at the same time satis-
fying a revenue constraint . A person can be charged an access fee even if

there is no use of the system . For example, people may benefit from having

a roadway because others can visit them . They may at some future date
decide to use it, and it may reduce transactions cost to have continual
access to a facility rather than to contract for access each time they choose

to use it . The ability to match prices with demand, representing different
valuations of access and of usage, results in a higher level of economic

welfare than if only a single price is charged . Train (1991) summarizes a

broad literature which demonstrates that a tariff structure with N+1 tariffs

will always Pareto dominate a structure with only N tariffs when price
exceeds marginal cost and marginal cost differs from average cost .

With a two-part tariff the level at which each part is set (and the ratio of the
revenues from each of the two parts) depend on a number of factors . If

the demand for access is completely inelastic, the ideal approach is to set
the access fee equal to the fixed cost and the usage fee equal to the marginal

social cost of use. In effect, the access fee acts like a lump sum tax. When

access demand is price sensitive and therefore not independent of the level
of the access fee, the access fee cannot be treated simply as a mechanism

to cover fixed costs. Raising the access charge involves a loss in consumer
surplus as well as revenue from usage because some consumers will choose
to forego access to the service (phone line or vehicle licence, for example)

in the face of the higher access price . First, as the access charge rises more

users are foreclosed from the market . This reduces consumer surplus and
revenue from the access charge, if access demand is at all elastic . Second,

with fewer users the demand for usage declines ; the demand curve shifts

to the left . This means a lower level of consumer surplus and revenue from

usage. This fact must be incorporated into the determination of optimal prices .



When the number of users of the network, facility or system is affected by
the level of the access fee, the institution or authority which has been charged
with the responsibility of setting the prices must balance the relative welfare

gains and losses as the relative access and usage fees are raised or lowered .
If the access fee is lowered to encourage more users, the usage fee must be
increased to compensate for the loss in revenue . The amount by which it
will have to be increased with the objective of maximizing economic wel-
fare while covering all costs (breaking even) increases with the absolute
access price elasticity of the number of users and decreases with the abso-

lute usage-price elasticity of the amount of usage (Ng and Weisser, 1974) .

The absolute and relative values of the two elasticities are important in
determining the levels of the access fee and usage fee . The access fee does
limit the number of users, and it covers some or all of the fixed costs . The
usage charge allocates facilities while covering the variable and part of the
fixed costs . If the ratio of fixed to total costs is high, it is desirable to have as
many members as possible implying a lower access fee and a usage charge
greater than usage marginal costs . However, this cannot continue unabated
since as the variable charge is increased above variable costs both revenue
and welfare are reduced . The ratio of revenue contributions from the vari-
able charge to the fixed charge depends on both the relative and absolute
values of the elasticities of access and usage .

When access demand is price sensitive and a financing constraint is in
place, the Ramsey concept can be used to compute the second-best tariffs
for access/usage services . The Ramsey rule leads to setting the usage and
access fees above their marginal cost . Train (1991) derived the following
Ramsey rule for determining the optimal access and usage fees that allow
the firm to break even .

Pe - MCa P„-MC„
(Ea - E ue) _ ( Eu - Eau)

P. Pu
(2 .1 )

In the equation a refers to access and u refers to usage. $e is the elasticity of
demand for access with respect to the access fee, c1e is the cross elasticity
of demand for usage with respect to the access fee and sa„ is the cross elas-
ticity of demand for access with respect to the usage fee . The rule in this
situation states that the percent by which the access fee is raised above the
marginal cost of access, multiplied by the "net" elasticity for the access fee,



is equal to the percentage markup of the usage fee multiplied by the "net"
elasticity of demand for usage . The practice of setting the access fee equal

to zero and increasing usage fees above marginal cost, as is done for exam-
ple at airports and electrical and gas utilities, is optimal only if the demand

for usage is fixed and the marginal cost of access is zero . Usage demand is
usually more price sensitive than access demand because usage is condi-
tional on access. Some economic efficiency gains can, therefore, be expected
if there is a move to some reliance on the access fee (Train, 1991) .6 Such
a change has been introduced in New Zealand in the pricing of air traffic
control services?

A two-part tariff can be used if users are relatively homogeneous . It is
possible, however, that a facility, such as a roadway or an airport, may have
a number of groups of users and that preferences may vary significantly
across groups of users . It may, therefore, be desirable to have the two-part
tariff and access/users fees vary for these different groups . For example,
some groups may have low access and high usage fees and others high
access and low usage fees . Generally, welfare is improved by offering
consumers a menu of choices of two-part tariffs .

In sum, when access demand is price sensitive, the optimal access fee is lower
and the optimal usage fee is higher than when access demand is fixed .8
Unlike the situation with fixed access demand, the first-best outcome i s

not attained when access demand is price sensitive and the firm is required
to break even . The reason for this is clear . When access demand is price
sensitive, the access fee cannot serve simply as a subsidy mechanism
since it also affects access demand and, indirectly, usage . 9

2.3 NON-MARKET MECHANISMS

In the absence of pricing mechanisms, there are non-market or administra-
tive instruments which are used to allocate scarce goods and services and
to undertake new investment to expand capacity . A variety of these have
long been used for the allocation of goods, services and resources . These
include administrative rationing, random allocation by lottery and queuing .
Despite the variety, all non-market mechanisms share the common charac-
teristics that they do not use prices to allocate resources, goods and-services .
The outcome of both the resource allocation and the level of investment



bears little resemblance to what would occur with efficient pricing . Measured
in terms of economic efficiency, such allocative mechanisms are not generally
as good as those obtained through the market system .

In general, non-market methods lead to inefficient outcomes due to their
inability to adequately distinguish between high- and low-valued uses .
The prices individuals are willing to pay directly signal such values . The
inability to distinguish between high- and low-valued uses often leads the
non-market methods to allocate some resources to those users who do not
value them as much as others or who do not value the product or service

as much as it costs . This results in a reduced level of welfare for society as
a whole. Another problem with non-market mechanisms is that there i s
no built-in pressure which signals optimal timing and amount of capacity
expansion . As a result there may be too little or too much capacity . Finally,
the lack of a "market discipline" can, and generally does, lead to higher
costs than would otherwise be the case .

Administrative allocation has two additional problems . First, the allocative
principle tends to be arbitrary and could change with the decision-making
authority and the political climate . Second, the resulting allocation of slots
or rights to use a facility at a given time could create some monopoly power
in secondary markets (such as airline services) by restricting new entrants
especially during peak times . In the case of market allocation, such discri-
minatory allocation problems do not arise as the prices are set to clear the
market and optimal capacity is likely to be in place . The problem of restricting
potential entrants becomes particularly serious when the allocation com-
mittees are controlled by the existing users as in the case of the airport slot
allocation committees at major Canadian airports .

Social welfare can be enhanced by allowing slot sales after the initial allo-
cation . Welfare is improved because those who value particular slots the

most end up using them . However, this results in windfall income gains to

those who are initially allocated the high-value slots . This creates a severe
inequity problem . An alternative is to let the airport auction its slots so that

it gets to keep the windfall income gains .

Either type of slot market also has the advantage of signalling to the airport

when additional capacity should be added . When the slot price is greater

than the cost of incremental capacity, then investment will make society



better off.10 Even competitive slot auctions, however, do not always
guarantee that social marginal costs are being charged as bidders ignore

externality costs .

2 .4 POTENTIAL DIFFICULTIES OF IMPLEMENTATIO N

Thus far various pricing methods which may be applied to pricing transpor-

tation services and/or infrastructure services have been presented . Some

potential and practical difficulties of implementing some of the pricing
methods are identified and discussed in the following subsections .

2.4 .1 Pricing a Single Mode Versus Several Mode s

All transportation services are capable of being. supplied by more than one

transport technology or mode. Each mode has different costs and quality

characteristics . One of the aims of transport policy is to implement appro-
priate charging schemes for different modes in order to maximize the over-
all economic efficiency of the transportation sector . For example, if certain
buses, which compete with railways, pay more than they should for the
costs they are responsible for, such as the use of highways, then this may
lead to an inefficient allocation of passenger traffic between bus and rail

modes. An efficient allocation of traffic among competing modes requires
marginal cost pricing by all modes as this induces users to make "socially
optimal" choices among competing modes.

Problems arise if marginal cost pricing results in deficits for one or more

modes of transpo rtation. In such a case, each mode can be subsidized from
general tax revenue or, in principle, the combined deficit of all modes can

be allocated using the Ramsey pricing method . The former solution may

be impractical as governments try to become fiscally conse rvative. On the

other hand, it is difficult to implement the la tter as the application of the
Ramsey method intermodally requires the centralized control of all trans-

po rtation infrastructure by a single agency . Currently different levels of

' governments have jurisdiction over different modal infrastructure .

Even if various governments were to cooperate for the implementation of
Ramsey pricing in a multimodal context, it would require knowledge of
each mode's combined cost of modal services (for example, airline services)

and infrastructure (for example, airport services) as well as price elasticities



of the demands . To date, there is no definitive empirical work which exam-
ines the structure of the combined cost of service and infrastructure for
any mode . This makes it difficult to actually compute optimal prices which
maximize economic efficiency in the multimodal context (see Oum, 1981 ;
Winston, 1985 for imperfect attempts for such computations) .

2 .4 .2 The Indivisibility Problem - Lumpy Capacity Expansio n

Typically, economists assume that capacity is divisible when they investi-
gate optimal pricing, the provision of capacity and cost recovery issues . For
example, Mohring and Harwitz (1962) and Mohring (1970, 1976) showed

that optimal congestion toll revenue exactly equalled the capacity investment
cost when highway construction (and expansion) was perfectly divisible
and was characterized by constant returns to scale . The debate regarding
the divisibility of capacity expansion, however, remains unsettled, and
various theoretical results obtained under the assumption of perfect divisi-
bility require some refinements for cases where capacity expansion is
characterized by lumpy investment, such as airport terminals and runways,
and expressways .

There are two opposing views in the road pricing literature concerning the
divisibility of capacity expansion . Some economists believe that increases
in road capacity are characterized by lumpy investments (Walters, 1968 ;
Kraus, 1981 ; Starkie, 1982) while other economists argue that the capacity
of a road can be expanded relatively smoothly by simply improving some
design features or by improving the traffic control system . Kraus (1981)
showed that the cost-recovery theorem of Mohring and Harwitz required
modification under the condition of indivisibility of capacity construction
and expansion . The financial performance of roads under optimal pricing
and investment policy depended on the type of road : that is, high-capacity
roads or low-capacity roads. He found that, in the case of major highways,
the cost-recovery ratio was higher when indivisibility was taken into
account than for the case of perfect divisibility .

Oum and Zhang (1990) investigated the long-run relationship between con-
gestion toll revenue and the capital cost of an airport . Their model incorpo-
rated the lumpy nature of capacity expansion and the demand fluctuations
within a given day and over time . They showed that the cost-recovery ratios
realized under social marginal cost pricing and optimal investment depend



on both the time pattern of traffic growth and the amount of initial capacity

in place. The most significant of all empirical results, developed for Pearson
International Airport, Toronto, was that the larger the existing capacity, the
higher the ratio of congestion toll revenue to capacity expansion cost .

The assumption of divisibility of capacity construction and expansion affects

the setting of cost-recovery targets and user-charges . The relevant empir-

ical question is to what extent the less-than-perfect divisibility of capacity
expansion makes the cost-recovery results deviate from the classic result of

Mohring and Harwitz . No one has a definitive answer to this question .

These results reflect a general problem of pure marginal social cost pricing

with fluctuating or changing costs . Prices will be less useful in acting as a
signal to users and to capital markets if there are significant and frequent
fluctuations in costs because there will be a higher variance and hence more

uncertainty as to their value at any given time . Lumpy investment is not the

only culprit in causing costs to fluctuate. Scope economies and capacity uti-

lization economies also result in costs changing with output or investment
levels and hence cause fluctuation in prices based on marginal cost . The

prospects of cost recovery with socially efficient pricing depend on how costs
change with expansion and contraction of output and capacity . Lumpiness

in capacity growth results in fluctuating prices and may lead to over or

underfinancing. An assessment must be made of the welfare .costs deviating

from strict social marginal cost pricing relative to the welfare gains arising
from more stable prices which create less uncertainty and have lower

transactions cost .

2 .4 .3 Infrastructure Pricing and the Issue of Equit y

Fairness of Efficient Pricing

The economics literature is paying increasing attention to the consequences
of selective pricing methods on the equity of various groups of users and

non-users; that is, the income distributional consequences of a pricing

method . Problems arise when a pricing method, .which maximizes economic

efficiency, does not necessarily yield what is considered a fair or equitable

outcome. The most obvious case is the implementation of congestion (or

peak-load) pricing for (urban) transportation . While the introduction of con-

gestion tolls on urban roads would improve the efficiency of resource allo-
cation, such tolls make those commuters with less-flexible work schedules



(which some identify as low- to middle-income groups) pay higher conges-
tion tolls while those with flexible work schedules (generally higher-income
groups) may be able to avoid the tolls by shifting commuting time to off-
peak hours. Peak-period prices for urban transit services have similar
unfavourable impacts on income distribution .

Small (1983) investigated this issueland estimated the net effects of conges-
tion tolls on income distribution . He found that in the absence of any redis-
tribution of toll revenue, low-income groups lose more than high-income

groups because the higher value of time savings by high-income groups
more than compensates for the toll payment . However, when the way in
which the toll revenues are spent is taken into account the distributional
impact of toll charges changes . Small examined the income distribution
effects of distributing toll revenues to reduce taxes, to subsidize transit or
to be used in some other way . The results varied but the basic conclusion
was that it is misleading to characterize a congestion or peak-load pricing

policy as "regressive . "

Peak-period pricing, deemed necessary to achieve the goal of economic effi-
ciency, has been viewed as having negative income distributional effects
among various users . Winston (1991) argued that congestion and peak pricing
could benefit all income classes if the toll revenues were used to do any of
the following : lower property taxes, invest in public transit or replace regis-
tration fees or fuel taxes . Therefore, as pointed out by Foster (1974, 1975),
the effects of an infrastructure price, such as for a road, runway, or terminal,
on income distribution depend on how the collecting agency uses the toll
revenue. Congestion tolls and peak-period pricing schemes can be designed
to improve both economic efficiency and equity among various groups .

Income Distribution Consequences of Ramsey Pricin g

Ramsey pricing allocates fixed or common cost on the basis of willingness
to pay. This willingness is a measure of the value to the user and is measured
by the price elasticity of demand . This pricing principle has been recom-
mended in circumstances where full or partial cost recovery is desired for
underutilized airports, roads and port facilities with economies of traffic
density and/or economies of scale (see Morrison, 1982) .

1

The Ramsey principle is used to change prices from marginal (social) cost
in such a way as to minimize the efficiency loss associated with departing



from first-best pricing . Ramsey pricing does involve price discrimination since
it places a greater fiscal burden on those demanders with less-elastic demands .

Some would argue that this is unfair and constitutes an inequity . Economists

have no comparative advantage over others in establishing what is or is not

fair . One can, however, make the following argument . Having everyone pay

exactly the same price is no more fair or equitable than charging different

prices . If users are charged the cost for which they are responsible, this seems

quite equitable . Different cost responsibility would justify different prices .

Furthermore, if those paying the higher prices are as well off or better off,
measured in terms of economic welfare, as a result of allowing those paying
the lower prices to participate in the market, there is also no inequity .

Fairness in Financing Capacity

The issue of generating funds for capacity expansion raises the question

of fairness (equity) . At first glance, the generation of funds to cover the
financing of capacity through average cost pricing, a common method,
appears to be a fair method since each user pays an equal amount . In fact,

this is an inequitable (as well as inefficient) method as it entails a subsidy
to peak-period users from off-peak users . Short-run, marginal cost pricing

in which peak-period prices are set higher than off-peak prices is a more
equitable method of raising funds to finance capacity .

Fairness also requires that both fixed and variable costs be allocated to
those users responsible for them . Some parts of infrastructure are designed

for a sub-group of users, and it is unfair to spread this cost across all users
except to the extent that . benefits which may accrue to other users, directly

on indirectly, may be considered in a Ramsey-type pricing scheme .

The question of financing capacity from users versus the general revenue
fund (all taxpayers) is an issue of both efficiency and equity . If marginal cost

is less than average cost, efficient pricing will result in a deficit . This deficit

must be covered. A partial equilibrium approach to this problem would sup-

port a policy of funding the deficit out of general revenue while a general
equilibrium approach would argue that the relative welfare losses of funding
the deficit users versus the general taxpayer should be considered . As

already stated, recent evidence (Jorgenson, 1992 ; Jorgenson and Yun, 1990 ;
Ballard, Shoven and Whalley, 1985) has shown that the ma'rginal cost of

public funds is between $1 .33 and $1 .45. This means that between 33¢ and
45¢ per dollar are lost through a private-sector efficiency loss . It is, therefore,



not obvious that proposing a policy of marginal social cost pricing and
ignoring the costs of public funds to finance a deficit will necessarily
improve economic welfare . A second-best pricing scheme in which there is
a cost-recovery constraint may lead to a higher level of economic efficiency .

2 .5 APPLICATIONS OF PRICING PRINCIPLES

Although economists have long argued for the introduction of efficient
pricing of transportation infrastructure, little progress has been made by
governments . This has been due in part to the view by governments (and
of the general public) that infrastructure should be provided at no or a very
low charge and that investment in roads and airports promotes economic
development and, therefore, excess capacity provides a public good . As
such, the allocative and productive efficiency with which infrastructure is
provided and operated has not been of concern in most countries . Another
important reason for the lack of efficient pricing schemes is the failure by
the analysts to provide visible and. measurable benefits of efficient pricing .

Until recently, the instances of significant capacity shortfall have occurred
only at limited times of the day and at a limited number of locations . How-
ever, the recent growth in air travel and the reorganization of the aviation
industry together with a failure to invest and price efficiently have led to
significant shortages of both runway slots and gates . During the last two
decades or so, severe congestion has also occurred on many urban and
some intercity roadways . Policy makers could, therefore, rightly ask the
questions: What happens if we do implement efficient road or runway
pricing? Who gains? Who loses? What is the overall net benefit? These are
legitimate questions, and economists have sought to provide answers in a
growing applied transportation pricing literature . The outcome of the analysis
can be generally divided into two areas : the effect on the use of infrastructure
and the impact on investment in infrastructure .

There are few examples of governments introducing prices to achieve the
efficient use of roads or runways, even in cases of severe congestion . The
introduction of road pricing in Singapore (Holland and Watson, 1978) and
the experiment in Hong Kong (Harrison, 1986) are two examples frequently
cited . More recently, road pricing has been introduced in Norway (Larsen,
1988) . Bergen, Oslo and Trondheim charge fees for vehicles entering a
specified area of the city. Oslo and Trondheim use manual and electronic
collection systems respectively while Bergen's is a manual system . In



Britain, peak-load pricing has been in effect since the early 1970s to ration
airport terminal and runway capacity at London's Heathrow Airport . It was

extended to other airports including Gatwick and Stansted in the early
1980s to encourage efficient use of the facilities . The peak and off-peak fees

(the combined landing and passenger fees) at the three London area
airports are illustrated in Table 2 .1 . It is important to note from the table that

the peak-period fee at Heathrow Airport is 2 .5 to 4 times the off-peak fee,

depending on the type of aircraft . "

Table 2. 1
LANDING FEES AT THE 8Rf)1SH AIRPORTS A UTHORf)•~S MAA PLC.) LONDON AREA AIRPORTS

(Au FIGURES ARE IN UK f,1991)

Airport Peak Off-peak Weighted average

Heathrow

B 7578 1680 658 844

Shorts 360 654 153 318

B 747 6259 1747 3336

Gatwic k

B 757 1122 450' 63 4

Shorts 360 444 111 21 1

B 747 4866 1867 2709

Stansted

B 757 734 365 507

Shorts 360 123 71 8 8
B 747 3807 1806 281 0

Source: Arthur Reed, "The Unlocking of Heathrow," Air Transport World (September 1991),

pp . 28-33 .

a The Boeing 757 seats 140 passengers and is a Stage Ill aircraft, and thus it has a

lower noise charge . The Shorts 360 seats 22 passengers. The Boeing 747 seats
270 passengers and is a Stage II aircraft which carries a higher noise charge .

There have been numerous simulation studies using artificial data which have
attempted to determine the impact of introducing infrastructure pricing . What

would happen to the use of the facility by different user-groups? Would the
infrastructure be self-financing? What would happen over the longer term if
additional capacity were needed? What is gained (or lost) in undertaking
such a policy? These studies use information on existing demand and costs
in a modelling framework to address the questions just raised .

i



Levine (1969) was one of the first to recommend efficient pricing of airport
runways . He argued that not pricing efficiently had led to shortages, the
excessive peaking of traffic and hence waste of resources such as labour,
fuel and time. Carlin and Park (1970), Boriris (1978, 1982), Likens (1976),
Morrison (1982, 1983, 1987), Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1988), Morrison
and Winston (1989), and Oum and Zhang (1990) all examined various
aspects of non-optimal pricing and investments at airports . Newbery (1988),
Lee (1982) and Small, Winston and Evans (1989) undertook similar studies
but for roadways .1 2

The conclusions of these studies, with their different time periods and data
bases, form a consensus in several areas .13 First, the existing fee structure
has led to a misallocation of traffic and hence the inefficient use of infrastruc-
ture (airport and roadway) over the day . For airports, the fee structure, based
on aircraft weight, is reasonably consistent with net benefit maximizatio n
at airports with sufficient or excess capacity . It is inefficient, however, at
congested facilities (Morrison, 1987) . The existing fee structure benefits
some groups over others . In particular, general aviation, commuter and
regional (local) carriers are beneficiaries while international and trunk carriers
are losers (Morrison, 1983, 1987) . Similar results hold for roadways . Newbery
(1988) noted that vehicles impose four costs on society : road damage costs,
congestion costs, accident externalities and environmental pollution costs .
The current system of licence fees and fuel taxes has, as with the case of
airports, resulted in a misallocation of traffic over the day and a misalloca-
tion between types of vehicles . Rural automobiles are charged too much
while urban-peak automobiles and large four-axle trucks on a rural road
pay too little .

Lee (1982) provides a set of efficient user-charges on the U .S . intercity roads
for a sample of vehicles .14 These are reported in Table 2 .2 . Gillen, Oum and
Tretheway (1988) have undertaken a similar type of analysis but for airport
infrastructure (Pearson International Airport, Toronto) . Their results are
reported in Table 2 .3 . These two studies illustrate the magnitude of the cur-
rent underpricing to different user-groups and the magnitudes of the changes
anticipated under socially efficient pricing . Which user-classes are gaining
under the present system and which are losing is also evident from these
studies . Furthermore, this illustration provides an intuitive feel for the
notion that the current pricing system creates inefficiencies from the choice
of vehicle type and the time of travel .
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Table 2. 3
COMPARISONS BETWEEN SOCIAL MA R61NAL COSTS AND 1985 LANDING FEES FOR SELECTED AIRWFT
PEaRSON AuRNAmAw Amon, Nam
11998 CA RI S1

Aircraft type

Busines s
B747-200 DC10-40 B737-200 Dash 8 jet Pisto n

1985 fees

Domestic $521 $355 $ 80 $ 12 N/A $ 0
International $769 $524 $ 85 $ 15 N/A $ 0

Social margina l
cost

High months
High-peak $426 $376 $269 $213 $211 $161
Low-peak $246 $196 $154 $ 98 $105 $ 55

Low months
High-peak $271 $221 $170 $114 $120 $ 70
Low-peak $226 $176 $142 $ 86 $ 93 $ 43

Off-Peak $206 $156 $129 $ 73 $ 81 $ 3 1

Source : Gillen, Oum and Tretheway ( 1988) .

Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1988) investigated efficient pricing at Pearson
International Airport . They developed a set of socially optimal peak-period
prices based on measures of variable costs with runway use, measures of
congestion externalities, noise externalities and fixed costs for airfield oper-
ations . A comparison of the calculated social marginal costs and the current
landing fee for selected aircraft are described below. They pointed out that
the fee structure used by Transport Canada is common across all Group I
airports regardless of differences in available capacity and demand varia-
tion . Furthermore, the fees are weight-based and discriminate against non-
domestic flights. Both generate inefficiencies .1 5

The implementation of this pricing structure was simulated to reduce
annual light-plane movements from 63,000 to 28,000 with a proportionately
higher reduction in the peak periods. The social marginal cost pricing of
runways (noise externalities and congestion were included) would have
generated approximately $50 million instead of the actual airfield revenue
of $26.6 million in fiscal 1985-86. They also developed a set of terminal



user-charges which varied with the peak . These were calculated to be $2.82

and $6.49 per passenger for peak domestic and international flights respec-

tively and $1 .54 and $3 .54 in the off-peak . (The current charge is $1 .00 per

seat for domestic flights and $2 .30 per seat for international flights .) The
gainers and losers are the same as those identified by Morrison .

The second area of consensus in the applied pricing literature is the financing
of infrastructure . Under the status quo, there is a significant deficit for road-
ways and to a lesser extent for airports and airways in a number of jurisdic-
tions. The move to socially efficient or efficient second-best pricing improves

the financial condition of the infrastructure agency . If social marginal cost
pricing is applied to an uncongested facility, there will be a deficit . Thus,

rural roads or uncongested airports would require a second-best pricing
scheme to break even or a subsidy if marginal cost pricing is applied . For

uncongested airports, for example, Morrison (1982) illustrated the set of
Ramsey prices which yield the maximum social benefits subject to revenue
covering all costs . On the other hand, a congested facility is likely to be self-

financing. Oum and Zhang (1990) provided a useful example for airports .

A corresponding example for roads was provided by Small, Winston and

Evans (1989) .

The third area in which there is some consensus is that the benefits from
introducing social marginal cost pricing are significant . Borins (1982)
reported that efficiency losses due to non-optimal pricing were significant
for Pearson International Airport and also for the access roads to the air-

port . Losses were measured in terms of economic surplus defined as the

difference between what individuals are willing to pay for transportation
services and the social costs of providing those services . Small, Winston

and Evans (1989) showed that efficient pricing of all U .S . roads with the cur-

rent investment would yield an annual net welfare gain of $5 .4 billion (1988

dollars), and if efficient investment policy was coupled with efficient pricing
policy, the gain would increase to $7 .75 billion annually .16 Most of the gain

would come from savings in pavement costs (maintenance and capital costs)
which were reduced from $20 billion to $13 billion in 1982 . The sources and

distribution of the efficiency gains are listed in Table 2 .4 .

Morrison and Winston (1989) provided similar results for all U .S. airports .
The welfare gain from efficient pricing would be $3 .8 billion annually .
Efficient pricing in conjunction with efficient investment would raise this
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The airport pricing literature makes it quite clear that the failure to introduce
landing fees, which more closely reflect the real costs of usage and exter-
nalities of the facilities, has generated significant economic waste . This

waste is measured in real resource costs to carriers who use crew time, fuel

and capital in congested facilities .17 It is also measured in wasted time to

travellers . These delay costs can mount into the billions of dollars .

2.6 SUMMARY

There is a broad literature which has examined almost every aspect of infra-
structure pricing from simple congestion models with homogeneous traffic
to infrastructure pricing with several user-groups, uncertainty, varyin g

demands and'intermodal congestion . Despite the varied approaches and
level of complexity in the models, all studies find that optimal prices for

peak-period use are well above those currently charged . Calculated net

benefits from measures which introduced some "demand management"

were significant . This applies to all modes of transportation in the intercity

passenger system despite differences between modes .

The motivation to develop socially efficient prices arises from the need to

limit the use of existing facilities and to maximize economic efficiency . The

latter objective is not some idol but rather is based on the argument that
such pricing would make society better off by having both the efficient use
of a facility and an optimal amount invested in infrastructure . Gillen, Oum

and Tretheway (1988), for example, have shown that the current landing fee
structure in Canada (and elsewhere), which is based on the weight of the
aircraft, is inefficient in a situation where congestion exists . Indeed, they

demonstrate that the largest proportion of marginal social costs is made up
of movement delays to other aircraft and noise externalities . Thus, current

landing fees, which ignore the congestion externality, undercharge aircraft

in inverse proportion to their weight .

The air transport sector is subjected to problems not unlike those found in
urban areas - peak-period demands with multiple user-groups . The road

and airport runway pricing literature demonstrate that an effective solution
to the problems of airport congestion is efficient pricing and investment

policies . This is an important point . In the past, supply management was

the single strategy . Some economists, as well as other transportation experts,



have focussed almost entirely on demand management through pricing . This
study argues that it takes a combination of the two, pricing and investment,
to yield an efficient long-run outcome .

The basic message is quite clear . Continuing the supply-side approach to
solving the economy's transportation problems is not only difficult in a

situation of fiscal restraint, it foregoes economic gains which are available
independently of whether fiscal restraint applies . Demand management is
part of an efficient approach to infrastructure management and involves
setting user-charges for roadway, airport or waterway infrastructure to
reflect their social costs .

Such a pricing scheme has three significant impacts . First, economic welfare
increases as the demand for infrastructure is rationed more efficiently in a
way which reflects the costs of using the infrastructure . Second, intermodal
distortion is reduced, even with a second-best Ramsey pricing . Under the
current regime of infrastructure fees the distribution of traffic among modes
can be expected to result in an efficiency loss . Finally, the current pricing
policy results in some infrastructure being financed out of general tax
revenues. This is not necessarily inefficient if the community receives
benefits as a result of the infrastructure (if there are positive externalities
sufficient to justify such a subsidy) . The current system also ensures that the
recurring infrastructure problems of the past will continue into the future .18
For congestion-prone facilities, basing infrastructure prices on social costs
would generate sufficient funds to provide an optimal facility and have the
infrastructure more likely to be self-financed .

Winston ( 1991) summed it up best when he said :

Surprisingly, the belief of most economists that public infrastructure

spending should be substantially increased is not based on efficient

pricing and investment principles . Instead, it appears to be based on

either personal observations or on a suspicion that because uncon-

gested infrastructure is a public good, society has tended to invest too

little in it . Both perspectives have diverted many economists and

policymakers from realizing there are surprisingly large but plausible

benefits from efficient infrastructure pricing and investment. (p . 114)



Marginal social cost pricing is also not incompatible with fairness or equity .

Congestion or peak-load pricing in conjunction with a strategy to use the
revenues can generate net positive benefits for society . Marginal social cost

pricing corrects distortions rather than introduces them . Some groups are

made better off and others worse off but this should not justify rejection of
this pricing policy . As Hau (1991) noted, it is perhaps asking too . much of a

pricing mechanism to solve the pricing, investment and income distribution

problems. One way of viewing this is to use road and airport funds from
efficient pricing to both invest efficiently in capacity (new roads or runways)
and to use any residual to satisfy the principles of equity taxation . Thus, a
transportation fund could potentially invest in public transportation, rural
roads or small airports . The magnitude of the fund would depend on scale

economies and indivisibilities .

Social marginal cost pricing does not necessarily yield a surplus or break even .
When the total revenue from social marginal cost pricing is not enough to
cover total cost, there are three options open to the infrastructure authority :

to continue to use social marginal cost pricing with subsidization from the
general tax revenue;

• to use Ramsey pricing which provides a second-best solution with a
break-even financial pe rformance; or

• to adopt two-part pricing ( access/usage tariffs) .

The Ramsey pricing minimizes the loss of economic efficiency caused by
deviating prices from the respective marginal costs in order to achieve
financial break even . In effect, it charges a higher markup to the less price-
elastic product or market segment by setting the markup in inverse proportion
to the price elasticity demand .

Two-part pricing consists of a flat fee for the right to access a facility (for
example, vehicle licence fee to access the road system), and a usage fee
(for example, charge per kilometre of road usage) . Two-part pricing leads

to first-best optimality if the demand for access is not price sensitive, and if
usage charges are set at the marginal costs of usage and the access fee is
set at a sufficiently high level to allow the firm to break even . Furthermore,

under these conditions, the regulation of the access fee alone can induce
the monopoly firm to charge marginal cost as the usage price . When demand

I
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is sensitive to price, the two-part tariffs are computed by applying the Ramsey
rule to the access and usage demands as if they were two separate products
with interrelated demands . This then becomes a form of second-best pricing .

The use of first-best pricing with subsidies from general revenues has been
long advocated in the transportation literature . There is increasing evidence,
however, that the efficiency costs of raising revenue through taxes may
more than offset the relative efficiency costs of. moving from first- to
second-best pricing schemes .

3. CARRIER AND INFRASTRUCTURE COST STRUCTURES :

A LITERATURE SUMMARY

3.0 INTRODUCTIO N

This section summarizes the theoretical and empirical literature on the cost
structure of modal services (carriers) and of the provision of infrastructure .
Since the infrastructure planner must establish user-charges and make
capacity investment decisions to maximize the economic welfare of society,
understanding the behaviour of the combined cost of a carrier's service pro-
vision and infrastructure provision is essential for the development of a set
of socially optimal prices for infrastructure .19 If short-run costs fall because
of increased capacity utilization but long-run costs exhibit constant returns
to scale, it is still possible to have marginal social cost pricing and fully cover
costs . If, however, long-run costs are characterized by some economies, a
second-best pricing approach will be required to have total revenues cover
costs and minimize the efficiency loss of deviating from first-best pricing .
A prerequisite to understanding the structure of the combined cost is to
understand each component, that is, carrier cost structure and infrastructure
cost structure .

Social benefit maximization is the objective of infrastructure pricing and
investment . The relevant cost is, therefore, the full social cost a user of
transportation services imposes on society as a whole . The full social cost
includes not only all private resource costs such as payments to labour,
capital and energy but also external costs the user imposes on others, such
as congestion costs and noise and air pollution costs . The remainder of
subsection 3.0 describes several cost concepts which will be used in the



sections following . Subsection 3 .1 summarizes the literature on several key
aspects (economies of scale, economies of traffic density and economies
of scope) of the carriers' cost structure for each mode . The empirical and

theoretical literature on the cost structure in the provision of infrastructure
services is presented in subsection 3 .2 . Finally, subsection 3 .3 discusses the
implications of the empirical results for infrastructure pricing .

External Costs and Internal Costs

Internal costs, sometimes referred to as private costs, are the costs borne

by the supplying agency . These are normally, but not always, financial costs
incurred as a result of purchasing factor services in the market and would
include labour wages, interest on capital and the price of fuel . Although
external costs represent genuine resource costs, they do not directly influ-
ence decisions of transport suppliers in their provision of transport services .
The external costs include general social and environmental impacts and
the cost of congestion delay imposed on third parties . It also includes the
effects on non-users . There is a clear distinction between internal costs that
influence the optimal choice of the transportation supplier and the external
costs which affect others, but do not directly influence the supplier's deci-
sions. However, both must be considered in the socially optimal design and
pricing of infrastructure . For example, in selecting the frequency and timing
of flights and type of equipment use at an airport, an airline normally does
not consider the noise and air pollution resulting from such decisions .

Short-Run Versus Long-Run Costs

Long-run costs, using the standard economic definition, are all variable ; there

are no fixed costs . In the short run, the ability to vary costs in respons e
to changing output levels and mixes differs among the various modes of
transportation . Since some inputs are fixed, short-run average cost is likely
to continue to fall as more output is produced until full capacity utilization is
reached . Economies of traffic density are another potential source of cost
economies in transportation . Unit cost per passenger-kilometre decreases

as traffic volume .increases over a fixed network . . The fixed network means

this is a short-run rather than long-run cost . Density economies are a result

of using a network more efficiently . The potential for density economies

depends on the configuration of the network . Carriers in some modes, such
as air, have reorganized their network, in part, to realize these economies .



In the long run ; additional investment is needed to increase capacity and/or
other fixed inputs . The long-run average cost curve, however, is formed by
the envelope of the short-run average cost curves . For some industries, the
long-run average cost often decreases over a broad range of output as firm
size (both output and capacity) expands. This is called "increasing returns
to scale" or "economies of scale ." The presence of economies at the rele-
vant range of firm size means that the larger the size of the transportation
firm, the lower the per-unit cost of output . These economies of scale may
potentially take a variety of forms in transportation services and may vary
significantly according to the mode of transportation involved .

Common and Joint Costs

The production of transport services in most modes involves joint and com-
mon costs. A joint cost occurs when the production of one good inevitably
results in the production of another good in some fixed proportion . For
example, consider a rail line running only from point A to point B . The
movement of a train from A to B will result in a return movement from B
to A. Since the trip from A to B inevitably results in return trip costs, joint
costs occur . Some of the costs are not traceable to the production of a spe-
cific trip so it is not possible to fully allocate all costs nor to identify separate
marginal costs for each of the joint products . For example, it is not possible
to identify a marginal cost for an i to j trip and a separate marginal cost for
a j to i trip . Only the marginal cost of the round trip is identifiable .

Common costs occur when the facilities used to produce one transport ser-
vice are also used to produce other transport services . For example, track
or terminals used to produce freight services are also used for passenger

services . The production of a unit of freight transportation does not, how-
ever, automatically lead to the production of passenger services . Thus, .
unlike joint costs, the use of transport facilities to produce one good does
not inevitably lead to the production of some other transport service since
output proportions can be varied . The question arises whether or not the
presence of joint and common costs could prevent the market mechanism
from generating efficient prices . A substantial literature in transport eco-
nomics (Mohring, 1976; Button, 1982; Kahn, 1970) has clearly shown that
conditions of joint, common or non-allocatable costs do not preclude
economically efficient pricing .



3.1 CARRIER COSTS

There are three key indicators of the cost characteristics of a firm . They
include economies of scale and economies of scope which are long-run
concepts . The other is economies of density . How do they influence costs?
Why are they important to this discussion of transport infrastructure pricing?
These questions will be addressed in the following subsections .

Economies of Scale

There has been some confusion in the literature between economies of scale
and economies of density. The distinction is important since scale is a long-
run concept and thus affects industry structure whereas density is a short-run
concept and is more meaningful for industry behaviour such as pricing . Den-
sity economies are said to exist when a 1 percent increase in all outputs (hold-

ing network size, production technology and input prices constant) increases
the firm's cost by less than 1 percent. In contrast, scale economies exist when
a 1 percent increase in output20 and size of network increases the cost by less
than 1 percent, with production technology and input prices held constant .

Economies of scale refer to a long-run average cost curve which slopes down

as the scale of the transport firm increases . The presence of economies of

scale means that•as the size of the transport firm gets larger, the averag e

or unit cost gets smaller . Since most industries have variable returns to

scale cost characteristics, whether or not a particular firm enjoys increasing,
constant or decreasing returns to scale depends on the overall market size
and the organization of the industry .

The presence or absence of scale economies is important for the industrial
structure of the mode . The presence of significant scale economies implies
that fewer larger carriers would be more efficient and this, under competi-

tive market circumstances, would naturally evolve overtime . Scale economies
are important for pricing purposes since the greater the scale economies,
the more average and marginal costs deviate . It would, therefore, be impos-
sible to avoid a deficit from long-run marginal (social) cost pricing .2 1

Economies of Traffic Density

Although they have a different basis than scale economies, economies of
density can also contribute to the shape of the modal industry structure and



affect the way a carrier organizes the delivery of its service, spatially . The
magnitude of density economies also depends on the size of the market .
In the air market, for example, deregulation has allowed carriers to respond
to market forces and obtain the available density economies to varying
degrees. Canadian carriers have been less successful than their counter-
parts in the United States in realizing the maximum density economies
because the market is smaller in Canada .

Keeler (1974), Harris (1977), Friedlaender and Spady (1981) and Levin (1981)
have all shown that there are large increasing returns to traffic density in
the U .S. railroad industry. They show that allowing all factors of production
to vary, including information but not route mileage, a railway producing

10 million revenue tonne-miles per mile of road, for example, will have
substantially lower average costs than a railway producing only 5 million
revenue tonne-miles per mile of road . Harris (1977) estimated that approxi-
mately one third of density economies were due to declining average
capital costs, and two thirds due to declining fixed operating costs, suc h
as maintenance and administration .

Gillen, Oum, and Tretheway (1985, 1990), using data from the airline industry
in Canada, illustrated that unit costs would decrease for all carriers, except
Air Canada, if they carried more traffic within their given network . The
authors also noted that a large portion of the density economies resulted
from fixed costs associated with a network - costs which are independent
of level of output .

Economies of Scop e

Typically, the transport firm produces a large number of conceptually distinct
products from a common production facility . In addition, the products of
most transportation carriers are differentiated by time, space and quality .
Because a number of distinct non-homogeneous outputs are being pro-
duced from a common production facility, joint and common costs occur .
The presence of joint and common costs gives rise to economies of scope .
There has been some confusion in the multi-product literature among the
concepts of sub-additivity of the cost function, trans-ray convexity, inter-
product complementarity and economies of scope . Sub-additivity is the
most general concept and refers to a cost function which exhibits the char-
acteristic that it is less costly to produce any amounts of any number of
goods in one plarit or firm than to subdivide the products or service in any



proportion among two or more plants . Trans-ray convexity is a somewhat-

narrower concept . It .refers to a cost function which exhibits the characteristic

that for any given set of output vectors, the costs of producing a weighted
average of the given output vectors is no greater than the weighted average
of producing them on a stand-alone basis . Economies of scope refers to the
cost characteristic that a single-firm, multi-product technology is less costly

than a single-product, multi-firm technology . It, therefore, is addressing the

issue of the cost of adding another productto the product line . Interproduct
complementarity is a weak test of scope economies . It refers to the effect on
the marginal cost of one product when the output of some other product

changes. It, therefore, is changing the amount of output of two or more

products and not the number of products. Whether scope economies exist,
and the extent to which they exist, depends on both the number of products
and the level of each output . No reliable empirical estimates of economies
of scope for transportation modes exist which are both based on reliable
data and undertaken in a theoretically consistent fashion.

3 .1 .1 Air Carrier s

A considerable number of studies, Douglas and Miller (1974), Keeler (1974),
Caves, Christensen and Tretheway (1984), Caves, Christensen, Tretheway
and Windle (1985), McShan and Windle (1989) and Gillen, Oum and
Tretheway (1985, 1990), have been directed at determining the functional
relationship between total per-unit operating costs and firm size in airlines .

All studies have shown that returns to scale are roughly constant; thus, size

does not generate lower per-unit costs . Generally, however, the measures
of economies of density illustrate that unit cost would decrease for most
carriers, in both Canada and the U .S., if they carried more traffic within

their given network.22 In other words, the industry experienced increasing
returns to density . The results also indicated that the unexploited economies
of density are larger for low-density carriers . .

Caves, Christensen, and Tretheway (1984j have shown that it is important
when measuring costs to include a network size variable in the cost func-
tion, along with output, which would allow for the distinction between
returns to scale (RTS) and returns to density (RTD) . McShan and Windle

(1989) used the same data set as that used by Caves et al ., and explicitly

account for the hub-and-spoke configuration that has evolved in the United
States since deregulation in 1978. They estimated a long-run cost function
which employs all the variables included in Caves et al ., and found the



returns to density of about 1 .35. The hubbing variable indicates that, ceteris
paribus, a carrier with even 1 percent more of its traffic handled at hub air-
ports expects to enjoy 0 .11 percent lower cost than other similar carriers .

3.1 .2 Intercity Buses

According to Gillen and Oum (1984), the hypothesis of constant returns to
scale could be rejected for the intercity bus industry in Canada where they
found decreasing returns to scale at the mean of the sample (0 .91) . Large
firms exhibited strong decreasing returns to scale, and small- and medium-
sized firms exhibited slight departures from constant returns . These empirical
measures may be biased, however, since no measure of network size and
market density was included in the estimation . This exclusion would have
a differential impact on the measure of scale economies depending on
the route mix of each firm . No cost complementarities were found to exist
between the three outputs, namely, number of scheduled passengers, reve-

nue vehicle miles of charter, tour and contract services and real revenue
from freight . These results, however, are biased since no network measure
was included in the estimating equations . The scale economy measure,
therefore, contains some of the influence of available density economies .

Since deregulation of the intercity bus industries in the United States and
the United Kingdom, the number of firms has been reduced significantly . In
the absence of scale economies, the forces leading to this industry structure
would include density economies . Route reorganization, for example, has
been observed to approximate hub-and-spoke systems and the use of
smaller feeder buses on some rural routes .

The industry reorganization is similar to what occurred in the airline industry .
The consolidation of firms was driven by density and not scale economies .
One significant difference between these two industries, however, is that
airline demand has been growing while intercity bus demand is declining .

3.1 .3 Trucking

Several empirical analyses of the trucking production function have shown
that the long-run marginal cost and average cost curves are relatively flat
with respect to changes in the level of output . In other words, economies of
scale are either absent or very small . Koenker (1977) showed that there are
very small economies of scale present up to relatively low levels of outpu t
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and, thereafter, unit costs tend to rise gradually . Friedlaender and Spady

(1981) also found mild diseconomies of scale in the production of trucking

services as well as cost complementarities in the production of the multiple

outputs trucking firms produce. Friedlaender and Bruce (1985) found that,

for the period from 1974 to 1979, larger firms experienced greater disecon-

omies of scale than smaller firms . In 1979, however, the situation was

reversed and, in their study, the authors suggested that the larger carriers

were reaping the benefits from longer hauls .

Friedlaender and Chiang (1984) examined the effect of various network vari-

ables on trucking costs . Their study found that at the mean of the data there

were constant returns to scale, while, as with other modes, there were sig-
nificant gains from better network utilization, hence economies of density .

Ying (1990) examined the impact of deregulation on the productivity in the

United States Class I and II trucking industry . He found that at the sample

mean, a 1 percent increase in output caused total cost to increase b y

about 1 .073 percent, suggesting very slight decreasing returns to scale . It

is unlikely, however, that given the size of the standard error this result is

statistically significantly different from 1 .00 or constant returns to scale .

3. 1 .4 Railways

The structure of railway costs is generally characterized by high fixed costs

and low variable costs per unit of output . The essential production facilities

in the railway industry exhibit a significant degree of indivisibility . As with

other modes, the production of railway services gives rise to economies of
scope over some output ranges . For example, track and terminals used to

produce freight services are also used to produce passenger services .

Caves, Christensen and Tretheway (1980) found that the United States railway

industry was characterized by constant returns to scale over the relevant

range of outputs . However, their sample did not include relatively small rail-

roads, firms with less than 500 miles of track . Griliches ( 1972) and Charney,

Sidhu and Due (1977) found increasing returns to scale for such small U .S .

railroads . Friedlaender and Spady ( 1981) suggested that there may be very

small economies of scale with respect to firm size . Keeler ( 1974), Harris

(1977), Friedlaender and Spady ( 1981) and Levin (1981) all found large and

significant economies of traffic density in railway services . Friedlaender and

Spady ( 1981) estimated a sho rt-run cost function with five variable inputs,



one quasi-fixed factor (structures) and two outputs which took the form of
hedonic functions, accounting for factors such as low-density route miles
and traffic mixes . The study found constant returns to scale but increasing
returns to traffic density . Caves, Christensen, Tretheway and Windle (1985)
examined economies of scale and density in the United States railroads .
Their basic result demonstrates that there are substantial returns to density
in the U .S. railway operations .

The economies of traffic density and economies of scale estimated by various
studies are compared in Table 3 .1 .

Table 3. 1
REM 70 OkMAI V SM (N U. S. Md.UlAYS

Study Density Scal e

Friedlaender and Spady 11981) 1 .16 .88-1 .0 8

Caves, Christensen and Swanson (1981) - 1 .0 1

Harmatuck (1979) 1 .92 0 .93

Harris (1977) 1 .72 1 .03

Keeler (1974) 1 .79 1 .0 1

Caves at al . (1985) 1 .76 0 .98

Source: Table 4.3 in Caves, Christensen, Tretheway and Windle ( 19851 .

Note: Estimates of returns to scale are for fixed length of haul and trip length .

3.2 INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS

As early as 1962, Mohring and Harwitz demonstrated that the financial
viability of an infrastructure facility, under optimal pricing and investment,
depended largely on the characteristics of its cost function . To quote
Winston (1991 ) :

If capacity and durability costs are jointly characterized by constant

returns to scale, then the facility's revenue from marginal cost pricing

will fully cover its capital and operating costs . If costs are character-

ized by increasing returns to scale, then marginal cost pricing wil l

not cover costs ; conversely, if costs are characterized by decreasing

returns to scale, marginal cost pricing will provide excess revenue .

(p . 115)



The objective of this subsection is to summarize the theoretical and empiri-
cal literature on the cost characteristics of modal infrastructure . The dis-

cussion deals with the following types of infrastructure : airports, highways

and railways.

In developing a set of socially efficient prices for modes of intercity tran-
sport, it is not just the carrier's cost structure which is important . Airports,

roadways and harbours all represent public capital which is used by the
carriers in the different modes to produce and deliver their modal services .

This capital must also be priced in an efficient way to achieve the economic
welfare gains available from economically efficient pricing. As with the car-
riers, the ability to apply first-best pricing principles to infrastructure and
still satisfy cost-recovery constraints depends on the cost characteristic s

of building and maintaining the infrastructure .

Cost characteristics include scale economies, scope economies, density
economies and utilization economies. Scale economies refer to the size of a

facility. For example, is it cheaper per unit to build three runways than it is
to provide two runways? If so, there are economies of scale in the provision

of runways. Scope economies encompass similar concepts as with carriers .

Small, Winston and Evans (1989) referred to scope economies in highways

when both volume and durability are supplied . Volume refers to the num-
ber of lanes while durability refers to the ability to carry heavier vehicles .
A similar concept would apply to airports (small and large aircraft, VFR and

IFR traffic) and harbours (large ships and small ships) . Although rail infra-

structure is currently supplied by the railways, there have been moves to

separate infrastructure and carrier services . This separation would mean

pricing the track and terminals separately from carrier services .

Density economies should also, in principle, be evident in the provision of

infrastructure . It is, for example, possible to expand outputs and all inputs
for highways while holding the size of the network fixed . There are no

empirical estimates of these types of economies for any mode .

Utilization economies refer to the short-run cost function . They describe
how quickly average and marginal costs fall as capacity utilization approaches

capacity. Although not of direct interest, they are important to consider in
any cost estimation since failure to consider capacity utilization can bias
upward the measures of both long-run average and marginal costs .



3.2 .1 Airport s

Economists have typically assumed that capacity expansion is divisible .
In his analysis of the optimal pricing and investment in airport runways,
Morrison (1983) showed that airport capacity construction is characterized
by constant returns to scale . Therefore, under perfect divisibility of capacity
expansion, the revenue from tolls would be exactly equal to the capita l
cost of capacity investment (Mohring and Harwitz, 1962) . Morrison's results,
however, were based on a sample of 22 of the busiest airports in the United
States and did not include any small airports . In the literature, there is no
empirical evidence on the cost characteristics of capacity construction of
new small airports or capacity expansion of existing small airports (for
example, one runway) .

3.2 .2 Highways

In general, highways produce two outputs, traffic volume which requires
capacity in terms of the number of lanes and standard axle loadings which
require durability in terms of the thickness of the pavement. Before deter-
mining economies of scale in this multi-product case, the measure of
economies of scale for each output, or the product-specific returns to scale,
must be examined . Small, Winston, and Evans (1989) reported the existence
of significant returns to scale associated with the durability output of roads
and the ability to handle axle loads . This is because the pavement's ability
to sustain traffic increases proportionally with its thickness. They also found
evidence that there are slight increasing returns to scale in the provision of
road capacity; that is, the capacity to handle traffic volume. However, they
reported diseconomies of scope from the joint production of durability and
capacity because, as the road is made wider to accommodate more traffic,
the cost of any additional thickness rises since all the lanes must be buil t
to the same standard of thickness . They concluded that these three factors
together result in highway production having approximately constant returns
to scale . In other words, the output-specific scale economies are offset by
the diseconomies of scope in producing them jointly .

3.2 .3 Railways

An important difference between rail and other modes of transportation is
that most railroads provide the infrastructure themselves, and the pricing
is undertaken jointly for carrier services and infrastructure . In a few cases,



however, ownership and/or management of the trackage has been separated
from carriers . Sweden is a good example but even in the United States there

have been joint running rights on tracks . This creates a situation wher e

one firm may be responsible for the provision of trackage and another for
carrier services. It is, therefore, legitimate to ask if there are any scale eco-

nomies in the provision of railway infrastructure . There are no empirical

estimates but it may be possible to use some of the Small, Winston and
Evans (1989) work for roads to shed some light on the issue .

Small et al . argued that road infrastructure produces two outputs, durability
and capacity . The former refers to the thickness of roads and the latter to

their width . They found increasing returns with respect to durability . This

is less likely to occur with a rail line since there would be a relatively broad
range of rail car axle loadings for a given level of durability of rail, ballast

and ties . Thus, there may only be minor economies . The authors found

some minor increasing returns to scale in the provision of capacity . One
would expect these same economies would exist for rail since doubling
track more than doubles capacity (Gillen and Oum, 1984) . Small et al . found

diseconomies of scope from the joint production of durability and capacity

for highways . These diseconomies are less likely to be evident in rail due to
the broad range of durability noted above and the ability to allocate traffic

to specific tracks . On balance, there may be generally constant or minor
increasing returns in the provision of rail line infrastructure . This conclusion,

however, is reached from an intuitive discussion of capacity expansion

costs and not from empirical estimates .

The output-specific scale economies seem to be minor as do the disecono-

mies of producing them jointly . In Canada since VIA Rail leases track from

CNR and CPR, the relevant question is, what is the optimal price for VIA's

use of tracks?

3.3 SUMMARY OF THE COST STRUCTURE FOR CARRIERS AND

INFRASTRUCTURE

The full costs of a mode are the sum of infrastructure costs and modal ser-

vices costs. Since the choice of a particular basis for infrastructure pricing

will influence the modal choices of the end users, optimal pricing strategies
and cost recovery should consider the combined cost of infrastructure pro-

vision and carrier (or user) costs in order to maximize social welfare . If



markets for carrier services are competitive and there are constant returns
in the provision of infrastructure for the mode, marginal (social) cost pricing
will yield a socially efficient outcome and full cost recovery . If there are
economies, from whatever source in the provision of infrastructure, first-best
pricing may result in a deficit requiring a subsidy from general revenues which
has consequences for economic welfare . Second-best pricing to recover
costs may also lower social welfare . The issue is which minimizes the loss .

3.3.1 Ai r

A number of studies have been directed at determining the behaviour of an
airline's cost function with respect to changes in the level and composition
of output . The studies have shown that the long-run average cost curve is
relatively constant over a wide range of output associated with different
scales of plant ; that is, there are no economies of scale in the airline industry .

This means that the size of a carrier does not generate lower per-unit costs .

Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1985, 1990), however, found that the airline
industry in Canada experienced increasing returns to traffic density ; that
is, the unit cost would decrease for all carriers (except Air Canada) if they
carried more traffic within their given network.

Studies concluded that airport capacity construction is also characterized
by constant returns to scale . This implies that the combined cost of carriers
and infrastructure is also characterized by constant returns to scale .2 3

3 .3 .2 Road

There are somewhat different results for intercity bus and truck . Several
empirical studies of the trucking industry found constant returns to scal e
in the industry while studies on the intercity bus industry found the hypoth-
esis of constant returns to scale rejected in favour of decreasing returns to
scale (0 .91) . The research also found no economies of scope between the
three outputs, namely, scheduled passenger, charter and contract services .
There is no empirical evidence on density economies . Observing the parallel
mergers which have occurred in the United States and the United Kingdom
bus industries after deregulation, however, one might hypothesize that
there are density economies .

Road infrastructure yields two outputs, namely, traffic volume which requires
capacity (measured in number of lanes) and standard axle loadings which
require durability (measured in thickness of pavement) . Small, Winston, and



Evans (1989) reported the existence of significant economies of scale with
respect to the durability of road and mild returns to scale with respect to

traffic volume . However, they reported diseconomies of scope from the pro-

duction of both durability and traffic volume because, as the road is made
wider to accommodate more traffic, the cost of any additional thickness
rises since all the lanes must be built to the same standard of thickness .

The final outcome of these three factors at work is that highway capacity
construction is characterized by approximately constant returns to scale . In

other words, the output-specific economies of scale are offset by the disec-
onomies of scope for having to produce them jointly . Since they included

both infrastructure costs and the costs incurred by road users (individual
drivers and transportation carriers) in the total cost of highway modes, their
result on the overall constant returns to scale is for the combined cost of

highways and users .

3 .3 .3 Rai l

Currently, an important difference between the railway mode and other modes
is that rail infrastructure is provided by carriers and thus the infrastructure
cost is reflected in the freight rates and passenger fares . Since railway com-

panies provide their own infrastructure (VIA Rail in Canada is an exception
and Amtrak in the United States is a partial exception) the carrier's cost
structure represents those of the combined carrier and infrastructure costs .'

Several studies in the United States have shown that the railway industry is
characterized by constant returns to scale over the relevant range of output .

Studies have indicated, however, that economies of scale are present for

small-sized firms . On the other hand, all studies have shown that there are
large and significant economies of traffic density in railway services .

4. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL USER-CHARGES

AND COST RECOVERY

4.1 GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR USER-CHARGES AND COST RECOVER Y

In this chapter, the general framework for integrating optimal user-charges
and investment is presented and applied to airport and road infrastructure .

A similar approach to that proposed by Small, Winston and Evans (1989) is



taken to model the integrated pricing and investment decision . This approach
has an advantage of treating the choice of price, capacity and a durability
simultaneously . This model can be applied to all types of infrastructure but
this study presents the analysis using roads as the example .

The social benefit from infrastructure, defined as the difference between what
ultimate consumers are willing to pay and the combined cost of providing
modal services and infrastructure, can be maximized by choosing price, capa-
city and a durability standard which maximizes the following expression :

T

MAX NB = I I f o` Pt(Q)dQ - Qt • ACt(Qt, W, D) - M(Qr, W, D) - rK(W,D)I (4 .1)
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where Pt (Q) represents the inverse travel demand function expressed in
real (price) present value terms; ACt is the average cost function in year t
expressed in present value terms and includes all of the expenses of users
including users' value of travel time; the road authority expenses are con-
tained in M, the present value of the average total maintenance cost per year
including the cost of resurfacing and Kthe capital cost of road construction ;
Qt the traffic volume in year t; Wthe width of the road; Dthe durability stan-
dard (thickness of the pavement) for roads; and r is the real interest rate .
The following optimality rules for pricing, investment in capacity and dura-
bility standard can be obtained from the following first-order conditions :
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(4 .2a )

(4 .2b )

(4 .2c )

The optimal pricing rule in (4 .2a) indicates that the total road charge paid by
the user should be equal to the sum of private user costs plus the costs of
congestion and road damage repair . This is essentially the social marginal-



cost of road use which varies over time . The cost paid for infrastructure would
. The optimalbe equal to the sum of the last two terms in 4 .2a, `Qa~=~ + DM

7Q aQt
road capacity rule in (4.2b) indicates capacity should b6 constructed to the

level where the marginal benefits from reduced congestion delays (the right
side of the equation) become equal to the increased capital cost of con-

struction and maintenance (the left side of the equation) . Finally, the optimal

durability condition in (4 .2c) indicates that the durability of infrastructure

must be set at the level where the marginal benefit from increasing invest-
ment in durability (terms to the right of the equal sign) equals the additional

capital cost .

These rules for optimal pricing, capacity and durability can be applied to
any modal infrastructure including roads and airports . The optimal pricing
and capacity conditions determine prices and investment levels for airports

since the cost of increasing the durability of an airport runway is negligible
relative to the cost of congestion delays. On the other hand, since road

maintenance costs are significantly influenced by the thickness of the road,
all three conditions (pricing, investment and durability) need to be determined
simultaneously in the case of roads .

4.2 PRICING AND INVESTMENT IN A NETWOR K

This subsection examines the issue of transferring funds between parts of
a network (aviation, road or rail) in response to the potential sources of
so-called "network externalities ." It also discusses arguments that suggest
the (allocative efficiency) welfare loss from failing to cross subsidize is minor
compared to the (productive efficiency) welfare loss from cross subsidizing .

The essence of the question of pricing and investment rules for multiple roads
or airports is whether, for pricing and investment, they should be viewed

as independent or as a linked network . If the set of airports, for example, is
considered as a network, there may be a price for runway and terminal use
which is averaged over the network, similarly to roads . On the other hand,
if each airport or roadway is considered independently the price set would
consider the cost and demand conditions on that link or at that airport. Many
argue that complementarities exist between links (roads) or nodes (airports)
and socially efficient pricing must reflect these positive externalities . Aver-

aging prices over the network is one practical way of reflecting such exter-
nalities in what is charged . Another method would be to transfer revenue

from one facility to another after establishing socially efficient prices .



Consider a system which contains several links and nodes . This could repre-
sent a road, air or rail network . Should the setting of user-charges at i be
affected by some other node such as j? For example, if j is a small airport and
i is a major airport, can a cross subsidy to j from i be justified on economic
grounds? Some would say yes if there is a consumption externality between
i and j, or if there are decreasing costs at j and constant returns at i, economic
welfare is improved by setting Pi = MC j and P ; > MC ; . It is not clear, however,
that either network externalities or scale economies are sufficient to justif y
a cross subsidy .

Consider a situation in which i and j are operated with optimal productive
efficiency (an assumption returned to later) or equivalently they are operat-
ing on the most efficient cost function . Set runway prices at i are equal to
social marginal cost such that the sum of revenues equals costs . At j, setting
price equal to marginal costs results in a deficit. What are the options? If
there .is some lumpiness at i, the Oum and Zhang (1990) result suggests
revenues will be available to subsidize j . A second alternative is to raise
fees at i to generate revenues for node j such that the surplus at i equals
the deficit at j . In this circumstance the welfare loss would be borne by all
routes including movements from j to i . Rather than "tax" users at i, the
operator at j could employ Ramsey pricing to achieve full cost recovery at
j . Suppose ij traffic is the least price elastic, this group will pay proportion-
ately more than, say, ji passengers . The welfare loss, in this case, woul d
be restricted to the j and i markets . In the former case the welfare loss is
spread over i,j,k,n,m and e markets . Which approach has a greater welfare
loss will depend on the values of the elasticities and the amount by which
price changes. This, albeit, simple analysis leads to the following questions :
Is there a rationale for the transfer? Why is there a deficit? Should the set of
airports or links be treated as a system rather than as individual operations
to be priced separately and independently ?

First, is there a rationale for the transfer? Some argue that there is comple-

mentarity between j and i since j feeds passengers to i . While this is true, the
cost savings represent a gain to the airlines providing the service through

density economies and are not a gain to the airport . To the extent it is a

gain to a private firm, it should be reflected in the landing fees airlines are

willing to pay at j . In other words, the density economy gained by the air-

line would be fully internalized through higher landing fees . It makes little

economic sense to transfer the rents to the airline and not have j exploit



the fiscal capacity it has available. This means landing fees should be

increased above marginal cost at j in a price-discriminating fashion until

the deficit is covered .

Second, why is there a deficit? What about increasing returns to scale or some
other form of cost economies which lead to average cost being greater than
marginal cost? While this may be a legitimate source of potential gain, it
will likely rest with the smaller airport since evidence suggests constant
returns to scale for larger airports (Morrison, 1983) . Marginal cost pricing

results in a deficit at the small airport and breaking even at the large airport .

But this is the argument discussed above regarding the relative values of
Ramsey pricing at j or increasing all prices at i to cross subsidize j, and there
is no evidence one way or the other as to which welfare loss is greater .

Economies of scale at j are not a sufficient reason to cross subsidize from
i nor are they a sufficient reason to subsidize from general tax revenues .

Indeed, as argued elsewhere, subsidizing from general tax revenues may

also result in a net welfare loss . Thus, in the case of airports, there does

not seem to be a demand side argument for cross subsidy. The choice is

between Ramsey pricing at j or a subsidy from the general taxpayer, which-

ever has the lower welfare loss. What about roads? The same arguments

would seem to hold here as well . Trucks, buses or even cars could have
density economies but these should be internalized through normal

commercial transactions .

Should the links and nodes be treated as a system or individually? This
depends on a number of factors including the second question raised
above, why is there a deficit? Other factors include the practical ability to
price separately, to have the information to price efficiently, to have some
idea of the welfare losses of moving from link- or node-specific prices to
some "average" system price and the extent to which there is substitution

between links, nodes or routes . The greater the extent of substitution the

stronger the case for individualized facility pricing .

Airports have no apparent demand side externalities . They are also suffi-

ciently distinct that it is possible to identify demand and supply at each
facility and establish a set of efficient prices . Furthermore, the set of effi-

cient prices leads to optimal investment decisions at each airport to reflect

the need for capacity . If there were increasing returns at one or more airports



the decision to "tax" major airports to subsidize smaller airports would
have to weigh the welfare gains associated with such a subsidy at the recip-
ient airport against the welfare losses at the taxed facilities . It also seems to
imply that there is no competition between airports . To the extent there is
competition, the ability to raise revenues for cross subsidy would be reduced .

Moving from a specific to a system fee is probably best illustrated by the
system used in Canada until recently ; fees were set to be identical for
Group I airports regardless of differences in demand and costs between
facilities.24 The greater the differences, the larger the welfare loss from sys-
tem average pricing . Perhaps the greatest argument for individual pricing is
to provide the incentives to individual facilities to achieve least-cost produc-
tion (productive efficiencies) and to exploit available "scope" economies .

There is strong and convincing evidence that system average pricing and a
lack of market discipline has led to cost inefficiencies at Canadian airports
(Hamilton, 1991) . Furthermore, if they are explicitly or implicitly subsidized,
airports have little incentive to exploit available opportunities which contri-
bute to commercial success and break-even financial performance . Many
small- to medium-size airports in the United States exploit their commercial

and concession revenues to a greater extent than similar airports in Canada .
They also go beyond producing the products of aircraft movements and
enplaned/deplaned passengers ; they exploit commercial potential and
scope economies . One could argue that the welfare gains available from
achieving least-cost operations far outweigh any welfare losses resulting
from forcing small airports to be self-financing . Two important character-
istics of airports which must be kept in mind are that they are substitute s
as well as complements to other airports and they can produce many

products besides those conventionally identified with airports .

Similar arguments may be made for roads, but there may be a stronger
case for treating roads in a network framework . Like airports, there does
not seem to be a convincing case to be made for demand side compie-
mentarities which would support an efficiency argument of cross subsidy
between links . Different roads have different capacities and thus face
different costs and demands. This would favour a pricing structure which
reflected these characteristics. It is obvious that the distribution of traffic
over the system, and the attendant welfare level, will be quite different if



a single price is charged for the use of any part of the system than if the
price is set equal to the marginal cost of each route and node to reflect
the cost and demand conditions unique to that part of the system .

The strongest arguments for treating roads in a system are the transactions

costs associated .with separate pricing of each link and the lack of information
regarding demand and costs on each link . It is important, however, that sys-

tems be defined to be as homogeneous as possible since, like airports, the
greater the divergence in costs and demand across links the greater the

welfare loss resulting from system .average pricing-Prices will generally be
too high on large, high-quality facilities and too low on low-density, low-

quality facilities . We may thus end up with too much capacity in the latter

because prices greater than marginal cost will attract capital and too little in
the former since the low return will discourage capital investment . It is also

important to have roadway services, produced in the most efficient way
possible, achieve productive economies . This means that some links may

need to be abandoned and their freed-up resources devoted to other links
yielding a higher return .

4.3 SECOND-BEST PRICING AND SECOND-BEST INVESTMEN T

The conventional first-best rule for optimizing the level of investment in
transportation infrastructure is the equalization of marginal benefits and

costs . If there are institutional constraints which prevent prices from being

set at marginal cost in either input or output markets, the optimal invest-
ment and pricing rules must be modified . Transportation infrastructure can
be financed with tolls (output taxes), fuel taxes (input taxes) or from general

revenues. If there are constant returns to scale-in production and divisibility
in capacity investment, there is no difficulty in efficiently pricing and financing

capacity . In the absence of these two conditions, however, and given the
constraint that users should pay the full cost and finance the facility without
a subsidy from general revenues, optimality requires a second-best invest-
ment rule in conjunction with second-best prices (input and output taxes) .

As Friedlaender and Mathur (1982) have shown, these investment levels and
rules depend on the nature of the price distortions and financing constraints .

A second-best investment rule differs from the first-best rule . With first-best

pricing and investment, prices are set equal to marginal cost . There are no

output or input taxes, and investment is carried to the point at which the



marginal cost savings resulting from the investment in infrastructure equals
the marginal cost of the infrastructure investment . In a second-best situation
the investment rule depends on the way in which the infrastructure is priced

and whether there is a financing constraint . Two quite different cases can occur .

In one state, the problem may not be one of financing the facility, insuring
total revenue equals total cost, but rather one in which there are output
market distortions such as congestion or vehicular-generated pollution .
This means that in the absence of an externality charge the mix of prices
will not yield an economically efficient outcome . If there is underpricing,
for example, the price set for roadway use is less than marginal social cost .
A second-best pricing and investment strategy would set a fuel tax and
reduce the size of the infrastructure relative to a first-best level . On the other
hand if an "arbitrary" fuel tax is in place, as when governments use fuel as
a source of general revenues, the second-best rule leads to setting infra-
structure prices at less than marginal social cost yielding an implicit subsidy,
as well as again reducing the investment in infrastructure capacity .

In this second-best situation, the reduction in the supply of capacity is used
to reduce the efficiency loss resulting from the distortion in prices . This is
true as long as fuel and infrastructure are substitutes (Friedlaender and
Spady, 1981) . If fuel prices are too high, people substitute towards infra-
structure since its relative price has fallen . To offset this distortion, the
supply of infrastructure is reduced to make it relatively more scarce and
increase its price . Furthermore, to the extent that the elasticity of facility

use with respect to the size of the facility is greater than zero, a reduction
in investment brings about a reduction in demand . The same arguments

hold when there is underpricing.

A second case, and one perhaps more relevant to the discussion at hand,
occurs when there is a financing constraint . The long-run pricing and invest-
ment problem is to define an optimal structure of infrastructure prices and
fuel taxes and determine the optimal investment in capacity . The difference
in the level of investment between the first- and second-best investment
rule depends on the sensitivity of revenue with respect to the amount of
capacity and output taxes . Revenue will be sensitive to the level of capacity
because, as capacity increases, the number of users increases and revenue

from output prices will rise . If usage is highly elastic with respect to th e
level of capacity revenue will also be elastic with respect to infrastructure .



Friedlaender and Mathur (1982) showed that if revenue and usage are not par-
ticularly elastic with respect to investment, it is desirable to reduce investment
relative to the first-best level because distortions caused by second- best
user-charges, needed to finance the capacity, generate a deadweight loss

burden . If revenue is elastic with respect to capacity, as it may be at some
hub airports, it is desirable to expand capacity beyond the first-best level .

The second-best investment rule provides a linkage between :

• the optimal difference between the marginal benefits and costs of the

infrastructure and the sensitivity of reve.nues to output prices and fuel

taxes; and

• changes to the level of infrastructure capacity .

The simulations which have been undertaken to examine the welfare dif-
ferences of first- and second-best investment rules in the presence of
pricing distortions or financing constraints have consistently illustrated
that the welfare loss of using first-best investment rules is relatively small .

Friedlaender and Mathur (1982) undertook the simulation for rail and road
and Borins (1978) performed a similar analysis for air . In both cases, the

welfare surface is relatively flat primarily because the benefit function is

relatively flat . Therefore, second-best pricing rules in practice can rely on

first-best investment rules in establishing the optimal investment in capacity .

4 .4 USER-CHARGES AND COST RECOVERY

Moving from the principles, outlined in Section 2 of this paper and formal-

ized in subsection 4 .1, to practice in pricing transportation infrastructure

requires the development of pragmatic schemes which approximate or
build upon social marginal cost pricing while simultaneously providing

predictability to users and capital markets . Practical pricing schemes are

discussed below, and some information of the type of changes which the
various user-groups in the modes might expect with a move from current
pricing principles to more economically efficient ones is provided . The illus-

trations are not meant to be taken as prices which would be implemented
tomorrow if there is agreement to change the pricing principles . Rather

they are designed to be illustrative of the magnitude and type of changes
for different facilities and different user-groups with a shift to more efficient

pricing.25



4.4 .1 Airport User-Charges

Runways at large airports are generally built to handle the largest and heaviest
aircraft currently in use by commercial air carriers . The additional construc-
tion costs for increasing the durability of a runway is small relative to the
congestion delay costs .26 Therefore, the condition of optimal durability in
equation (4 .2c) can be ignored in discussing airport pricing and investment .

Major Airports

The 1991 landing fee schedule for most Canadian airports is reported in
Table 4 .1 . The same fee schedule is applied to all Group I and II airports
and major international airports operated by Transport Canada at all times,
including peak periods . The only exception is that minimum landing fees
were imposed starting in 1991 at Vancouver and Toronto international
airports . The use of uniform landing fees at all airports is both inequitable
and inefficient because both social marginal cost and price elasticities differ
significantly across Canadian airports . Other than charging higher landing
fees to international flights, the current landing fees do not distinguish
between short and long flights .27

Table 4. 1
LANDING CHARGES
GROUP 1, II AND MAJOR IIUTERNATIONAI AIRPORTS
CANADA

Domestic Flight s

Charge : $/1000 kg or fraction thereof

Weight ( kg) Jet Turbopro p

Less than 21,00 0
21,000-45,00 0
More than 45,000

$2 .27-2 .5 2
$2 .87-3.2 0
$3 .40-3 .78

$1 .92-2 .1 3
$2 .33-2 .6 0
$2 .87-3 .2 0

• International Flights

Charge : $/1000 kg or fraction thereo f

Weight ( kg) Jet Turboprop

Less than 30,00 0
30,000-70,00 0
More than 70,000

$2 .94-3 .2 7
$3 .63-4 .0 3
$4 .01-4 .58

$2 .39-2 .66
$3.15-3 .5 1
$4.38-4 .87

Source: Transport Canada (1991) .



For major airports such as Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary and Dorval Airport
in Montreal, external congestion costs are a major component of the social

marginal costs for runway use . Therefore, congestion tolls could become

the major source to finance capacity expansion . However, the level of con-

gestion varies substantially by the time of day . This means that peak-period

pricing may be an attractive means to approximate social marginal cost

pricing for runways and terminals . For example, the British Airports Authority

(now privatized as BAA Pic .) has implemented peak-period pricing at all of

its seven airports . At major airports such as London's Heathrow, the peak-
period landing and terminal fees are about five or six times higher than the

off-peak fees . The implementation of peak-period pricing in Canada could
lead to a dramatic change in the structure of landing/takeoff and passenger
terminal fees at major Canadian airports where congestion problems exist .

Peak-period pricing would result in a dramatic increase in peak-period landing
and passenger terminal fees, the elimination of the current weight-based
landing fees, and the reduction of off-peak . landing fees below their current

levels .

Table 4.2 illustrates the primary results of a simulation of introducing

peak-period pricing at Pearson International Airport ( PIA), (Gillen, Ou m

and Tretheway, 1988) . The authors examined the hourly and the daily traffic

variations at PIA and found that a three-pa rt pricing schedule made sense ;

one for weekday evening peak hours (1700 to 2100), one for weekday

mornings ( 0700 to 1000) and weekend evening peak hours ( 1700 to 2100),

and one for all other times, also referred to as off-peak hours . The charges

are highest during high peaks, somewhat lower fees are levied in the lower

peak, and the smallest fees are assessed in the off-peak periods . Fu rther,

an analysis revealed two distinct seasons that dominate aircraft movements :

March-October, referred to as the high season and November-Februa ry,

referred to as the low season . They, therefore, recommended an annual fee
structure of six prices, one for each of high-peak, low-peak and off-peak

. periods for the two (high and low) seasons .

The authors estimated social marginal costs and compared them with the

landing fees for selected aircraft in 1985 (See Table 4 .2) . However, under

social marginal cost pricing, general aviation (GA) aircraft (represented in
their analysis by light piston aircraft) which previously paid nothing for the
use of runways,28 would pay $31 for landing during off-peak periods, $161
during the summer high-peak, and $43 during the winter low-peak periods .



A heavy aircraft such as a B747-200, which used to pay $769 and $521 for a
takeoff/landing of international and domestic flights, respectively, would pay
$426 during summer high-peak, $246 during summer low-peak, $271 during
winter high-peak, $226 during the winter low-peak and $206 during off-peak
periods. The implication is that social marginal cost pricing would reduce the
landing and takeoff fees for large aircraft, while substantially raising the fees
for small aircraft, especially during peak periods, from their current values .

Table 4 . 2
COMPARISOm RENVEEIN SOpAL MARGINAL COSTS AND 90 LANDING FEES FOR SELECTED AIRoFT,

NmOhl INTERNA110NAL AwRT, Now

11988 CAN $)

Aircraft type

Business
B747-200 DC10-40 B737-200 Dash 8 jet Pisto n

1985 fees

Domestic $521 $355 $80 $12 N/A $ 0
International $769 $524 $85 $15 N/A $ 0

Social margina l
cost

High months
High-peak $426 $376 $269 $213 $211 $16 1
Low-peak $246 $196 $154 $ 98 $105 $ 5 5

Low months
High-peak $271 $221 $170 $114 $120 $ 70
Low-peak $226 $176 $142 $ 86 $ 93 $ 43

Off-peak $206 $156 $129 $ 73 $ 81 $ 3 1

Price elasticity N/A -0 .068 -0.075 -0 .086 N/A -0 .58

Source : Gillen, Ourn and Tretheway (1988) .

The implementation of peak-period pricing based on social marginal costs
by type of user is likely to shift demand for airport services to less congested
airports . Piston engine aircraft which represent the bulk of the general avia-
tion traffic could be virtually eliminated during high and low peaks in terms
of the number of landings. Furthermore, Gillen, Oum and Tretheway's
estimates of the price elasticities indicated that peak-period pricing would
probably bring some marginal changes to air carrier scheduling . Commuter
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carriers would make the most changes in their scheduling to avoid the
.high-peak period fees ; thus, the movement of heavier aircraft would

increase slightly as the charges decrease .

If social marginal cost pricing had been implemented in 1986, PIA's revenue

from runway operations 'could have doubled to reach $26 .6 million . This

would .allow PIA's airfield operation to generate surpluses, after covering the

interest and depreciation expenses . This surplus could be used to expand

capacity when economically efficient to do so .

Small Airports

Fees at small airpo rts can also be based on social marginal cost . However,

since there is very litt le congestion at small airpo rts, peak-period user-
charges would not be much different from off-peak periods . Therefore, ( social)

marginal cost pricing would most likely lead to financial deficits since mar-
ginal cost would be less than average costs for the .reasons discussed in

Section - 2 . The two alternative modifications to efficient prices which allow

substitution of a cost-recove ry target were discussed in Section 2 . First, the

'Ramsey pricing principle may be applied to achieve a cost-recove ry target

(including break everi) . Since the size of the quasi-optimal markup over

marginal cost is determined on the basis of willingness to pay (that is, price

t lasticity), it makes sense to charge higher landing/takeoff fees to larger air

craft, which carry higher payloads than small aircraft . Perhaps this was the
economic rationale for the weight-based landing fee structure currently in

use in many countries, including Canada . The weight-based fee structure

loses its economic rationale when congestion develops . Second, a two-pa rt

tariff (usage/access charges) can be applied to cover the system-wide or

'individual airpo rt shortfall i n revenue by charging access (licence) fees
while charging site-specific social marginal costs as usage fees .29

'In principle, the choice between Ramsey pr•icing and two-part pricing struc-
tures depends on the characteristics of demand and the proportions of fixed

and variable cost in total cost . It is these elements which effect the welfare

gains. Ramsey pricing would be preferred over two-part pricing structures
if the elasticity of entry to the system -or access to an -airport is non-zero . If

access is price sensitive, the variable portion of the multi-part price must be
increased above marginal cost . In the case of multiple users, this increase

would rely, essentially, on a Ramsey concept . On the other hand, usage/access



fees would be preferred, from a welfare gain perspective, if the elasticity
of demand with respect to access were zero, or equivalently, demand
were fixed .

Theoretical second-best and "applied" second-best pricing may lead to the
selection of different pricing principles, at least in the short run . An evolu-
tionary rather than revolutionary approach may be required to minimize the
complexity and to gain experience with a new system . Both users and sup-
pliers have time to adjust. If a new pricing principle creates uncertainty, it
may, in the end, result in a net welfare loss . There is a balance between
moving so quickly that markets are disrupted and the potential welfare
gains are lost, and moving so slowly that incumbents become entrenched,
and institutions are unable to fully implement socially efficient pricing,
again resulting in foregone welfare gains .

London airport, a small national airport in southwestern Ontario, is an
example of the consequences of introducing new pricing schemes at small
airports . The airport depends largely on the presence of the military . It is the
home base of a commuter/feeder carrier . In the 1984-85 fiscal year, the air-
port recovered only about 20 percent of the total airfield costs from landing
fees. Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1986) illustrated the application of both
social marginal cost pricing and the Ramsey price principle by type of user
for this airport . Table 4.3 is taken from their study . The upper portion o f
the table summarizes 1985 revenues from the landing fees .

The mid-section of the table shows that application of marginal cost pricing
by type of user would eliminate piston aircraft and severely reduce turboprop
movements . Jet aircraft movements would also be reduced but only slightly .
The marginal airfield costs estimated for this airport are $193, $110 an d
$78 for jet, turboprop and piston aircraft, respectively . These compare to
the current average landing fees of $164, $20 and $0 . Under social marginal
cost pricing, the airfield revenue was expected to reach approximately
$862,000 which is higher than the actual 1985 revenue . Nevertheless, it
only represented about 39 percent of the 1985 airfield costs .

To achieve higher cost recovery with minimum loss of economic efficiency,
a Ramsey pricing principle can be implemented . Ramsey pricing with a
62.5 percent cost-recovery target, for example, requires charging $361, $166
and $85 to jet, turboprop and piston aircraft, respectively . The results also
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show that implementing these charges would nearly eliminate piston air-
craft movements and reduce jet and turboprop landings to 1,788 and 4,464
from the actual landings of 1,856 and 6,512, respectively . Total revenue
could reach $1 .4 million, about 62 .5 percent of the 1985 actual airfield costs .

Table 4 .3
SOCIAL MARGINAL COST PRICING AND R4MSEY PRICING BY TYPE OF USER FOR LONDON (ONTARIO) AIRPORT

Jet Turbopiop Piston Tota l

1 . 1985 situatio n

No. of landings 1,856 6,512 16,982 23,35 0
(7 .3%) (25 .7%) (67 .0% )

Average landin g
fee estimates $163 .66 $ 20.0 $ 0 -

Revenues $303,760 $130,240 $ 0 $434,00 0

1985 airfield cost - - - $2,223,000

2 . Marginal cost pricin g

Estimated MC $192 .51 $110 .29 $ 77 .94 -

Price elasticity -0 .04 -0.065 -0 .325 -

No. of landings (forecast) 1,843 4,601 0 6,44 4

Revenue (forecast) $354,778 $507,398 0 $862,17 6

Cost recovery ratio - - - 39 %

3. Ramsey pricing wit h
estimated marginal costs

Ramsey prices $360.95 $166 .41 $ 85 .29 -

% Markup 87% 50% 9.4% -

No. of landings (forecast) 1,788 4,464 0 6,252

Revenue (forecast) $645,378 $742,854 0 $1,388,232

Cost recovery - - - 62.5 %

Source: Gillen, Oum and Tretheway . ( 1986) .

Again it should be noted that costs are expected to fall as airports are
defederalized. Finally, it is important to point out that marginal social cost
pricing may not result in deficits at small airports if there is constant returns
to scale and no significant lumpiness in capacity investment .



4.4 .2 Summary of Pricing and Airport Cost Recovery

The major conclusions reached and changes advocated with respect to the

current user-charge system may be summarized as follows :3 0

• The uniform user-charge system should be repealed in favour of site-

specific user-charges .

• The current weight-based landing fees result in fees which are too low
for small aircraft (primarily general aviation and corporate aircraft) and
too high for large aircraft during congested periods. ,,

• Peak-period user-charges should be implemented in airports with a
congestion problem, and the differential user-charges between peak, low-
peak, and off-peak periods should reflect their respective social marginal
costs, including congestion externality costs . This tends to lead to a large
differential between peak and off-peak fees .31

• A weight-based landing fee, if appropriately set, may be consistent with
the Ramsey pricing principle, and thus may be economically justified at
small uncongested airports . This is because the demand for airport services

by larger (heavier) aircraft is less price-elastic than by smaller (lighter) air-
craft. The rationale for weight-based pricing breaks down, however, when
the airport becomes congested and congestion pricing is applied .

• Charging higher landing fees for long-haul international flights at uncon-
gested airports can be economically justified because it is consistent with

the spirit of Ramsey pricing ; the demand for airport services by long-haul

flights is more price-inelastic than short-haul flights .

4 .5 ROAD USER-CHARGE S

Previous research has led to the conclusion that the best way to economize
on maintaining and using an existing road is to set user-charges equal to
social marginal costs, that is, the actual cost each user imposes on society,
including the effect on the road's condition, noise, pollution and the delay

imposed on others . Such a charge would ensure that independent decisions

by users reflect the interests of society . On the other hand, the social cost of

road use largely depends on the design of the road . Road infrastructure pro-
vides capacity in the form of traffic lanes and durability in the form of pave-

ment thickness to facilitate its use by heavy vehicles . Both road capacity
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and durability investments are expensive and involve scarce resources . The

scarcity associated with capacity causes congestion costs while the scarcity
associated-with durability causes greater costs for road wear and damage
(road deterioration) than for the construction of more durable roads .

Road charges should differ by type of user; for example, heavy versus light
vehicles, passenger versus freight services or commercial (common carriers)

versus private users . The empirical results of two previous studies on this
topic are summarized to provide an indication of the direction of adjustment
required in road user-charges, particularly by type of road users : a study by
Nix (1989) entitled Road-User Costs using the most recent Canadian data,
and a U .S. study undertaken by Small, Winston and Evans (1989) entitled
Road Work.

4.5.1 Nix (1989 )

The most significant attempt to estimate road-user costs in Canada was by

Haritos (1973) . He used 1968 data and employed engineering and regression
approaches to allocate road costs . Nix (1989) updated Haritos' study with
more recent data compiled by the Road Transport Association of Canada
(RTAC) and up-to-date information on vehicle characteristics .

Haritos adopted a two-part price structure : maintenance costs (regarded as

annual costs) and capital costs (fixed in the short term) . The costs considered

avoidable within the time frame of one year were considered escapable and,
therefore, included in the (short-run) marginal cost . This measure should be
used to set the user-charge per vehicle-kilometre . The costs not avoided

within a year are considered inescapable, and thus treated as a fixed cost in
the short run. Haritos argued that short-run fixed costs should be recovered
through annual fees such as vehicle registration and licence fees .

Table 4 .4 summarizes the results of Nix's cost allocation study .32 It com-
pares the 1986 road user-charges and the road costs by vehicle category .

The results show that the annual fixed user fees (licence fees) for cars and
trucks are too low to cover the short-term fixed cost of roads . In fact, the
revenues from the annual fixed user-charges cover only about one third
of the fixed road costs. A comparison of the user-charges and road costs
imposed by user group (Table 4 .4) indicates that charges for passenger cars
and other light vehicles are much higher than the financial cost they impose



on the road by a factor of 3 to 1 while charges are too low for trucks . In
other words, light vehicles, which do not cause much damage to roads, are
charged three times the cost per kilometre while heavy vehicles are under-
charged . This result may not be interpreted as overcharging light vehicles

because neither Nix nor Haritos considered the externality costs of noise,
air pollution and congestion delay a driver imposes on others . However, it
is safe to interpret the result as undercharging heavy vehicles . Nix also
pointed out that, during the past two decades, road user-charges in Canada
did not increase as fast as road construction costs .

TWO 4. 4
COMPARISON OF Ro,~USM° CA" RGkS MID COSiS9
PBE

User-Charges User-Costs

Range Mid-point Range Mid-point

Annua l charges versu s
annual costs

Cars $86 $253-$316 $284. 5

3-axle truck (18 .1 t) $250-$675 $462 .5 $1881-$2606 $2243 . 5
3-S2 tractor (32 .10 $450-$1600 $1025 $2897-$4014 $3455 . 5
3-S3tractor (46-49t1 $600-$2700 $1650 $4140-$5739 $4939 . 5
8-axle B-train (62 .5 t) $1450-$4000 $2725 $5394-$7478 $6436
B-train, empty 08.1 t) $1450-$4000 $2725 $1575-$2182 $1878 . 5

Trip charges (fuel) versus
trip costs, per kilometreb

Cars $0 .012- $0 .020 $0.016 $0 .004- $0 .006 50 .005

3-axle truck $0 .051-$0 .084 $0.068 $0 .026-$0.056 $0 .04 1
3-S2 tractor $0.069-$0.097 $0.083 $0.043-$0.090 $0.067
3-S3 tractor $0 .071-$0 .117 $0 .094 $0 .063-$0 .130 $0 .097
8-axle B-train $0 .086-$0 .141 $0 .114 $0 .084-$0 .172 $0.128
B-train, empty $0.051-$0 .084 $0 .068 $0 .020-$0 .046 $0.033

Source: Nix (1989) .

a

b

Annual costs include the appropriate annual vehicle charge plus an annual charge for
each axle on the vehicle .

Trip cost includes the appropriate vehicle cost per kilometre given the vehicle
weight plus a cost per axle-kilometre for each axle .



The Nix study represents an important conceptual contribution . Clearly, there

may be some argument regarding the exact numbers since those reported

are based on a particular set of assumptions . What the paper does indicate,

however, is that moving to marginal social cost pricing of roads has a rela-

tively greater impact on the structure of prices among road users than on

the level of prices . Indeed, with the recent increases in fuel taxes by provin-

cial governments, there is a real possibility that car users are paying their

full social costs of road use on uncongested roads . Changing the basis of

prices to social marginal costs will affect the distribution of costs between

car and truck and most significantly among different types of truck . The

following study reinforces this point. -

4.5.2 Small, Winston and Evans (1989)

Small, Winston and Evans derived road user-charges under an optimal
investment policy (with respect to road capacity and thickness of pavement),
taking into account the combined cost to the vehicle owners and infrastruc-
ture providers . Inclusion of the cost to vehicle owners of differences in high-
way capacity and durability was the distinguishing feature of this study as
compared to Haritos (1973) and Nix (1989) . This allowed Small, Winston
and Evans to take into account the effects of a lower standard of road
maintenance on the cost of vehicle maintenance and fuel consumption .

The two primary considerations in pricing the use of existing roads are road
wear costs and congestion delay costs. The road wear costs include road
maintenance costs and the user-costs for operating vehicles, including vehi-
cle repair, vehicle depreciation, fuel expenses and their value of time . The
authors computed optimal road durability by minimizing the sum of annual-

ized road maintenance costs, user (passengers and carriers) costs and capi-
tal costs for road construction . This procedure is equivalent to determining
the optimal level of investment in road quality (thickness) through a series
of cost-benefit analyses . The study found that the United States builds
roads of lower quality (too little thickness) than economically optimal . This
increases both the combined road infrastructure and operator costs, making
the road transportation sector less cost efficient than would be the case if
roads were built to optimal standards . Computations are made for rigid as
well as flexible pavements .



An important conclusion of the study was that a United States road-pricing
policy should be targetted to reduce weight per axle as vehicles with heavy
loads per axle cause most of the road damage . They emphasized that it is
the weight per axle that matters, not total vehicle weight. For example, a
50,000-pound, two-axle truck causes more road wear than a huge twin-

trailer rig spreading 100,000 pounds over seven axles . Most road damage

is caused by heavy vehicles with a small number of axles .

To measure the congestion costs caused by vehicle traffic, the study used

the concept of passenger car equivalents (PCE) per hour . The PCE for each

vehicle was determined by the amount of road space it effectively took up,

including the space between vehicles required for safety, compared with

that of an average car . For example, a typical truck or bus has two-to-five

passenger car equivalents. As in Nix's study, the authors relied on an engi-

neering approach to quantify the relationship between traffic volume and

speed . This relationship is essential to measure the extra delay caused by

adding one passenger car equivalent to the traffic stream . The authors

advocated significant changes in road-pricing policy for heavy trucks,

shifting from a reliance on fuel taxes and weight-graduated licence fees

to one of direct mileage charges steeply graduated with respect to axle

loads. They estimated that such a pricing system in conjunction with a
modest increase in capital outlays on improving road thickness ("a sensible
investment policy") could reduce maintenance costs by about $9 .4 billion

a year .

Table 4 .5 presents the estimates of the effects of their policy on the main-
tenance costs and "tax revenue" (user-charge revenue) attributable to each

truck type, as a share of the total maintenance costs . This table shows that
for most truck categories current user- charge revenues fall far short of

maintenance costs attributable to them . The user-charge ("tax") revenues

for intercity and urban roads cover only 29 percent and 14 percent of pave-
ment maintenance costs, respectively. In contrast, under the proposed

policy, the total maintenance costs for both intercity and urban roads
would be fully recovered by user-charge revenues. Furthermore, the

authors showed that the proposed policy would result in a welfare gai n

of $8 billion a year over the current pricing and investment policy.



Pabbu
COWRWH0A1 TO A LLOCABLE IWAIIl RAIAIHCE COSTS BY USER- TYPE2

Current pricing and investment Optimal pricing and investment

Tax revenue Tax revenu e
Share of contribution Share of contribution
allocable to allocable allocable to allocatabl e

maintenance maintenance maintenance maintenance
costs costs costs costs

Vehicle type (%t {% I

Intercit y

SU2 45 .19 9.81 10.07 19 .38
SU3 0 .74 1 .31 1 .33 1 .35
TT4 0 .43 0.11 0.21 0 .2 1
TT5 0 .19 0.09 0.33 0 .33
CS3 2 .11 0.63 1 .70 1 .7 1
C54 0 .76 0.33 0 .72 0 .72
CS5 43 .02 13.51 60 .32 60 .38
CS6 6 .34 2 .83 14.60 14 .62
DS5 1 .1B 0.42 1 .68 1 .68
DS6 0 .04 0.01 0 .04 0 .05

Total 100.0 29 .05 100 .0 100.4 3

Urban

SU2 88 .24 11 .88 67 .52 67 .9 2
SU3 3 .10 1 .25 9.61 9 .6 7
TT4 0 .61 0 .13 0.96 0 .9 6
TT5 0 .06 0 .01 0.09 0 .0 9
CS3 0 .58 0 .18 2 .49 2 .5 0
CS4 0 .25 0 .07 0.61 0 .6 1
CS5 5 .82 0 .40 6.95 6 .9 6
CS6 0 .90 0 .13 10.51 10 .5 2
DS5 0 .38 0 .07 0 .87 0 .87
DS6 0 .06 0 .01 0 .39 0 .39

Total 100 .0 14 .13 100 .0 100 .49

Source: Small, Winston, and Evans (1989) .

a Type of vehicles as follows : SU2, Single Unit 2-Axle; 5U3, Single Unit 3-axle; TT4 .
Truck Trailer 4-axle; TT5, Truck Trailer 5-axle; CS3, Conventional Semi 3-axles ;
CS4, Conventional Semi 4-axle; CS5, Conventional Semi 5-axle; CS6, Conventional
Semi 6-axle; DS5, Double 5-axle; 0.S6, Double 6-axle .



4.5 .3 Summary of Road Cost Recovery by User-Grou p

The studies conducted in Canada and the United States indicate :

• Passenger cars and other light vehicles pay a disproportionately higher
share of the total road maintenance costs as compared to trucks and
other heavy vehicles .

• Lack of congestion tolls as well as other externality charges in both coun-
tries indicate that the current user-charge system undercharges road users

on congested roads . It may also undercharge with respect to environmen-
tal costs. This is more likely in the United States where fuel tax rates are
less than half of those in Canada . With increases in fuel taxes in the last
year, it may well be that car users, in Canada, are paying approximately
their marginal social costs on uncongested roads .

• Both the Canadian and American studies illustrate that an economically
efficient pricing scheme would affect both the average level of road prices
and the burden across user-groups . If one interprets a fair or equitable
pricing scheme as one in which the prices users are paying reflect the

costs which they impose, then the efficient pricing scheme which shifts
the burden can also be said to be fair .

• Total road costs (the sum of capital and maintenance costs) are sensitive
to the level of investment in capacity and durability and to environmental
factors. In the United States, the underinvestment in durability (that is,
building sub-standard roads) has resulted in an economic loss amounting
to billions of dollars annually due to the increased road maintenance costs
and damage to the vehicles . The study by Nix, Boucher and Hutchinson
(1992) indicated that roads in Canada are built to a higher level of durabil-
ity due to the harsher climate . Road deterioration costs range betwee n
50 percent and 80 percent of total costs . Therefore, the Small, Winston
and Evans (1989) numerical results must be interpreted with some care
when placed in a Canadian context .

5. ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF FINANCING ROAD INFRASTRUCTUR E

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section alternative methods of financing road infrastructure proposed
by analysts and practitioners are described and evaluated . The evaluation is



based on several criteria : the effect on the efficient use of existing capacity,

the effect on the efficiency of investment, the implications for equity, admin-
istrative feasibility, ease and cost of collection, the practicality of generating
revenue and domain of applications (that is, national, local or project basis) .

For discussion, the charges related to the road transportation sector are
classified into three major groups: vehicle usage, vehicle acquisition and
ownership and beneficiaries of road access .33 The most widely applied user-
charges are the motive fuel taxes and annual registration and licence fees.
These, along with the general revenue of the governments are the traditional
sources of road financing in most countries 34 This subsection describes
each of these categories of payments made by road users . An evaluation of
each category as a road financing method is treated in subsection 5 .2 . And
finally, several alternative sets of the charging instruments are discussed
and evaluated in subsection 5 .3 .

5.2 THREE CATEGORIES OF CURRENT USER-PAYMENT S

Charges Related to Vehicle Usage

Fuel taxes form a major portion of the total revenue collected from the road

transpo rtation sector . In 1989, they accounted for 77 percent of the total reve-

nue from the road sector in Canada . The use of fuel taxes can be justified in
a number of ways including road usage, energy conservation and environ-
mental pollution. The level of fuel tax can have an effect on vehicle usage, as
well as the number and type of vehicles owned . Fuel taxes provide a cost-
effective and administratively feasible means of allocating variable charges .
There are some who argue that they approximate road usage costs for uncon-
gested intercity roads because the total amount of tax paid varies in direct
proportion with road usage . Whether fuel taxes are a reasonable proxy for
reflecting road costs depends on the type of roadway and the level of traffic .

Charges Related to Vehicle Acquisition and Ownership

This category includes vehicle licence fees, registration fees, vehicle inspec-
tion fees, vehicle transfer taxes and excise taxes on the purchase of vehicles,
etc. Licence fees can be substantial and are usually used in conjunction with
fuel taxes. In some countries, fairly steep taxes are imposed when a car is
acquired . The revenues from annual licence fees and payments related to
vehicle acquisition usually contribute to those road costs which do not vary,



in the short run, with road use . Other payments in this category are generally
regarded as fees for the services rendered by government, and thus, are
not considered as a source of financing for roads .

Charging Beneficiaries of the Improved Road Access

The construction costs associated with access roads, in Canada and the
United States, have usually been financed from general tax revenues (of

both the central and the local governments) . Local improvement taxes have

been used in the past. Now, as their current fiscal position deteriorates, gov-
ernments are attempting more and more to charge these construction costs

against beneficiaries . This approach takes various forms . In the case of new

subdivisions, some governments require developers to build the roads and

to recover their costs from subsequent purchasers . For major improvements

to access roads into a city, some local governments levy land-value incre-

ment taxes in the district clearly benefiting from the project (special assess-

ment district) . In their recent study, Allen and Floyd (1991) concluded that

the tax on special assessment districts along with toll roads were the only

promising new sources for funding large-scale expansion projects .

5.3 EVALUATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE FINANCING TOOLS

The pros and cons of each of the charging instruments are evaluated below :

motive fuel taxes, a graduated per-kilometre tax based on axle weights,

congestion tolls, construction of toll roads, licence fees and taxes associated

with acquiring and owning a vehicle of given type, and the methods of

charging beneficiaries of the improved road access .

Motive Fuel Taxe s

Administratively, fuel taxes are easy to collect and can be used to generate
large sums of money for road infrastructure as fuel demand is relatively
price-inelastic . At first glance, fuel taxes also appear to be economically

efficient because the more extensively road infrastructure is used, the higher
the total amount of fuel tax the user ends up paying . Fuel taxes provide a
relatively efficient and practical means of pricing road use but only for cars

and only for uncongested facilities . Although a high fuel tax (the case in
many western European countries) may have some effect in discouraging
low-value road users, there are at least two important reasons why fuel taxes
are not as efficient as they appear for congested urban and near-urban



roads. First, the largest component of the social cost on these facilities

is the cost. of the congestion externality . Fuel consumption, however, is

essentially unrelated to the extent of congestion externality .

Second, as Small, Winston and Evans (1989) pointed out, usage of motive
fuel taxes as- a major source of road financing encourages operators to use

heavy trucks with fewer axles (that is heavier loads per axle) . When the load

per axle increases, the amount of damage to the pavement also increases
exponentially (Winston, 1991) . The amount of fuel tax a trucker pays under

the current system rises with a vehicle's axles since trucks with more axles
require larger engines• and obtain lower fuel economy . This provides truckers

with an incentive to reduce the number of axles thereby increasing the load
per axle . These arguments make it clear that the current fuel tax system is

not . an economically efficient way to finance road systems. The fuel tax

is neither efficient for pricing road damages (maintenance cost), nor is it

efficient for pricing congestion externality . Therefore, the mechanism for

pricing road use must differ across user-types . To restrict usage fees for all
users to the fuel tax may well result in a net welfare loss .

Graduated Per-Kilometre Tax Based on Axle Weights

As a way to price road damages efficiently, Small (1990) argued for revamping

the current U .S . system of road taxes, and adopting a "steeply graduated

per-mile tax based on axle weights ."35 This pricing system for road damages
makes economic sense because as load per axle increases the amount of
damage to the pavement increases exponentially . Furthermore, an exten-

sive study by the U .S. Federal Highway Administration found such a grad-
uated tax system to be feasible administratively . It requires slightly more

record keeping than the weight-distance charges being used in Iceland,
Norway, Sweden and several states in the United States . Small points

out that such a graduated per-mile tax, which takes into account both
weight and axle configuration, has been in effect, on a systematic basis,

in New Zealand, for years .

Several recent studies including Nix, Boucher and Hutchinson (1992) and
Nix (1989) have shown that a substantial portion of the road- maintenance
and resurfacing costs in Canada is attributable to "environmental factors"
such as elapsed time, weather and other climatic conditions . Therefore,

assuming no interaction between deterioration due to environmental factors
or due to use, implementation of the steeply graduated per-kilometre tax



based on axle weight alone is not going to achieve maximum efficiency . For
maximum efficiency, the portion of road maintenance and resurfacing costs
attributable to the environmental factors may be recovered . by a lump-sum
tax such as annual vehicle licence fees, which may not influence usage of
roads significantly depending on the value of particular elasticities .

How the fixed or unallocatable costs are allocated between a variable charge
and a fixed charge depends on the relative values of three elasticities : the
elasticity of access with respect to the fixed fee, the elasticity of access with
respect to the variable fee and the elasticity of usage with respect to the
fixed fee. If usage and access are completely inelastic with respect to the lump-
sum or access fee, this fee should be set equal to average fixed costs . If,
however, the just mentioned elasticities are non-zero, economic efficiency
dictates that the fixed fee be reduced and the variable fee be increased .
Indeed, one may expect that a greater part of the burden of meeting the
revenue requirements is placed on the variable charge rather than the fixed
charge since it provides more opportunity for those with more elastic demands
to avoid the higher charge by consuming less of the good yet still have the
opportunity to consume some of the good . A high access fee may preclude
a number of people from the market . Clearly, a balance is required sinc e
too high a usage charge'may also shift users to other markets .

Congestion Tolls

For nearly a century, transport economists have advocated that road
authorities implement congestion tolls . The basic analytical framework for
peak-period pricing (based on congestion tolls) was pioneered by Pigou
(1912) and modelled formally in a short-run framework by Walters (1961) .
As discussed, Mohring and Harwitz (1962) recast the analysis into a long-
run framework and established the relationship between optimal tolls and
cost recovery. Other economists who have worked on the subject have rec-
ommended the use of peak-period pricing, as a practical means to charge
for congestion or variations in demand with fixed capacity . Peak-period
pricing has traditionally been advocated in those cases where there is no
interaction between the users of a facility . Thus, the use of the facility by
one user does not impose a cost on other users such as with congestion . For
example, residential users demanding electrical power during the evening

do not impose a cost on industrial users who demand it during the day .
Similarly, car users of a highway in the evening do not interfere with car

users during the day, because in both cases the demands are independent .



Congestion tolls are recommended when the use of a facility by one user

imposes a cost on other users . For example, the use of a runway or approach
path by one aircraft means that other aircraft cannot use it and must incur a

cost by waiting . The demands are interdependent . In the case of congestion

there is a difference between private cost and social cost whereas, with
peak loads, private and social costs are the same but the issue is one of

who should carry the burden of capacity costs . When peak-period pricing

is used as a practical alternative, it is being used to proxy the difference

between private and social costs .

The chief advantage of using congestion tolls to finance the road system
lies with the improved economic efficiency it achieves as it results in users
paying the social marginal costs of their transportation choices . This would

not only lead to the efficient use of the given capacity in the short run but
also act to provide a signal for efficient capacity investment programs in the

long run . Despite these advantages, except for the electronic road pricing
experiment in Hong Kong (see Hau, 1990),36 no government uses congestion
tolls as a major source of financing for road infrastructure .

In the past, several problems were cited as barriers to the popular accep-

tance of congestion tolls . First, it is not a straightforward case of calculating

socially optimal congestion tolls by road sections and by time of day or

day of week. Since congestion consumes enormous amounts of a valuable
resource (people's time), a reasonable approximation, which can be done
quite easily, is likely to be better than completely dismissing this sound

pricing method . The second barrier is that it used to take time (at least to slow
down) to collect tolls . This problem is now largely solved since electronic

vehicle identification (EVI) technology has become quite reliable, as proven
through the Hong Kong experiment . Heggie (1991) indicates that the advent

of electronic toll collection can reduce the costs of toll collection on inter-
urban toll roads and bridges to under 5 percent of gross revenues . Given the

rapidly advancing technology in electronic vehicle identification, toll billing
and collection, congestion tolls are likely to become an important new
source for road financing .

The third barrier is the alleged unfair distribution of benefits . Opponent s

of congestion tolls indicate that poor working people and downtown busi- .

ness interests have the most to lose under a congestion charging system .

Careful use of the congestion toll revenues may compensate those who are



expected to lose under the. system . For example, Small (1990) argued that,
in the case of major urban areas such as San Francisco, LosAngeies or
Toronto, revenues from congestion tolls would be so large that there would
be little doubt that it is possible to fully offset the effects of peak user-charges
on nearly all groups, including poor working people and downtown busi-
ness interests . It is also possible to eliminate the need for fuel taxes, regis-
tration fees and a large- portion of the local property tax and sales tax funds
now being used for road maintenance .

In sum, the system of congestion tolls can play an important role as a
source of road financing in the future . Even if all of the above problems
are solved, the function of congestion tolls as a source of road financing is
still limited to some portions of major intercity highways (those which are
near-urban), bridges and major urban roads . It would not play a role in
low-density roads including rural roads .

Construction of Toll Roads

In an era of fiscal conservatism, reflected by a- shift from public- to private-
sector provision of services, increasing constraints on governments' abilities
to control resources and a general shift to a greater emphasis on efficiency ;
construction of toll roads is likely to become an important means of dealing.
with the increasing need for investment in new road systems . Currently, the
toll-road networks are growing rapidly with over 5,400 kilometres in France,
in excess of 5,100 kilometres in Italy, 4,700 kilometres in Japan and over
7,100 kilometres in the United States (Heggie, 1991) . This can be an increas-
ingly important source of financing for new road projects . Numerous states,
including California, Colorado, Virginia and Texas, are making use of or are
planning to make use of tolls as an alternative funding source (see Allen
and Floyd, 1991) . The British Columbia government built the Coquihalla toll
highway linking Hope and Kamloops and the Okanagan Valley . Many of
these toll roads charge differential tolls between peak and off-peak periods
and, therefore, their pricing policy is consistent with the spirit of congestion
tolls . An appropriately managed and regulated (including the monopoly
nature of toll setting) toll road system can promote efficiency in using a
given road capacity in the short run, and the attendant market forces will
pressure the road authority into putting optimal capacity in place in the long
run. Advances in collection technology are expected to encourage the use
of toll facilities for building major intercity highways and urban access roads .



Annual Licence Fees and Taxes Involving the Acquisition of Vehicles

Empirical studies which have investigated the . impact of higher licensing
fees on peak-hour car driving (raising the fixed cost of car driving relative to

common-carrier services) have concluded that such fees have faile d

to produce any substantial improvement in congestion (Allen and Floyd,

1991) . They argue that governments are going to have to substantially raise

licensing and registration fees in order to have any impact on reducing car

use. A substantial increase in both the one-time registration fee (at the time

a new or used vehicle is acquired)37 and annual licence fees from the current

level may improve the economic efficiency of using the existing road capacity

subject to the condition discussed earlier regarding the elasticity values . If

there are substantial fixed road costs which do not vary with traffic volume

and the road authority decides to recover these fixed costs from road users

(rather than subsidizing them from general tax revenues), it will be more

efficient to recover the fixed costs as lump sum annual fees (licence fees)

rather than allocating them by marking up the usage-related charges (per-

kilometre charge) above the respective marginal costs if the access elasticity

is equal to zero. If this is not so, the conditions set out earlier will hold . Spe-

cifically, access fees will be reduced and variable charges increased until

the net change in welfare with a shift between the two fees is equal to zero ;

in essence welfare is enhanced by exploiting available gains from trade

between the two sources of funds .

Although they are likely to be unpopular, like fuel taxes, these fees are admin-

istratively easy to assess and collect . The optimal taxes and charges involving
annual ownership and acquisition of vehicles can generate large amounts of
revenue for the road sector as these items currently account for 42% of the

total charges paid by road users in Japan, 36% in the United Kingdom and

38% in the United States (Heggie, 1991) while accounting for 23 % in Canada .

Charging Beneficiaries of the Improved Road Access

For developing local access roads in a suburban area, it is reasonable to
require developers to build the roads and to incorporate the costs into the

final selling price of the building or service site . This is an economically effi-
cient solution in terms of both the size of the road investment as the devel-
oper is expected to make a trade-off between ease of road access and the

value of the remaining lands they can sell .



For major improvements in urban road systems, a part of the construction
costs may be assessed against the properly identified land-value increments .
The concept of special assessment district (under which the geographic areas

are identified to levy special assessments), which are being used in several
states, is a feasible way to generate funds for large-scale highway recon-
struction projects in a reasonably equitable way . This requires close coordi-
nation between the government with the taxing authority and the government
in charge of road construction . The identification of a special assessment
district and actual assessment of special levies can be a controversial pro-
cess. For example, as soon as the major improvement in the road system is
made, the option value of using the road can be realized by the businesses
and residents in that area, and, thus, the special levies are economically jus-
tified. However, this one-time special levy does not guarantere the efficient
use of the road infrastructure, and a combination of one-time special assess-

ment for the construction costs and charging tolls (variable fees) related to
road usage would yield a more efficient use of the road and a more efficient
level of investment . It may be an interesting option to explore .

5.4 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE ROAD FINANCING METHODS

Several promising sources of road financing are summarized below . Each
charging method is evaluated with respect to the promotion of the efficient
use of road capacity and durability, the efficiency of (capacity) investment,
the potential size of the fund that could be generated, administrative fea-
sibility and collection costs, equity among various groups and the domain
of applicability. Several alternative combinations of charging methods are
also evaluated and compared .

5.4.1 Summary Evaluation of Financing Method s

Motive Fuel Tax

The evaluation is restricted to its application to car users only . It would be
ranked "moderate" in promoting efficient road usage on uncongested roads
because the amount of fuel tax one pays is weakly correlated with road
damage costs which are the responsibility of the user . It would rank "poor"
in promoting the efficient allocation of peak-load capacity since its price is
not correlated with road use . It would be regarded as "poor" in promoting
investment efficiency on congested roads as the fuel tax does not exert
much pressure to build roads with optimal design standards (thickness and



capacity) . Administrative ease is a strength as large amounts of funds can

be collected easily with relatively small administrative and collection costs .

Motive fuel tax can be applied for financing nation-wide and/or state-wide

road systems . They are regarded as an equitable method of financing
uncongested facilities because every user pays according to the user's con-

sumption of fuel . It would be inequitable on a congested facility since it

is not highly correlated with congestion costs .

Graduated Per-Mile Tax Based on Axle Weigh t

It promotes "reasonably high" efficiency in both pricing road damage and
inducing an optimal investment in road durability as this tax can be designed
to closely reflect the road damage costs each user imposes, and this will
generate enough pressure for the road authority to build roads with optimal

thickness. However, if a substantial portion of road damage is due to "envi-
ronmental factors," this tax is likely to achieve maximum efficiency only if it
is combined with a lump-sum tax such as vehicle licence fees . This tax is

not intended to be a congestion charge or a charge which would optimally

allocate scarce road capacity among competing users . It can generate a

large amount of funds if it replaces the current fuel taxes, but it will require
some administrative work and collection expense . It is feasible to administer

such a tax system . Since users pay costs they impose, it can be considered

equitable . To be effective, this system should be applied in all parts of a
given jurisdiction such as a province or nationally rather than trying to

apply it in only a part of a province, for example . If it is applied consistently

on all roads within a jurisdiction, it will induce the efficient use of the road

system by trucks as well as the efficient choice of trucking technology given

the roadway system . If the tax is applied piecemeal, there will be less incen-

tive for the adoption of trucks which minimize road damage . Higher overall

road costs may also result if trucks attempt to avoid the charge on some
roads by using non-toll roads and generating even more pavement damage .

Congestion Tolls

Tolls promote high efficiency both in the allocation of scarce road capacity
and in inducing the optimal investment in road capacity (number of lanes) .

Congestion tolls are not intended to be a price for road damage but rather
to ensure the roads are used and invested in efficiently . Congestion tolls in

major urban or near-urban areas could raise a large amount of money .
The Hong Kong experiment has provided convincing evidence that such



a system is feasible but the cost of electronic vehicle identification and col-
lection is expected to be substantial . Some claim that charging congestion
tolls is not equitable because "poor working people" pay high congestion
tolls and downtown businesses lose out. It is possible to compensate these
losers by subsidizing urban transit services from the congestion toll reve-
nues . Once the way in which the toll revenue is spent is taken into account,
the actual and perceived inequity of congestion tolls may disappear . The
introduction of congestion tolls or peak-load charges should not be under-
taken in isolation with the expectation they will provide the solution to the
pricing and investment problems . Pricing is one tool of the transportation
planner and policy maker . To be effective, it must be used in conjunction
with other strategies, such as substitute mode investment . To gain public
support for pricing, it is essential that it not be perceived as simply another
way of raising revenue for government nor that it is exploiting a situation
in which people have no alternatives . For these reasons it is important that
alternatives be available for those facing higher fees .

Toll Roads

If they implement peak-period pricing, toll roads have essentially the same
characteristics as implementing congestion tolls on the existing roads .
Constructing toll roads allows private-sector participation for large project
financing. As collection technology improves, toll collection costs become
quite moderate . New toll roads benefit not only those who switch to the
toll roads but also those who continue to use the old non-toll roads (due to
reduced travel time) . This is a Pareto improvement . Construction of toll roads
can be considered an equitable method since lower-income users gain by
travelling on non-toll facilities . In reality, toll roads can solve financing
problems for specific projects only .

Annual Licence Fees

These fees can be used to contribute to road costs which do not vary with
traffic volume in the short run . If they are not .coupled with a variable charge,
as with a two-part tariff, which reflects social costs, annual licence fee s
will have no direct effect on the efficiency of road investment . As shown in
many countries, it can generate large sums of money with relatively low
administrative and collection costs. Since some people cannot afford to
keep a car when annual licence fees are raised substantially, a high licence
fee policy may not be regarded as equitable. One method used in some



U .S. states is to base the fee-on the purchase price of the car and have the
fee decline each successive year to some floor level where the floor would
be the same for everyone . A system of licence fees can be implemented by
national, provincial or municipal governments .

Charging Beneficiaries

This one-time charge to beneficiaries (developers, property owners and
businesses in a special assessment district) is likely to promote an efficient
level of road capacity investment, but has no effect on the efficiency of road
usage (use of road capacity or durability) after construction . This is a good
source of funds for a well-defined road project but it is difficult to determine
the boundaries of a special assessment district, as well as the amount of
special levies . Charging beneficiaries is by definition equitable . This method
of financing works only on a project basis .

5.4 .2 Evaluation of Alternative Sets of Financing Instruments

Government must temper principle with practicality and use a mix of two
or more charging methods to improve economic efficiency in the road
transportation sector while simultaneously attaining a cost-recovery target .
Furthermore, perceived equity cannot be ignored in the selection of the
menu of instruments . The following alternative sets of financing instruments
are evaluated and compared :

• fuel taxes and licence fees (status quo) ;

• fuel taxes, licence fees and congestion tolls ;

• graduated per-kilometre taxes, congestion tolls and licence fees ; and

• social marginal cost pricing (graduated per-kilometre taxes based on axle
weights, congestion tolls and other externality taxes) .

Fuel Taxes and Licence Fees

Canada, as well as most other countries, currently use fuel taxes and licence
fees as the major source of funds for financing road infrastructure . These
two instruments together can generate total revenue which is sufficient to
finance all of the road infrastructure . They are also administratively easy
to collect . Licence fees, if appropriately set, can be used to recover some



or all of the short-term fixed cost including the portion of road repair and
repayment costs which are unrelated to road usage .

Fuel taxes do not give road users, most importantly heavy trucks and buses,
the incentive to choose the optimal axle load which minimizes the combined
user and infrastructure costs . This happens because commercial carrier s
try to reduce fuel consumption which tends to increase with the number of
axles, while damage to the pavement increases exponentially with average
weight per axle . A second flaw in the use of fuel taxes for pricing urban and
near-urban roads is the low correlation between congestion costs and fuel
use, hence fuel tax paid. The fuel tax is, therefore, a poor proxy for a con-
gestion tax and would lack any capability for allocating peak-load capacity .
Overall, the combination of fuel taxes and licence fees is not an economically
efficient method of charging and financing roads .

Fuel Taxes, Licence Fees and Congestion Tolls (Urban and Near-Urban Roads )

The congestion toll component of this package is likely to improve the effi-
ciency of allocating peak-period capacity, and also generate pressure to
invest optimally in capacity. However, this package lacks incentives for

commercial operators to use optimal axle-load weight .

Graduated Per-Kilometre Taxes, Congestion Tolls and Licence Fees

This combination of fees may be regarded as a transition package en route
to a more socially efficient pricing scheme. This study has already addressed
the value of fuel taxes and licence fees as providing a practical and effective
means of pricing and financing capacity investment for intercity roads on
which there is little or no congestion. The weak link is the failure to ade-
quately price truck damage and provide incentives for operators to employ

economically efficient axle loads . The fuel tax should therefore be restricted
to cars and the scheme supplemented by a charge for trucks .

A graduated per-kilometre axle fee should supplement or replace current
truck licence fees and fuel taxes levied on truck use . This will not only
efficiently and adequately allocate cost responsibility between cars, trucks

and buses but also among the various types of trucks .



Licence fees which are levied will reflect, not necessarily on a one-to-one
basis, the magnitude of fixed costs . Licence fees must be allocated both
between and within user groups . This means that for fairness and efficiency;
trucks, cars and buses should bear a portion of the fixed costs of the road-
way system - how much will depend on cost responsibility, the elasticity
of access with respect to licence fees and .the elasticity of usage with respect
to licence fee. User-group allocation would be based on some Ramsey-
type approach ; for example, car users may have a licence fee based on the
purchase price of the vehicle - an approach used in some U.S. states. This
study does not advocate the position that the contribution by trucks and
buses must be contained in a licence fee . Indeed, it may well be that the
graduated per-kilometre usage fee will be the only fee levied and contain
both usage and fixed contributions .

For urban and near-urban roads this pricing approach will prove to be
neither equitable nor efficient . Some method of congestion pricing must be
introduced to efficiently allocate existing capacity and provide for efficient
investment in future capacity. Fairness, however, will be determined b y
the expenditure of the congestion tax revenue and taking a comprehensive
approach . That is, it serves no one to focus entirely on one instrument and
rely on it to provide a solution . A comprehensive approach is necessary, in
which substitutes are provided for those faced with a congestion or peak-
load fee . These substitutes can range from flexibility of work hours to
providing public transit (of some form) .

Social Marginal Cost Pricing

The graduated per-kilometre taxes based on axle weights reflect the cost of
road damage users inflict, while congestion tolls and other externality (noise
and air pollution) taxes reflect the costs users impose on the community .
Together they constitute the social marginal cost of using the road system,
and charging the social marginal costs maximizes social welfare . Although
the results of Small, Winston and Evans (1989) suggest that this charging
scheme would result in an approximate financial break even, based o n
the assumption of constant returns to scale in joint production of road capa-
city and durability, other evidence such as Nix (1989), Nix ; Boucher and
Hutchinson (1992), Kraus (1982) and Oum and Zhang (1990) suggests that
break-even performance is not guaranteed . In Canada where the majority of



the non-urban roads are of low density (and capacity) and the indivisibility
of capacity construction plays some role, the application of social marginal
cost pricing is likely to produce a financial deficit in many instances .

As we have also discussed, there are also some practical and administrative
difficulties in implementing the graduated per-kilometre charges base d
on axle weight, and the externality taxes (congestion tolls, noise and air

pollution tax) . Certainly, it will result in higher costs for administration and
collection than the current fuel tax and licence fee combination . However, this
is the correct direction in which to move for maximizing economic welfare

from the road sector . As the technology of automatic vehicle identification
develops and the cost of information processing decreases, the administration
and collection is likely to become less burdensome than now .

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION S

6.1 PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Transportation policy has undergone significant changes over the last
50 years . Canada has moved from a situation of government ownership,
management and regulation in all or parts of every mode to a position
of deregulation, privatization and a generally greater reliance on market
forces. The major transformation has taken place among the carriers while
more recent initiatives have been focussing on infrastructure - roads,

airports, rail track and terminals .

Much of the stimulus for change has been the result of Canada's need to
rethink traditional policies and reposition itself to remain competitive in the

North American and world marketplaces. Pricing and investment planning
of Canada's transportation infrastructure cannot ignore the forces and pres-
sures developing in the United States and other international markets . Links

must be established between investment in infrastructure and the pricin g

of services delivered by that infrastructure . Indeed, socially optimal modal
pricing requires the inclusion of modal air and noise pollution and conges-

tion externalities . Economic welfare will be lower if these factors are not
considered in modal prices because demands for massive public invest-
ments in infrastructure will continue unabated, infrastructure will deteriorate
prematurely, and the distribution of traffic across modes will not reflect the



real costs of these modes. Solutions do not necessarily lie with more invest-

ment but rather with smarter investment . Smarter investment must start
with efficient pricing .

In May 1992, the Congressional Budget Office of the United States released

a study, Paying for Highways, Airways and Waterways: How Can Users be

Charged?The study is in complete congruity with the conclusions stated

here . They state in their summary :

The methods of financing highways, airways, and waterways influence

both the amount of revenue that can be raised and the efficient alloca-

tion of resources. The concept of revenue adequacy -whether revenues

cover costs - is important to the cash-strapped federal government,

but it also has ' implications for efficient allocation of resources in the

long run . If the costs of an investment project cannot be recovered

from those who use it, the project's feasibility comes into question .

But an investment that benefits society is wo rth making, even though

it may not be possible to charge users for it . This often characterizes

goods and services provided by the federal government, and it under-

lies the rationale for government rather than private activity in certain

sectors . Revenue adequacy can provide information about the demand

by users for public investments, but it alone cannot be the criterion

upon which investment decisions are made .

Economic efficiency is the second criterion by which financing mecha-

nisms are evaluated . The standard definition of allocative efficiency is

used here : does the price -the value consumers place on the product

or service at the margin ---equal the marginal cost -that is, the value

of resources used in producing the last unit? If the price is less than

the marginal cost, consumers tend to overuse the resource; if the price

exceeds the marginal cost, they use it too little .

The objectives of revenue adequacy and economic efficiency sometimes

conflict . Economic theory offers some ways of minimizing the trade-

offs, and these are included in the discussions of alternative pricing

mechanisms . (p. xi )

The main purpose of this study is to discuss the principles and methods by
which Canada can ensure the optimal use and efficient provision of trans-
portation infrastructure services . Also, to reflect the move to greater fiscal



responsibility reflected in a shift from public- to private-sector provision of
services, increasing constraints on government's ability to control resources
and a general shift to a greater emphasis on efficiency, an emphasis is placed
on the cost-recovery issue . The issue is treated in two alternative ways . First,
the cost-recovery conditions associated with optimal pricing and investment

in infrastructure are studied and compared with the actual cost-recovery
situation . Second, the methods of achieving an exogenously given cost-
recovery target in such a way as to minimize the efficiency loss are discussed .
Although the principles and methods discussed in the study can b e
applied to all modes of transportation, the emphasis is on roads and
airport infrastructure . -

6.2 INFRASTRUCTURE PRICING PRINCIPLE S

Pricing is a method of allocating resources . There is no such thing as the
right price irrespective of issues and objectives . Rather there are optimal
prices or pricing strategies given particular objectives to be achieved . Prices
can be established to maximize profit, welfare or revenues. They can be
used to achieve a particular market share or a desired distribution of demand
across products (for example, mode-split in transportation) . However, one
of the most important goals for pricing goods and services from society's
viewpoint is in maximizing economic welfare by optimally allocating scarce
resources and goods and services across competing needs in the short run
and ensuring optimal investment in capacity in the long run .

It is well known that economic welfare is maximized by pricing infrastructure
at marginal social cost which means the externality costs users impose on
the system are included . Critics of the current pricing approach agree that
governments have been misdirected in their infrastructure policy chiefly in

trying to respond to traffic growth by expanding capacity rather than also
using demand management through an efficient pricing system . Empirical
studies indicate that the net social benefit from effective demand management
policy is quite high . The major source of the available efficiency gains for both
near-urban roads and airports is the reduction in congestion delays with a
consequent savings in operating and time costs . For intercity facilities, effi-
cient pricing leads to a more efficient use of facilities within and across modes .

Efficient user-charges which reflect social costs have three significant impacts .
First, economic welfare is increased as the demand for infrastructure is
rationed more efficiently in a way which reflects the costs of using the



infrastructure . Second, the distortion in traffic allocation across modes is

reduced. Third, it contributes to the financing of infrastructure . Furthermore,

marginal social cost pricing is not incompatible with fairness or equity . The

surplus from congestion tolls may be used to offset losses by some groups
who may be adversely affected by increased user-fees . The British Airports

Authority (BAA Plc .), for example, has used marginal cost pricing principles
to establish runway and terminal charges for the five airports under its con-
trol but has redistributed revenues from one airport to another particularly

for investment purposes .

Peak-load pricing is an important variant of marginal social cost pricing
which formally considers the fact that some users demand and require

more capacity than others . This is seen everyday on roadways, runways

and in terminals . There is a clear and sound economic efficiency basis for

peak-load pricing . Charging higher prices to peak users enhances economic

efficiency by inducing them to make rational choice decisions'as well as
helping to solve financing problems for capacity expansion. Finally, peak

pricing is not, in principle, unfair or inequitable . It assigns costs to those

who are responsible for them . It makes no economic sense to restrict the use

of a facility in off-peak hours because all that results in is the underutilization
of an existing facility . In competitive circumstances or under regulation,

peak users are not necessarily worse off in terms of what they pay, if there
is a lower off-peak price, provided the off-peak users pay at least their vari-

able costs. If off-peak users were eliminated from the market, peak users
would pay precisely the same amount as when off-peak users pay their vari-

able costs. The only circumstance when peak users would be better off is if
they are cross subsidized from off-peak users . This creates a social loss in

terms of both inefficient use of facilities and the loss of consumer surplus .

When the total revenue from the social marginal cost pricing is not sufficient
to cover total cost, there are three options open to the infrastructure authority :

continue to use social marginal cost pricing with subsidization from the

general tax revenue;

• use Ramsey pricing which provides a second-best solution with a break-

even financial performance ; or

• adopt a two-part pricing (access/usage tariffs) scheme .



The question of financing capacity from users versus the general revenue
fund (all taxpayers) is an issue of both efficiency and equity . If marginal cost
is less than average cost, efficient pricing will result in a deficit . This deficit
must be covered . A partial equilibrium approach to this problem would
support a policy of funding the deficit out of general revenue while a gen-
eral equilibrium approach would argue that the relative welfare losses of
funding the deficit by users versus the general taxpayer should be consid-
ered. Recent evidence, Jorgenson (1992), Jorgenson and Yun (1990) and

Ballard, Shoven and Whalley (1985), has shown that the marginal cost of
public funds is between $1 .33 and $1 .45, meaning that between 33¢ an d
45¢ per dollar are lost through a private-sector efficiency loss . It is, therefore,
not obvious that proposing a policy of marginal social cost pricing and
ignoring the costs of public funds to finance the deficit would necessarily
improve economic welfare . A second-best pricing scheme in which there is
a cost recovery constraint may lead to a higher level of economic efficiency .

Ramsey pricing minimizes the loss of economic efficiency caused by devi-
ating prices from the respective marginal costs in order to achieve financial
break even. In effect, it charges higher markup to less price-elastic products
or market segments by making the markup inversely proportional to the
price elasticity of the demand .

Two-part pricing consists of a flat fee for the right to access a facility (for
example, vehicle licence fee to access the road system), and a usage fee (for
example, charge per kilometre of road usage) . Two-part pricing can lead to
a first-best solution if the demand for access is not price sensitive, and if
usage charges are set at the marginal costs of usage and the access fee is
set at a sufficiently high level to allow the firm to break even . Under these
conditions, the regulation of the access fee alone can induce a monopoly
firm to charge marginal cost as the usage price. When access demand is
sensitive to price, the optimal two-part tariff can be computed by applying
the Ramsey pricing rule to the access and the usage demands as if the y
are two separate products with interrelated demands . This then becomes
a second-best pricing approach .

The economics literature is paying increasing attention to the consequences
of selective pricing methods for various groups of users and non-users ; that
is, the income distributional consequences of a pricing method . Problems
arise when a pricing method which maximizes economic efficiency does
not necessarily yield what is considered a fair or equitable outcome . The



most obvious case where concern over income distribution appears critical
is the implementation of congestion (or peak-load) pricing for (urban) trans-

portation . The results of a number of empirical and simulation studies vary
somewhat, but the basic conclusion is that it is misleading to characteriz e

a congestion or peak-load pricing policy as being regressive .

Marginal social cost pricing is also not incompatible with fairness or equity .

Congestion or peak-load pricing in conjunction with a strategy to use the
revenues can generate net positive benefits for society . Marginal social cost

pricing corrects distortions rather than introduces them . Some groups, how-

ever, are made better off and others worse off but this should not justify

rejection of this pricing policy . As Hau (1991) notes, it is perhaps asking too

much of a pricing mechanism to solve the pricing, investment and income

distribution problem . One perspective is to use road and airport funds from

efficient pricing to both invest efficiently in capacity (new roads or runways)
and to satisfy concerns regarding equity . This study recognizes that while

income redistribution issues are better placed in general tax policy, some of
the concerns with the perceived inequity of efficient pricing may be allayed
if some of the funds from efficient pricing are used to provide substitutes

for those most affected by the use of socially efficient pricing . Thus, a
transportation fund could potentially invest in public transportation, rural

roads or small airports . The magnitude of the fund would depend on scale

economies and indivisibilities .

6.3 CARRIER AND INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS

The infrastructure planner must establish user-charges and make capacity
investment decisions to maximize the economic'welfare of society . Under-

standing the behaviour of the combined cost of a carrier's service provision
and infrastructure provision is essential for the development of a set of

socially optimal prices for infrastructure . If short-run costs fall because of
increased capacity utilization but long-run costs exhibit constant returns to
scale, it is still possible to have marginal social cost pricing and fully cover

costs . If, however, long-run costs are characterized by some economies, a
second-best pricing approach will be required to have total revenues cover
costs and minimize the efficiency loss of deviating from first-best pricing .

A prerequisite to understanding the structure of the combined cost is to
understand each component, that is, carrier cost structure and infrastructure

cost structure .



A number of studies have been directed at determining the behaviour of
an airline's cost function with respect to changes in the level and compo-
sition of output . The studies have shown that the long-run average cost
curve is relatively constant over a wide range of output, that is, there are
no economies of scale in the airline industry . This means that the size of a
carrier does not generate lower per-unit costs . Studies also concluded that
airport capacity construction is as well characterized by constant returns to
scale. This implies that the combined cost of carriers and infrastructure is
also characterized by constant returns to scale .

Empirical investigations of the truck and intercity bus industries have pro-
vided mixed results . The overwhelming evidence is that there are constant
returns to scale in trucking, some scope economies and certainly density
economies. The limited investigations of the bus industry found weak
evidence of non-constant returns . There is no direct evidence of density
economies but observing the restructuring of the bus industry in those
countries in which there has been deregulation certainly suggests some
density economies . Evidence from Small, Winston and Evans (1989) showed
constant returns to scale in highway capacity construction . They reported
the existence of significant economies of scale with respect to the durability
of road and mild returns to scale with respect to traffic volume . They also
reported diseconomies of scope from the production of both durability and
traffic volume because, as the road is made wider to accommodate more
traffic, the cost of any additional thickness rises, since all the lanes mus t
be built to the same standard of thickness .

The final outcome of these three factors at work is that highway capacity
construction is characterized by approximately constant returns to scale .
In other words, the output-specific economies of scale are offset by the
diseconomies of scope for having to produce them jointly . Since they
included both infrastructure costs and the costs incurred by road users
(individual drivers and transportation carriers) in the total cost of highway
modes, their result on the overall constant returns to scale is for the
combined cost of highways and users .

6 .4 IMPLEMENTATION OF USER-CHARGE S

This review of the current charging schemes for roadways and airports and
of efficient pricing has led to the following conclusions . In the air secto r
the uniform user-charge system should be repealed in favour of site-specific



user-charges . Furthermore, the current weight-based landing fees are too
low for small aircraft (mainly general aviation and corporate aircraft) and
too high for large aircraft . This had led to a situation of undercharging the

former relative to commercial aircraft (mainly large jet) .

Peak-period user-charges should be implemented at airports with congestion

problems, and the differential user-charges between peak, low-peak, and
off-peak periods can be set to reflect their respective social marginal costs
which include congestion externality costs. This leads to a large differential

between peak and off-peak fees . Under this system, landing fees for small

aircraft become similar to those for large aircraft in the peak periods . It is
clear that landing fees for small aircraft at congested airports are even more

underpriced . Moving in this direction is highly consistent with the pricing

provisions contained in the Transport Canada cost-recovery proposals
published in 1990 .

A weight-based landing fee, if appropriately set, may be consistent wit h

the Ramsey pricing principle and, thus, have some economic justification for

use at small uncongested airpo rts . This is because the demand for airpo rt

se rv ices by larger ( heavier) aircraft is more price-inelastic than smaller ( lighter)

aircraft . However, the rationale for weight-based pricing breaks down when

the airpo rt becomes congested and congestion pricing is applied . Similarly,

charging higher landing fees for long-haul international flights at uncon-

gested airpo rts can be justified in an efficient pricing regime since it i's

consistent with the spirit of Ramsey pricing as the demand for airpo rt

serv ices by long-haul flights is less price-elastic than sho rt -haul flights .

However, charging higher landing fees for long-haul international flights
loses its economic rationale when congestion pricing is applied to

congested airpo rts .

In establishing prices for roadways, the empirical studies conducted in
Canada and the United States indicate passenger cars and other light vehicles
pay a disproportionately higher share of the total road maintenance costs
as compared to trucks and other heavy vehicles . The Canadian studies show

that the short-run fixed road cost far exceeds the user-charge revenues not
related to road usage . This implies that vehicle licence fees may be too low

to be optimal, and those who underutilize their vehicles pay less for their
option to use the road system than the optimal price for the option to use
their vehicle .



Road costs are sensitive to the investment level in capacity and durability .
It is therefore important that the road authority make an* optimal investment
particularly in durability (pavement thickness) . In the United States, the
underinvestment in durability (that is, building sub-standard roads) has not
only substantially increased road maintenance costs more than necessary,
but also the costs to the road users .

Currently, the majority of the road user-charges are collected in the for m
of fuel taxes . Since fuel taxes are -not directly related to either congestion or
road damage, they are not an efficient means of charging for road usage .
Road charges must be related to both road damage and the amount of
congestion . Technology now exists for effectively administering congestion
tolls either by time of day or by congested road segment . Therefore, the
users of urban roads and near-urban highways must be charged both
congestion tolls and road damage while users of rural and uncongested
intercity roads are charged just for the road damage .

6.5 ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FINANCING ROAD INFRASTRUCTUR E

In practice, a government must use a mix of two or more charging methods
to achieve high efficiency in the road transportation sector while attaining a
cost recovery target . The road pricing scheme recommended by this study
consists of three parts :

• a system of graduated per-kilometre fees for trucks based on axle weight
which will improve efficiency in the use of roads and promote an optimal
investment in the durability (thickness) of the road system ;

• congestion tolls and environmental externality taxes which will help
improve the efficiency of the usage of road capacity for urban and near-
urban roads as well as achieve an optimal investment in road capacity
(lanes) ; and

• a fuel tax-licence fee combination for cars on uncongested roads .

The relative mix of fixed and variable fees will depend on the relative values
of access and usage price elasticities . It will generally be true that a greater
proportion of revenues will- be generated from the variable charge .



The first two are essentially the social marginal costs of road usage (that is,
charging for road damage and externality costs) . Construction of toll roads

or charging beneficiaries are essentially local financing solutions for spe-

cific road construction or improvement projects . Since empirical evidence

suggests that a substantial portion of road costs do not vary with road
usage (traffic volume or axle loads), use of substantial licence/registration
fees is likely to be an efficient means of recovering the fixed road costs if
the number of users is not affected by the magnitude of the licence fee .

Methodologically, a two-part pricing system can be applied on a national
or provincial scale to charge vehicle licence fees for the right to access the
road system and social marginal costs (road damage and externality costs)

for the road usage . This two-part pricing system is likely to self-finance

the Canadian road system .

This study recognizes that motive fuel taxes have been deeply entrenched
in society because it is administratively easy to collect large sums of money
from road users but also because it helps achieve other important'objectives

such as environmental and energy conservation goals . However, when

planning for 20 or 30 years into the future, the user-charge plans must
include economically rational charging methods such as peak-period and
peak-district pricing and graduated per-kilometre charges based on axle
loadings if there is to be an efficient system .

ENDNOTES

The authors acknowledge the intellectual contribution of Yimin Zhang, and the research assis-
tance of Eva Lau and Nagy Eltony . We are indebted to Richard Arnott, Sandy Borins and partic-
ularly John Sargent for helpful comments and suggestions on substance and exposition . We,

however, are responsible for the contents of the document .

1 . For the case of a single output with no possibility of effective market segmentation,
Ramsey pricing reduces to average cost pricing .

2 . Oum and Tretheway (1988) have extended the Ramsey pricing rule to the case where
externality costs are present . Their results show that the markup is a weighted average
of the inverse elasticity and the ratio of marginal external cost to price .

3 . Essentially the same method as Ramsey pricing can be applied to find quasi-optimal
prices to achieve a given level of cost recovery (including break even) . See Gillen, Oum
and Tretheway (1986) for use of the Ramsey framework to compute optimal landing fees
subject to various levels of cost recovery for runway services . In the past, some transport
economists named it "value-of-service" pricing when firms (airlines and railroads) charged
differential (often profit-maximizing) prices for essentially the same services by using
differential price elasticities•by market segment .

;.~~`''-



4. The following discussion is in the context of two-part prices but the concepts are not
limited to two parts and can apply equally well to multi-part prices .

5. There are a number of examples of two-part prices in the economy : pricing telephone
services, golf and other club memberships, amusement parks, roadway access and usage .

6. Train (1991) notes that too high an access fee may result in hardship for lower income
groups . If this is perceived as being too inequitable, the efficiency gains may be foregone .

7 . See Aviation Week and Space Technology, April 27, 1992 .

8 . Ng and Weisser (1974) have shown that the proportion of the "residual revenue" (the
difference between revenue required to break even and the revenue obtained from pure
marginal cost pricing) financed by increasing the variable fee above marginal cost, .
increases with the absolute price elasticity of the number of users and decreases with
the absolute price elasticity of the amount of usage .

9 . See Ng and Weisser (1974), Spulber (1989) and Train (1991) for further discussions on
theoretical and technical issues on multi-part pricing, and its relationship with "block tariffs . "

10 . Investment to increase slots does not always require a new runway . Construction of a
high-speed turnoff, for example, can decrease the amount of time a particular plane
occupies,a runway .

11 . In fact, the landing fee alone is identical in the peak periods for all aircraft types (see
Gillen, Oum and Tretheway, 1988) .

12 . There are numerous studies of urban road pricing and its consequences but they are not
reviewed here since the interest is in interurban infrastructure .

13 . In all cases the evaluations or comparisons are made against a status quo which is essen
=tially average cost pricing. Thus, the comparison is between average costs and social

marginal cost pricing for congested facilities and between average cost and Ramsey
pricing for uncongested facilities .

14 . Small, Winston and Evans (1989) also developed a set of efficient road prices . These are
discussed at greater length later in the section dealing with the question of cost recovery .

15 . This was changed in 1991 .

16 . Since the total disbursements on roads in the United States was $61 billion in 1985 (Small,
Winston and Evans, 1989), this means a savings of over 13 percent of the total cost .

17 . A recent study in Minneapolis-St. Paul found that the addition of one runway to the
international airport would generate such large savings in direct cost to carriers that it
(the runway) would have a payback of only three years .

18 . Underpricing infrastructure not only leads to excessive use but oversupplying infrastructure
leads to long-term structural shifts which almost guarantees today's problems will recur
in the future .

19 . See Keeler and Small (1977) and Winston (1985) for examples of modelling optimal user
charges and investment decisions for infrastructure in such a way as to maximize total
benefits for users (social welfare) .



20. In the case of a multi-product firm, outputs would be increased in the same proportion or
along an output ray.

21 . As a corollary, if there are no scale economies, it implies that first-best pricing with no
deficit is achievable over the long run .

22 . The exception is Air Canada which Gillen et al . (1985) found to have realized most of the
available density economies in its network. This may have changed since the empirical
evidence is based on data up to 1981 only .

23 . Since Canada has a number of small airpo rts in remote communities, indivisibility of

capacity at small airpo rts may translate into scale economies .

24 . This is one of the significant problems associated with system average costing . It assumes
there are not significant differences in costs and demand between facilities .

25 . The numbers are also based on costs at the time the study was conducted . The numbers
calculated would be as high or lower since lower costs are expected with the move to
defederalization (see Hamilton, 1991) .

26 . Airport planning and construction can in many cases take more than a decade so the
characteristics of commercial aircraft soon to be produced are considered in the design .

27 . Table 4 .1 also shows differential prices by market segment : domestic and international
flights. This may be consistent with the spirit of the Ramsey pricing principle considering
that most international flights have longer stage lengths and, thus, lower price elasticities
of demand for airport services .

28. GA aircraft did pay an airport-specific tax to cover the costs of airport operations but this
was not an explicit fee for runway use .

29 . As an example of this type of charging structure, New Zealand which has privatized its air
traffic control system, charges general aviation aircraft $57 per year (plus sales tax) for
the first 50 landings and $3 .67 or $4 .60 for each subsequent landing depending on airport
location (see Paul Proctor, "For Profit New Zealand ATC System Cuts Costs and Increases
Efficiency," Aviation Week and Space Technology, April 27, 1992) .

30 . Many of these changes are consistent with a recent Transport Canada pricing policy
proposal (Transport Canada, 1990). -

31 . For example, at Heathrow airport all aircraft, small or large, pay identical landing fees
during peak periods . In addition, the combination of landing fees and passenger terminal
fees for a large aircraft (for example, Boeing 747) in the peak periods exceeds, by a factor
of five, the amount for the same aircraft at off-peak periods . See Gillen, Oum and Tretheway
(1988) for the exact fee differentials.

32 . Nix allocated costs under two scenarios : with scenario A all capital costs are treated as
inescapable (assumed not to vary with vehicle usage) . With scenario B one third of the
capital costs are assumed to be escapable . Among the capital costs, the pavement costs
are allocated to various axle-weight groups, while the road maintenance costs (and one
third of the pavement costs in scenario B) were allocated on the basis of vehicle usage .
This cost allocation exercise was performed on the following vehicle categories : standard
car, three-axle truck, five-axle tractor-semitrailer, six-axle tractor-semitrailer, eight-axle
B-train loaded and eight-axle B-train empty .



33 . Heggie (1991) categorized the charging instruments into four categories : vehicle usage,
vehicle ownership, vehicle acquisition and charging beneficiaries of road system .

34 . One exception to this is the case of Japan where substantial revenue from road tolls is
generated . Toll revenues accounted for nearly 20 percent of the total revenue collected
from road users in 1985 . In fact, all three publicly owned road authorities generate financial
surpluses after covering capital expansion costs .

35 . Small, Winston and Evans (1989) proposed the use of both a steeply graduated per-
mile tax based on axle weights and congestion tolls as the main feature of road pricing
(pp . 114-19) .

36 . The Hong Kong experiment is interesting, in part because it is sometimes cited as an
example of the failure of congestion charges. Hong Kong did not adopt the congestion toll
system after the experiment carried out from 1983 to 1985 primarily because of the com-
plex political factors including people's fears of government intrusion and the desire to
exercise the newly won local autonomy from the British governor . However, the test of
collection technology in Hong Kong was a resounding success, exceeding by a wide mar-
gin the very stringent goals for reliability and ease of use that were established . More than
99 .7 percent of vehicles crossing toll sites were correctly identified, and the wrong vehicle
was charged less than one time in 10 million .

37 . This one-time registration fee may have a small short-run negative effect on the environ-
ment since it would discourage the purchase of new vehicles and encourage continued
use of older ones . Therefore, it may be desirable to raise annual licence fees substantially
without changing the first-time vehicle registration fees .
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